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Abstract 


Hitachi Engineering & Services (HES), with the collaboration of Nikon Metrology, Inc., developed the automatic 3D 
measurement system using the Laser Radar (LR), and started the operation in 2007. 
This system was presented in the 24th CMSC (Charlotte city, July, 2008), and it was published in the CMSC journal next 
year[1], [2]. 
This system has been operating high-accuracy and high-efficient measurements since 2007. But in some cases, it had to 
rely on the manual operation to measure the edges which were important to measure the outer shape of the object. 
The LR has functions to measure edges and outer shapes of the object by using the reflected laser from the surface of the 
object. However, it detected the false position depending on the particular surface conditions of the measurement object. 
Therefore, the improvement and strengthening the edge measurement function were planned. 


1) Improved the edge measurement algorithm built in LR (Nikon Metrology Inc.) 
2) Built up the systematic recovery function in case of the failure of the improved edge measurement algorithm (HES) 


This enabled the high accuracy complicated outer shape measurement. From now, it is expected to expand the applicable 
fields of the 3D measurement system. 
 
1. Nomenclature 


• ATL: Automatic Target Locator 
• CAD: Computer aided design 
• CFRP: Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic 
• EMR: Edge Measurement Recovery Function 
• HES: Hitachi Engineering & Services 
• LR: Laser Radar by Nikon Metrology 
• PMR: PVI Measurement Recovery Function 
• PVI: Plane Vector Intersection 
• TB: Tooling ball, Grade25 0.25-in. diameter steel ball 
• TBMR :TB Measurement Recovery Function 
 


Header Image Automatic 3D measurement system 







2. Introduction 


HES with the collaboration of Nikon Metrology, developed the automatic measurement system aiming for improvement in 
productivity and labor-saving, and started the operation in 2007.  
Figure 1 shows the general position of 
the measurement process in the 
production process. The surface 
measurement is performed to test the 
product work in the earlier process. The 
measurement process is the important 
position not only as the final inspection 
before handing it to the next process, but 
also as the judgment for the correctness 
of the process. The measured data are 
used for reprocessing if necessary. The feedback information for the performance improvement of the processing machine 
which is obtained by 3D measurement becomes important information to improve the production efficiency. Consequently, 
it generates a huge effect on the entire production process. 
 
There are increasing demands on the automatic measurement in accordance with the extension of automation in production 
line. We designed this system to continue the automatic operation as much as possible. In addition, even when a part of 
each subsystem and the sub-process was not able to be operated normally, an automatic operation was designed as much as 
possible to continue. For instance, we had confirmed beforehand that in the case of the measurement failures with LR for 
some reasons, retry measuring the same position with the same parameters did also fail with high probabilities. So we did 
not equip the system with the re-measurement (retry) function at the same position with the same parameters, but equipped 
with various recovery functions in the system design phase. 
 
Moreover, in order to inform the status of automatic measurement, it is equipped with the operation monitor screen with 
touch panel operation. Therefore, one-touch operation is realized by normal operator without high measurement skill. It is 
described below how this 3D automatic measurement system improved based on the operating experiences focused on the 
edge measurement recovery function. 
 
3. Operating Experiences of the system 


3.1 Recovery function 
The main recovery functions to adopt with this system are shown below.  
(A)Systematic recovery function 
• ATL(Automatic Target Locator) 
• PMR(Plane vector intersection Measurement Recovery Function) 
• EMR(Edge Measurement Recovery Function) 
(B)Recovery function of LR 
• TBMR(Tooling Ball Measurement Recovery Function) 
 
ATL is the automatic detect function applying the image recognition technique which 
is used in the case of measurement failure of the common point. An image recognition 
device detects a striped ring line using pattern matching algorithm and calculates 
quantity of deviation from the laser direction of the LR (shown in figure 2). 
 
Next, the PMR and the 
EMR are the recovery 
functions corresponding to 
the PIV measurement and 
the edge measurement. 
When the measurement 
fails at P0 in figure 3, the 
nearby point (P1, 2, 3, 4 in 
this order) is measured. 
And the measured data is 
returned if the 
measurement succeeds. 
These functions are used 
by the assumption that the 
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Figure 1 3D measurement in the production process 
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measured data of the nearby point which is not equal to the original measurement position could be adopted for the 
inspection. 
 
And, the TBMR is a recovery function for the TB measurement. This is the function which is used if the spiral search of the 
TB measurement does not find the candidate of the TB center. It makes LR to start next spiral search at the position which 
gives the maximum reflection power during the previous spiral search. 
 
3.2 The operational status of the system 
This system has been operating smoothly since the operation start in 2007, and the total operating time would be 
approximately 30,000 hours at the time of June 2010. 
Figure 4 shows the number of measurement points of each measurement mode, the number of points measured successfully 
at the first time, the number of measured points required recovery function and the used recovery mode. Although there 
were 2-4% of measurement failures in PVI, TB and Common Point measurements, the re-measurement succeeded by the 
equipped recovery functions. Among the 150 points of the edge measurement, 19 points were failed. And four points in 
them were occurred because of the low confidence value but recovery measurements were succeeded by the EMR function. 
But other 15 edge measured points were out of tolerance even though the confidence values were above the threshold. So it 
had to rely on the manual operation to re-measure. These data analyzed from the log data show that the recovery functions 
equipped in this automatic measurement system covered approximately 80 percent of measurement failures. The 15 edge 
measurement points were confirmed within tolerance by detailed measurement of manual operation. It seemed that this was 
caused by the false measurement of the edge detection in LR. 
It takes too much time to re-measure manually and at that time the measurement specialist is needed. Therefore the 
improvement of this function was required, and we investigated the issue of the edge measurement of LR. 
 


Measurement Mode Number of 
Measurement 


Points passed at 
the first try 


Points needed the 
recovery function 


Recovery 
mode Results 


PVI 1373 1330 (97%) 43 (3%) PMR Success 


TB 599 587 (98%) 12 (2%) TBMR Success 


Common Point (TB) 194 187 (96%) 7 (4%) ATL Success 


Edge 150 131 (87%) 


4 (3%) 
Low Confidence 


value 
EMR Success 


15 (10%) 
(Deviation error) - Re-measure 


(by hand) 


Scan 751 751 (100%) 0 (0%) - - 


(Total) 3067 2986(97%) 81 (3%) - - 
Figure 4 Results of one measurement (analyzed by Log Data) 


 
3.3 Edge measurement of automatic 3D measurement system 
(1) The edge measurement using the LR 
There are mainly two types of edge measurement using the LR as shown in figure 5. One is corner edge, that is the case LR 
can measure both sides of the edge, and another is the oblivion edge, that is the case LR can measure only one side of the 
edge. The corner edge is inherently more accurate and stable than the oblivion edge. The details of the edge measurement 
using the LR are described in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5 Two types of edge algorithm by the LR 







(2) Edge measurement of the outer line 
In this 3D automatic measurement system, the outer line edge measurement is required to inspect the results of the 
trimming process. The difficulty of the oblivion edge compared to the corner edge was known at the time of system design. 
But to measure all the outer lines by the corner edge is not possible because of the incident angle requirement of LR and the 
positional relation between the object and the LR as shown in figure 6. Therefore many edge points at the outer line had to 
be measured by oblivion edges. 
 


 
(3) The issue of the oblivion edge 
By looking the measured data which were out of 
tolerance, all the edge positions were measured 
internally compared to the CAD data as shown in 
figure 7. 
The scan measurement data took by manual 
operation indicated that the cutting process had 
performed nearly to the CAD data and the oblivion 
edge measurement mode had the false positive. 
Nikon Metrology and HES analyzed these data and 
investigated the improvement of the edge 
measurement function. 
 


4. Improvement of Edge measurement using the LR 


4.1 Principle of Edge Measurements using the LR 


Due to the non-contact fully automated nature of the 
Nikon Metrology LR, measuring features such as edges 
is possible in an automatic measurement system. Nikon 
Metrology has developed advanced edge detection 
algorithms for measuring edges using complicated 
filtering and processing techniques. The edge algorithm 
main process is described below.  
 
The LR measures edges by performing a scan of the 
edge of interest. Two points are required as input for the 
edge algorithm to perform a scan on the edge area to measure, Edge Near Pt and Edge Direction Pt. These two points will 
determine the scan start point as well as the scan direction as shown in figure 8.  
 
The Clearance Zone and the Edge near point will determine how big the scan will be. The Edge direction point will 
determine the direction of the scan. The direction of the scan will be in the direction of a vector passing through edge 
direction point towards edge near point as shown in figure 8. The distance of the scan will be twice the clearance zone 
having the edge near point as the midpoint. 
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Figure 6 Edge measurement of the outer line 
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Figure 8 Input data for the edge algorithm 







After a scan of the edge is performed, the edge algorithm 
will determine what type of edge is being measured. There 
are two types of edges, Corner Edges, and Oblivion Edges. 
For a Corner Edge measurement, a set of conditions need 
to be met. First the data needs to be split into three 
sections, Edge On points, Edge Off points and Wall points 
as shown in figure 9. If there is sufficient Wall Pts, and all 
the corner edge conditions are met ( incident angles and 
point density), a line-line intersection is performed on the 
line fit to Edge On data and the line fit to Wall Pt data and 
the intersection point will be a Corner Edge measurement. 
 
If the algorithm couldn't determine any sufficient Wall Pts and the Corner edge conditions weren't met in the initially 
scanned data, a corner edge measurement is not possible, and the algorithm will trigger an Oblivion edge measurement. A 
new refined scan will be performed on the edge of interest using the initial scan data for the refine scan setup. Since no 
Wall Pts were determined by the algorithm, the data was categorized as either Edge On points or Edge off points. A line is 
fitted to the Edge On first and last point. This line is then intersected with a line created by first Edge Off point and the 
scanner origin as shown in figure 10. The new refine scan length and direction will be then determined by the last valid 
Edge On point and the intersection point as shown in figure 10.  
This process can be repeated (default is up to 5 times) till the last point on Edge On tolerance is met. The tolerance 
requirement is set by the user and can range from 0.5mm ( for fast low accuracy edge measurements ) to 0.1mm ( for high 
accuracy edge measurements ). 
 
4.2 Difficulty of Edge Measurements using the 
LR 


Because the LR is a non contact measuring 
device, it has two major difficulties that it has to 
overcome, the first is the line of sight, the second 
is the interaction of the beam with the material 
measured. The LR can measure only what it sees. 
Unfortunately always seeing the two sides of an 
edge for a Corner Edge measurement is not 
possible. So the majority of the edges measured 
are Oblivion edges. Due to the interaction of the 
infrared beam with the material surface being 
measured, the range data can be noisy due to 
different reasons such as speckle and reflectivity 
which both can return low quality range 
measurements for a LR. These two limiting 
factors combined can make determining an 
oblivion edge difficult, and makes measuring an 
edge sensitive and prone to false positives.  
Figure 11 shows a 2-D sample of a raw Oblivion 
edge scan data. The data clearly shows that there 
is only one side of an edge visible, and also 
shows how noisy the range data ( 
y-axis ) can be. Because it's an 
Oblivion Edge, the data will be 
split into Edge On and Edge Off 
data. This is initially done by 
performing a filter based on the 
signal quality and spread of the 
max and min quality in the data. 
Figure 12 shows the Edge On data 
candidates in red, and shows that 
clearly a noisy point on the edge 
surface was determined by the 
algorithm to be a valid Edge On 
point candidate.  


 


Figure 10 Oblivion Edge measurement 


Figure 12 Edge On data candidates Figure 11 Raw Oblivion edge scan data 


Figure 9 Corner Edge measurement 







After the quality filter was performed, a filter to refine the Edge On data near the edge will be performed to determine if 
any points on Edge On are Edge Off points. So starting with the last valid Edge On point, a line fit is performed and the line 
fit RMS is recorded and the number of points that are within the tolerance to the line fit is recorded. The last point is then 
dropped and another line fit is performed and the number of point that are within the tolerance to the line fit are recorded. 
This process is done on all Edge On data. Finally, only the data that had the highest number of points within tolerance to 
the line fit are kept as Edge On 
points. Clearly, because the 
initial Edge On data had a bad 
outlier, that caused the best line 
fit candidate to be on the right 
side of the data as shown in 
figure 13. This caused Edge On 
data to be split in the wrong 
location, and falsely declaring 
Edge On data to be Edge Off 
data. The fine scan was also 
performed on the wrong location 
as shown in figure 13. This 
outlier caused the algorithm to 
return a falsely measured edge as 
shown in figure 14. 
 
4.3 Improvement to the Edge Measurements 
Clearly as seen from figure 14, a single outlier in the Edge On data can 
cause a false positive edge measurement that can be in the millimeters and 
disturb the whole automated process. The algorithm had to be modified to 
make sure there are no outliers before attempting to split the data using a 
line fit filtering technique. A new geometrical filter based on neighboring 
points was implemented and applied to the data after a quality filter is 
performed. This insured that no outliers remain in the data before we 
attempt to split the Edge On data. Figure 15 shows the improvements and 
shows that the Edge On data was split correctly.  
 


5. Enhanced Edge Measurement Recovery Function 


5.1 Test results of the new edge measurement algorithm using the LR 
For the confirmation of the improved edge measurement function of the LR, we carried out a measurement examination 
using the sample which was same as the CFRP used in the object. Figure 16 is a picture of the measurement sample which 
we used. The CFRP surface of this sample has four types of conditions. To examine the influence on measurement by the 
difference of the surface conditions, we evaluated the data of each different surface type. 
We measured the sample under the condition of the measurement range 7m and the incident angle 60 degrees considering 
the measurement conditions of the automatic 3D measurement system. 
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Figure 16 A picture of the CFRP sample 
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Figure 15 Improved results 
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In the case of using conventional edge measurement algorithm (Conventional EA) and new edge measurement algorithm 
(New EA), measurement failure rate, maximum deviation to the nominal data and standard deviation are shown in figure 18 
for each surface type1, 2, 3, and 4. Here, the measurement failure rate is as follows. 


Measurement failure rate=Number of the measured points with low confidence/Number of all measured points 
The nominal data was made from the result of measuring in detail using a scan measurement mode, under the condition to 
be able to measure the both sides of the edge. 


 
In the case of using Conventional EA, measurement failure rate is 3-6% by the differences of the surface conditions. In the 
case of using New EA, the large reduction of the measurement failure rate is realized. In addition, the threshold of laser 
reflection intensity (quality) that was one of the setting parameters of the edge measurement algorithm was set to 0dB in 
new EA. 
The line fit filtering has been improved by new EA. As a result, the new EA would work properly even if the quality 
threshold is set to 0dB without deleting valid data which have the quality values up to 30dB. Actually, when the threshold 
was set to 0dB, a great improvement was achieved especially in Type2 compared with the case when the threshold was set 
to 30dB. 
In the case of using New EA, the maximum deviation and the standard deviation were improved for all surface types 
compared to the Conventional EA. However, in Type1 and Type2, it still occurs the maximum deviations exceed 1mm. In 
this situation, re-measurements by manual operation are necessary in the actual measurement. 
 
5.2 The evaluation of the influence of the surface conditions on the LR measurement 
To investigate the cause of the above mentioned phenomena in chapter 5.1, we carried out detailed scan measurement using 
the LR for each different part of the surface. Figure 19 shows the result that measured the area of 10mm x 10mm of the 
near edge by scan measurement mode with detailed point distance of 0.1mm x 0.1mm about each different part of the 
surface type. We set the threshold value of the laser reflection intensity as 0dB which means all the measured points are 
shown. The edge of the sample is at the upper part of each figure. 
The blue points show maximum quality measured points, and the red points show minimum quality measured points. 
In these figures, it seems that there are no data in the white areas. It is because the measured points are noisy in these areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From figure 19, the influences of surface conditions on the measurement results are listed below. 
(1) The thickness of the epoxy layer of the CFRP and influence of distortion: 
The most number of data are reduced in Type2 which is the most glossy. And the second is Type1 which has the next 
glossy surface. The number of data reduction in Type3 and Type4 which have no epoxy layer decrease clearly in 
comparison with Type1 and Type2. From this, it is estimated that there is an association between the glossiness of the 
surface (a difference of the laser reflectivity based on the adherent epoxy layer of the surface) and the number of data 
reduction points. 


Figure 18 Test results of Conventional/New EA 
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Figure 19 Scan measurement data 


 







 
(2) The influence of the surface asperity: 
When the surface has the asperity, an incident angle of the LR laser changes depend on the position and then the intensity 
of the reflected laser changes, that causes the data reduction. In particular, in the upper part of Type2, there are many areas 
where cannot be measured by the LR. It seems that these areas correspond to the carbon fiber laminated direction. In the 
lower part of Type2, it is also observed that there are many areas where cannot be measured. It seems that these areas are 
corresponding to the irregular surface asperity. From the measurement result of Type1, we can also observe the 
measurement result that is considered to correspond to the change of the surface asperity. 
(3) The influence of the weaving direction in the carbon fiber: 
In the test results of the Type4 which has no epoxy layer, the regularity of the laser reflection intensity is corresponding to 
the weaving direction in the carbon fiber. It is supposed that there are areas where the intensity of the reflected laser 
decreases depending on the weaving direction. Because we can see the difference of the reflectivity of the visible light 
depending on it. 
From the above, it is thought that measurement possibility using the LR is influenced by the difference of the surface 
conditions of the measurement object. In the case there is the area where cannot be measured by the LR near the edge and 
try to detect the edge position here, the LR detects false edge position internally which reflects sufficient laser power. 
Figure 20 shows the results of the detailed scan measurement and the results of the New EA. Certainly, the New EA 
detected internally at the position where the LR cannot measure by the scan mode. 
 


 
The countermeasure of this issue is difficult in the current edge detection method of the LR. So, we examined the 
systematic recovery function of the edge measurement. 
 
5.3 Development of the enhanced edge measurement recovery function 
From the scan measurement results of figure 19, there is little chance that the area where cannot be measured by the LR is 
spread across a wide area along the edge. These areas depend on the weaving direction which have approximately 2mm 
width at the maximum. Therefore it is effective to change the measurement position when the first measurement would fail. 
The measurement object is manufactured by the automatic processing machines based on the CAD data. So we considered 
to use the deviation between the CAD data and the measurement data as one of the judgment conditions of the recovery 
function. 
Hereinafter, the developed Enhanced EMR (E-EMR) is described. Figure 21 shows the basic flow chart of the E-EMR. 
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Figure 21 Flowchart of the E-EMR 
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The judgment conditions of the E-EMR are listed below. 
(1) The threshold of the deviation to the CAD data is decided in consideration of production tolerance. When the deviation 


is out of the threshold, there is the possibility of the false measurement. 
(2) When the deviation is out of the threshold in (1), two neighboring points (P1-a, P1-b) would be measured. The distance 


between a measured P1 and a line constructed from two measured points P1-a and P1-b is calculated to check the 
straightness of the measured data. The gradient angle is also calculated between a line from two measured points P1-a and 
P1-b and a line of the CAD data in the corresponding position. These calculated values are used for testing the measured 
result of P1. If both of these values are within the threshold, the measurement result of P1 is judged to be normal. And 
then to find a point which would be within the threshold, re-measurement is performed changing the position to P2. The 
threshold values of the straightness and the gradient are decided in consideration of measurement accuracy. 


(3) When the straightness or the gradient is out of the threshold in (2), the measurement result of P1 is judged to be false. 
Then P2 which is close to P1 is measured and tested in the same way as (1) and (2). 


(4) The process is continued to measure P3, P4 and P5 in the same way. When all the measurement data are out of the 
threshold, the measurement error is returned.  


(5) In addition, all measurement data and related data are used for phenomenon analysis and countermeasure examination 
by the measurement specialist. 


 
In an edge measurement, it is thought that the possibility of the manual operation decreases by adding the E-EMR. 
Furthermore, when the point other than P1 is measured, it is showed and managed to be able to distinguish the data from 
the data which are measured without the recovery function. 
 
5.4 The inspection result of the E-EMR 
We carried out inspection of the E-EMR with a CFRP sample same as figure 16. Figure 22 shows the results. We set the 
threshold of the E-EMR in consideration of the measurement accuracy and the roughness of the sample edge. Here, the 
measurement error rate is as follows. 
Error rate=Number of error points/Number of all measured points 


 
Surface type Max deviation(mm) Standard deviation(mm) Error rate (%) 


Type1 -0.195 0.106 0 
Type2 -0.187 0.095 0 
Type3 -0.182 0.098 0 
Type4 -0.181 0.106 0 


Figure 22 Test results of the E-EMR 
 
The Max deviation is less than 0.195mm, and the Standard deviation is 0.095 - 0.106mm which means these results are 
greatly improved compared to the figure 18. In addition, it is possible to eliminate the manual operation as the results of the 
measurement error rate were 0% in all the surface types. We think that the basic effect of the E-EMR has been confirmed 
by evaluation. We will reflect it in this automatic 3D measurement system and confirm the effectiveness more in future. 
 
6. Effect of automation and recovery functions strengthening of measurement system 


Figure 23 shows an effect of the automation in this 3D measurement system. 
The total time can be decreased to about 1/20 or less by automating the measurement and the analysis compared with the 
case to execute all measurements by manual operation. Because various recovery functions were installed in the current 
measurement system, a measurement and analytical time were able to be shortened below the half or more. It is thought 
that a manual measurement can be reduced to zero by executing the improvement related to this edge measurement. Thus, 
because a measurement and analytical time of further about 20% or more can be shortened, the improvement of a further 
productive efficiency can be expected. 
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Figure 23 Effect of automation and recovery functions strengthening of measurement system 
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7. Application in other fields 


The possibilities have increased to apply the 3D automatic measurement system to other fields by the operation experiences 
of this system and the various improvements as the edge measurement. The applications to other fields are outlined below. 
(1)Measurement of plank large steel boards 
Many jigs and a superior technique are essential to process the large size plank steel board used for the ship-building and 
the automobile production to fit the complicated curved CAD surface. 
However, the attempt of making data in the work process starts because of the labor saving and the automation of the 
productive process. 
The E-EMR improved this time is expected to have a big effect in the outer line shape measurement of the large size plank 
steel board. 
(2)Processing instruction of various piping (cutting and bend, etc.) and dimensional inspections 
In the process of manufacturing and the processing of the piping of the various shape used in a variety of plants, the 
automated dimensional inspection and the marking indicate system by the LR have already been introduced, and it is 
operating with stability. Previously, it took much time to do the measurement work for more than one expert worker using 
the gauges. After the LR system is introduced, a one-man operation becomes possible by directing the position where 
piping is processed by using the highly accurate pointing function by the laser of the LR, highly accurate work is achieved, 
and great rationalization is achieved. 
 
8. Conclusion 
This automatic 3D measurement system has been operating smoothly since the start of operation. The automatic 
measurement is continued in almost all cases of the measurement failures by the automatic recovery functions. However, 
approximately 10 percent of the edge measurement points are forced to depend on the manual measurement because the 
deviation to the CAD model is out of the tolerance even though the cutting is processed correctly. Therefore we improved 
the edge measurement algorithm of the LR, and confirmed the improved performance. In addition, the systematic edge 
measurement recovery function was improved and raised the probabilities to reduce the manual measurement of the edges 
drastically. 
We will confirm to embedded the developed function to the system and establish the effectiveness. And we are trying to 
continue developing the automatic 3D measurement technologies to expand the applicable fields of the 3D measurement 
system. In recent years, the 3D measurement is automated and embedded effectively in the production system. So the 3D 
measurement equipment becomes more important as it plays a huge roll in the production process. It is expected that the 
linkage between the 3D CAD system and the automatic processing machine and the automatic assemble machine would be 
getting more adjacent. And the importance of the 3D measurement data would be increase aiming to avoid the risk of the 
low quality product and to make the investigation easy to determine the cause of the unexpected defect. 
We intend to contribute willingly to promote the streamlining and improve product quality of design, manufacture, 
assemble, inspection processes by applying effectively our 3D measurement technologies to the automated production 
process obtained during the development, operating, improving of this automatic 3D measurement system. 
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Comparison Study Between Photogrammetry & Laser Radar 
Randy Fratena (Harris Corporation), Charles Mitchell (Harris Corporation) 


 
1.0 Abstract 
 At the Harris Corporation (Government 
Communications Systems Division – GCSD) 
solid carbon fiber and aluminum shaped 
reflectors are manufactured to support military 
ground, sea, & air communications.  These 
reflectors range in size from 1 to 13 meters. To 
meet performance requirements, the surface 
profile of these reflector dishes are held to rigid 
tolerances. For 25 years, Photogrammetry (PG) 
has been the Harris standard for characterizing 
the surface profile of these reflectors due to its 
high accuracy, portability and ability to work in 
unstable conditions. This technique has been 
“Tried and True” and is familiar to both the 
engineering and the quality organization.  
Over the past year, Laser Radar (LR) has been 
evolving into a robust inspection technique that 
reduces materials used and automates the 
measurement process.  In a cost competitive 
market of reflector fabrication, Laser Radar 
offers a promising solution in reducing the re-
occurring labor cost during significant 
production efforts. For the implementation of 
this technology it was necessary for the LR to be 
compared to what Harris recognizes to be the 
standard of surface characterization. To be 
accepted, the surface profile characterization 
(i.e. RMS) for reflectors must be ≤ 10% when 
compared to Photogrammetry.  
This technical paper discusses the LR evaluation 
techniques used for determining the surface 
profile of reflectors and if LR will be a suitable 
alternative to PG during significant production 
efforts at Harris. 
 
On a variety of reflector sizes, the surface profile 
(i.e. RMS) was calculated with both LR and PG.  
The percent differences between RMS values 
ranged from 2% to 6%.  Additionally, the labor 
hours required to determine the RMS value was 
reduced by 90% when an automated program 
was used.  For this application of determining 
the surface profile of reflectors, LR was a 
suitable alternative to PG in the reduction of 
recurring costs associated with production 
efforts.  


Future investigation will be performed to utilize 
a target projection system in conjunction with 
PG.  If successful, the target projector would 
eliminate the need to apply and remove PG 
targets and greatly reduce measurement time. 
 


2.0 Surface Profile Characterization 
Please note the process and technique used to 
generate the RMS values for the different 
methods are Harris specific, other applications 
may result differently.  
A symmetrical point grid is determined so that 
the surface profile (RMS) of the reflector can be 
calculated. This grid is very labor intensive and 
must be applied accurately as it will be used as 
an alignment feature during the surface 
characterization. The grid is applied in a 
repeatable sequence and correlates the datum 
reference points of the production tool. The grid 
is typically transferred to the surface of the 
reflector during production. This repeatability is 
maintained throughout production to achieve an 
“apples to apples” comparison among the 
reflectors. After measurement, the data is 
compared to the theoretical surface and new Z 
values are generated for the measured X and Y 
values. Next the theoretical Z values are used to 
generate a deviation or delta between the 
measured and the intended surface.  This data is 
then used for reporting RMS and characterizing 
the surface profile of the reflector. A 
requirement of ≤ 10% was determined as the 
threshold needed to be met for the RMS 
comparisons. 
 


3.0 PG and LR  Comparison Process 
To ensure that the study comparison was not 
jeopardized it was decided that the reflector 
would be put into alignment and measured with 
the LR first. A LR RMS value was then 
calculated using the predetermined measurement 
grid. The LR was used immediately afterwards 
to project the point grid onto the surface which 
allowed for easy application of PG targets. This 
method ensured that the same point locations are 
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consistent between both measurement methods. 
A PG RMS value was then calculated using this 
applied target grid. Since divulging RMS values 
is competition sensitive, the LR and PG RMS 
will be expressed as a % difference. The formula 
below is used: 


 
It is important to note that comparing the 
calculated PG and LR RMS is inadequate for 
determining the relative accuracy of the two 
technologies since the surface of the reflector is 
less accurate than either method.  It is however, 
sufficient for determining whether LR is 
accurate enough for production process.    
 
3.1 (1.3 Meter Reflector) 
For a 1.3 meter reflector, (Figure 1) comparison 
data was captured on serial numbers 16, 17 and 
18 during a recent manufacturing build. The 
comparison study mimicked the 88 point grid 
used by PG to verify reflector RMS throughout 
the manufacturing process. Plots were generated 
from the Z deviations to aid in graphically 
monitoring the surface of the reflectors. The 
tracking of Peak to Peak Z values between the 
two methods was consistent, (see Figures 2, 3, 
4). For serial numbers 16, 17and 18 the percent 
difference in RMS values were 5.8%, 5.9% and 
6.2% respectively. 
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3.2 (1.3 Meter, 288 Grid) 
To evaluate the LR sensitivity of a denser point 
grid (288 pts), another 1.3 meter reflector was 
used. The denser grid increased the resolution 
and helped minimize the deviations for RMS 
and Peak-to-Peak values. The tracking of Peak-
to-Peak Z values between the two methods was 
consistent, (see Figure 5). For this particular 
reflector, the difference between LR and PG 
RMS values was 5.6%. 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
3.3 (2.5 Meter Reflector) 
The second size chosen for comparison was a 
2.5 meter panelized reflector, (see Figure 6). 
This particular reflector is larger and deeper than 
the smaller 1.3 meter. This reflector would be 
characterized using 320 data points which 
represents the current PG process. The same 
measurement technique, alignment process, and 
analysis used in the 1.3 meter tests were applied 
to ensure consistency between data sets. The 
tracking of Peak to Peak Z values between the 
two methods was consistent, (see Figure 7). For 
this particular reflector, the difference between 
LR and PG RMS values was 1.6%. 


 
 
 
 


 
 
3.4 (3.8 Meter Reflector) 
A third data point was a 3.8 meter trailer based, 
panelized antenna (see Figure 8). This larger 
reflector was characterized using 500 data 
points. Again the same measurement technique, 
alignment process, and analysis used in the 1.3 
meter and the 2.5 meter tests were applied to 
ensure consistency between data sets. The 
tracking of Peak to Peak Z values between the 
two methods was consistent, (see Figure 9). For 
this particular reflector the difference between 
LR and PG RMS values was 2.6%.  
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4.0 Labor Savings 
A labor savings analysis was performed on the 
2.5 meter reflector. The results below are 
typical, but might vary depending on the size of 
the reflector.  For both PG and LR, the following 
represented the four process steps that were 
compared: 
 
Photogrammetry 
 Setup – Target grid application 
 Measurement – Perform photo shoot 
 Process Data – Generate report & plot 
 Cleanup – Remove targets & clean 


reflector surface 
 
 
 


Laser Radar 
 Setup – Position LR and perform 


reflector alignment 
 Measurement – Perform scan 
 Process Data – Generate report & plot 
 Cleanup – Stow LR 


 
The labor savings is displayed as a relative 
comparison between PG and LR.  The formula 
below is used: 
 


 
In Figure 10 below, ~ 90% time reduction was 
realized with the use of the Laser Radar. 
 


Process Step % Time Reduction
Setup 86%
Measurement 87%
Process Data 96%
Cleanup 88%
Total 89%


2.5 Meter Reflector (350 pts)


 
 
 
 
Most of the PG time was spent applying target, 
removing targets, and processing data in 
accordance with Harris’ standard procedures.  
But, data processing time for PG could be 
greatly reduced via the use of newly developed 
scripting techniques. 
 
The findings showed that it is possible to 
perform 100% unit inspection with LR and 
reduce the recurring cost compared to the lower 
rate sampling approach used with PG.  For this 
application of determining the surface profile of 
reflectors, Laser Radar was a suitable alternative 
to Photogrammetry in the reduction of recurring 
labor associated to a production environment.  
 
 
 
 
 


Figure 10 – Labor Comparison 
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5.0 Conclusion 
For small to medium sized reflectors in a 
production environment, the use of the LR 
significantly reduced the reoccurring labor 
required to characterize the surface profile (i.e. 
RMS) of reflectors. This evaluation 
demonstrated that when compared to PG, LR 
met the requirement of ≤ 10% from a 
dimensional comparison standpoint. In addition 
to achieving parity in measurement performance 
to PG, LR achieved significant cycle time 
reduction with the use of automated programs. 
The difference in RMS was 6% maximum for 
small reflectors and substantially closer for the 
larger 2.5m and 3.8m reflectors. Peak-to-peak Z 
values measured by LR were consistent when 
compared to PG.  The comparison study 
satisfied the requirements needed to implement 
the LR into areas of heavy production where 
cycle time and labor costs are driving factors.  
Further investigation is expected using PG and a 
newly developed target projector which may 
further reduce cycle time and labor costs. 
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ABSTRACT 


A metrology survey was conducted by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center on the James Webb Space Telescope 
(JWST) Integrated Science Instruments Module (ISIM) Structure using 9 Laser Radar (LR) stations and 4 Laser 
Tracker (LT) stations. Using Relationship Fitting and the Unified Spatial Metrology Network (USMN) in Spatial 
Analyzer (SA), from New River Kinematics (NRK), it was possible to define a coordinate system for the telescope 
called the Vehicle Coordinate System (VCS) to an accuracy within 0.010 mm and 10 arc sec. Relationship fitting in 
SA was used to do a constrained global best-fit between the CAD model of ISIM and the corresponding LT- and 
LR-measured surfaces. This fitting process assures that the science instruments will be aligned in a way that 
simultaneously satisfies their individual alignment requirements. A total of 64 surfaces on four different types of 
ISIM interface features were used in the fit. After the VCS is established the tooling balls attached to the ISIM 
structure are valued with respect to the newly defined VCS. The metrology configuration and the SA analysis 
process used to establish the ISIM VCS will be explained. The role of data filtering and weighting on relationship 
fitting will also be discussed. 


  Keywords:  Relationship fitting, Metrology, USMN, ISIM, JWST, VCS 


 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), Figure 1, is comprised of three major elements: the Integrated Science 
Instrument Module (ISIM) Element, the Optical Telescope Element (OTE) and the Spacecraft (SC). The bare ISIM 
structure weighs 267 Kg and has dimensions of roughly 2 m x 2 m x 2 m. The ISIM structure provides mechanical 
interfaces and  support for the three modular Science Instruments (SIs) and the Observatory Fine Guidance Sensor 
(FGS). The ISIM Element is integrated with the OTE as well as science processors, software, and other electronics.  


The SIs are comprised of the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI), which is being built by the European Space Agency 
(ESA) and a European Consortium of nations; the Near-Infrared Spectrometer (NIRSpec), which is being built by 
ESA and associated contractors; the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS), which is being built by the Canadian Space 
Agency and their prime contractor; and the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam), which is being built for the University 
of Arizona by Lockheed Martin in Palo Alto, California.   


The goals of the ISIM metrology and analysis were to establish the ISIM VCS using Relationship Fitting in SA and 
to verify that critical interface features on ISIM were fabricated and aligned to the required tolerance. The VCS has 
its origin at the vertex of the primary mirror surface in its deployed configuration. The nominal optical axis of the 
JWST telescope, also called the Optical Telescope Element (OTE), is the +V1 axis and is perpendicular to the 
tangent plane of the primary mirror at its vertex and points toward the secondary mirror. The +V3 axis points toward 
the single SMSS strut, such that the V1-V3 plane bisects the primary mirror along the primary mirror line of 
symmetry. The +V2 axis forms a right-handed system with the V1 and V3 axes. The V1-V2 plane also bisects the 
primary mirror along a line of symmetry formed by the segmented primary mirror boundaries. 







 


Figure 1 James Webb Space Telescope showing the location of the ISIM structure without the Science Instruments. 


Determination of the best-fit Vehicle Coordinate System (VCS) will allow Science Instruments (SI) to be nominally 
positioned with respect to the ISIM Structure. There are Scientific Instrument Interface Plates (SIIP) attached to the 
SIs that provide a kinematic interface to the saddles on ISIM. These and other attachment interface features on the 
Structure were scanned using commercial Laser Radar (LR) and Laser Tracker (LT) systems. The Tooling Ball (TB) 
references, also called nest values, located on ISIM and the Handling Frame (HF) will be used to allow instruments 
used in future ambient and cryogenic metrology to tie back into the ISIM VCS.   


The analysis of the of the ISIM metrology was done using Spatial Analyzer (SA), written by New River Kinematics 
(NRK). A method called Relationship Fitting was used in SA to bring all measured LR and LT data from the ISIM 
survey into rigid body alignment with the corresponding nominal design surfaces defined by a CAD model of ISIM. 
Relationship fitting is a very powerful metrology tool for data registration that extends beyond the traditional 
approach of best-fitting a few dozen tie points to their blueprint values to best-fitting a few thousand points to their 
blueprint values. Relationship Fitting provides increased measurement flexibility, since Spherically Mounted 
Retrospheres (SMR) or Tooling Balls (TB) are not required, as well as a potential for increased measurement 
accuracy resulting from the use of, effectively, an unlimited number of targets. 


One of several requirements levied on ATK Aerospace by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for the fabrication of 
ISIM was that all 64 interface surfaces, on 30 different parts, lie within a plane-parallel envelope located ±0.750 mm 
from the nominal design surface as measured at ambient temperature and pressure. The metric                                   


D = |Average(S)| + 2*StdDev(S),      (1) 


where D < 0.750 mm, and where S is the perpendicular point-to-plane distance for all points in the relationship, was 
used by NASA to establish if this requirement was met. The metric D was calculated from the values Average(S) 
and StdDev(S) reported by SA for each of the relationships.  


 







2. ISIM METROLOGY SURVEY OVERVIEW 


A metrology survey of ISIM and the HF was conducted in the Space Systems Development and Integration Facility 
(SSDIF) at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center using a Nikon MV224 Laser Radar (LR) and an M840 Leica Laser 
Tracker (LT).  The mechanical configuration of ISIM, the Handling Frame (HF), and heavy-duty aluminum support 
tables are shown in Figure 2. There are six Kinematic Mount (KM) struts used to position ISIM with respect to the 
HF. The four corners of the HF were bolted to the support tables. Over the two week duration of testing in SSDIF 
the temperature ranged from 17.95 – 20.75 C, the relative humidity ranged from 45.1 – 54.5%, and the pressure 
ranged from 101.03 – 101.96 KPa. 


 


Figure 2. Metrology configuration for ISIM and HF on the aluminum support tables.  


The metrology configuration, shown in Figure 3, used 9 sequential LR stations around the ISIM structure and 4 
sequential LT stations. The height and position of each were adjusted to provide line of sight to the maximum 
number of interface features and TBs on ISIM. The LT was used at four different stations when line of sight could 
not be obtained with the LR. 


 


Figure 3. ISIM metrology survey showing shot lines from LR and LT stations.  







The LR was bolted to a 2.5 m Brunson stand and the height of the LR head from the ground varied from 1.5 – 3 m. 
There were 45 composite ISIM TB values determined from a previous survey of ISIM. The LR- and LT-stations 
were coarsely tied-in to the VCS using a best-fit transformation between three measured 38.1 mm (1.5-inch) 
diameter TBs on ISIM and the corresponding composite nest values. The LR was used in Auto-Measure mode to 
measure all visible TBs on ISIM for five trials prior to any surface scans on ISIM. All visible interface surfaces of 
interest were then measured, provided that the angle of incidence of the LR beam did not exceed 60 degrees. 
Another 5 trials of LR measurements were made on the same TBs at the completion of the surface scans. When the 
LR did not have a line of sight to an interface features the LT was used to tram the surfaces with a 12.7 mm (0.5 
inch) diameter SMRs attached to the end of a 150 mm post. 


 
2.1  Target types 


The ISIM VCS metrology survey involved the measurement of four different types of interface features on ISIM: 
saddles, platelets, monopods, and bipods, as shown in Figure 4. A total of 64 surfaces on 26 different parts on ISIM 
interface features were measured with the LR and LT as shown in Table 1. The three surfaces measured on all 
saddles were the base, short boss, and long boss, where the long boss consists of a split surface with two faces. The 
platelets, monopods, and bipods contained one surface each.  


    
(a)   (b)   (c)    (d) 


Figure 4. The LR and LT surface measurements were made on: a) saddles, b) platelets, 3) monopod interfaces, and d) bipod 
interface. The dissected surface used in the Relationship Fit in SA is indicated by the blue highlighted surface.  


 


Part Name 
No. of 
Parts 


No. of Surfaces per 
Part 


Total No. of 
Surfaces 


NiRSpec saddles 6 3 18 
FGS saddles 6 3 18 
NIRCam saddles 4 3 12 
MIRI saddles 3 3 9 
IATF platelets 3 1 3 
Monopod Interface 2 1 2 
Bipod Interface 2 1 2 


TOTAL= 26 
 


64 


Table 1. Measured interface parts and surfaces on ISIM used in the Relationship Fit to establish the ISIM VCS.   


  







3. JWST/ISIM VEHICLE COORDINATE SYSTEM ANALYSIS 


The JWST ISIM VCS analysis consisted of bundling targets, eliminating outliers in surface scans, creating 
relationships, and Relationship Fitting. The bundling is used to bring all TB values and instruments into a best fit 
alignment. Spatial filtering is used to eliminate outliers above and below the measurement surface as well as around 
edges based on predefined tolerances. Relationships are then established between each of spatially filtered 
measurement surfaces and their corresponding CAD surfaces. The Relationship Fit determines the rigid body 
motion required to bring the measured data into alignment with the corresponding surfaces of the ISIM CAD model.  


3.1  Bundling data from LR and LT stations 


The SA files from each of the LT or LR station surveys were imported into a single SA file. Before running USMN 
it was necessary to eliminate all surface scan data from the USMN “Target/Point Selection” so that only TBs were 
used in the USMN. This is done by selecting the “Exclude Measurements” option in the USMN menu. Scanned 
surface points showed up in the Target Selection menu and had to be systematically excluded so that only TB values 
were used in the USMN. Exactly 1809 points were selectively excluded from the USMN. A check list was found to 
be essential for this process to guarantee that only the TB targets were used and not the surface scan points. 


The TB target outliers were then eliminated using the USMN Outlier Trimming option if they exceeded a Ranking 
Threshold of 200%, where the Ranking Threshold shows the percentage of the expected 3-sigma envelope spanned 
by the measurement residuals. Since TB values with a rank greater than 200% have a high probability of being an 
outlier they were eliminated with the USMN Outlier Trimming.  


The Overall 2 sigma RMS from the USMN was 0.017 mm, and the Average was 0.013 mm. Composite values were 
generated in the USMN and an instrument association was manually created with the composite values. Typically it 
is not necessary to create an instrument association with the composite points, since this is often the last step in an 
analysis. However when relationship fitting is used, measurement points may be moved indirectly as a rigid body 
based on their instrument association. 


3.1  Outlier elimination and thinning 


The elimination of outliers in the measurement data prior to running a relationship fit was a critical step that had a 
significant impact on the global relationship fit result. In order to understand the nature of the spatial filtering that 
was required, some background on the particular measurement of the saddles will elucidate the problem.  


An LR scan area was established by moving the focused LR beam to the corners of the scan box as viewed by a 
camera internal to the LR. When setting up the LR scan perimeter points it was difficult to define points that lie 
exactly within the boundary of the planar surface because of low image contrast and high LR beam obliquity angle. 
Consequently, this process generated a larger number of outlier points because the LR cloud data included 
measurements points that extended beyond the boundary of the planar surface, into holes, and onto the corner radii 
of the bosses. 


Prior to eliminating outliers it was necessary to bring surface scan measurements on a particular part into alignment 
with the corresponding CAD representation of that part. The simplified CAD model of ISIM was imported into SA 
and surfaces to be used in the Relationship Fit were Dissected (i.e. a graphics primitive in SA representative of only 
the surfaces of interest on a CAD part to be used in the Relationship Fit). Relationships were established between 
the surface scan data and the corresponding dissected surface(s) using either Point Cloud to Objects or Points to 
Objects. The relationship was minimized using Move Objects by Minimizing Relationship. All data in the model 
moved as a rigid body during relationship optimization. Although the local relationship fit was mathematically 
minimized the resulting plane data was only coarsely aligned to the dissected CAD surface because of the large 
number of outliers. A manual rigid body adjustment was often necessary to bring the data within ±0.300 mm of the 
CAD surface. An additional local relationship fit iteration was used to bring the measured data with ±.050 mm of the 
CAD surface. Data thinning was performed during this final relationship fit to yield a maximum of 12  points per 
surface. Figure 5 shows the LR and LT measurement data on the saddle surfaces for the original data, after a local 
best-fit, and after thinning.  


 







 


 


     


(a)  (b) (c) 


Figure 5. The LR and LT measured data on a saddle a) original measurements, b) after a local fit to part with outliers eliminated, 
c) after thinning to 12 points per surface. 


Thinning was found to be necessary because the original data contained roughly 400 points on the saddle bosses and 
12 points on the saddle bases. As a result of the disproportionate number of points per surface the relationship fit 
results for uniform weighting and normalized weighting were different by more than 0.500 mm. Consequently, it 
was decided that the best approach was to thin the number of points on all surfaces down to 12 points per surface. 
This effectively resulted in equivalent weights for both normalized and uniform weighting methods.     


4. RESULTS 


The ISIM VCS was successfully established using a combination of USMN and Relationship Fitting in SA. The 
rigid body change between the blueprint nest values and post-Relationship Fit nest values was ∆X=-0.268 mm, 
∆Y=0.005 mm, ∆Z=0.113 mm, ∆θx = 0.002 degrees, ∆θy = 0.002 degrees, and ∆θz = 0.002 degrees. The sensitivity 
in the minimum established by the Relationship Fit was characterized by observing the RMS of the global 
relationship fit while manually adjusting the relationship fit in position and orientation. Using this method, it was 
determined that translations were resolvable to better than 0.010 mm and rotations were resolvable to better than 10 
arc seconds. The Overall 2-sigma RMS of 0.017 mm, determined from the USMN on the 45 TBs, must also be 
considered when tying back into the VCS, however. 


The 45 TBs on ISIM and the HF were revalued in the ISIM VCS after the relationship fit was applied. These nests 
values will be used for future ambient and cryogenic metrology on ISIM to tie-in to the VCS. The bar chart in 
Figure 6 shows that the alignment requirement of D < 0.750 mm for all 64 surfaces was satisfied. 







 


Figure 6. The requirement of D < 0.750 mm was satisfied for all 64 surfaces measured on ISIM after the Relationship Fit. 
Results have been sorted from highest to lowest D-values for clarity. 


Some of the lessons learned when doing relationship fitting are as follows: 


a) Design LT and LR measurements that will not require outlier elimination. 


b) Avoid oblique scan angle with the LR since noise increases and sensitivity of picking perimeter points 
for LR scan boxes at oblique angles increases. 


c) Minimize use of different instrument types like LT and LR.  Using two or more instruments increases 
the analysis bookkeeping. Stick with one or the other instrument when possible. 


d) An instrument association must be established when creating new clouds from filtered or thinned 
clouds. Failure to set-up an instrument association results in N-new filtered surfaces being created and 
irrecoverably left behind after a relationship fit.   


e) Associate USMN composite points with an instrument so that when a Relationship Fit is done the 
composites move with the instruments. Often the USMN is the last step in an analysis and this would 
not have to be done. That is not that case, however, when Relationship Fitting is used. 


f) Create a copy of the composite USMN points and do not assign an instrument association. These points 
will be left behind after running a Relationship Fit. A Relationship Fit can be reversed by transforming 
from composite points with an instrument association to the composite points without an instrument 
association.  


g) A large number of relationships + a large number of points = high probability error in the final 
Relationship Fit, so use Measurement Plans (MPs) whenever possible in SA to minimize the number of 
manual steps.  


h) Keep an Excel spreadsheet with the target names and relationships that should be included in the 
USMN and Relationship Fitting, respectively.  


i) Using  <F2> to explicitly select point groups. Selecting points and clouds graphically in files with a 
large number of points is error prone.  


j) Create named views from the CAD model for each of the relationships. 







k) Use an equal number of points per surface for all relationships. This minimizes differences between 
uniform and normalized weighting methods. 


l) Manually move all data involved in a relationship fit using the Move Manually option in Minimize 
Relationships. Visually inspect graphical data to demine if any data did not move. If it did not, the data 
did not have an instrument association. Relationship RMSs that don’t change after a Manual Move are 
another indication of an absent instrument association. 


5.  SUMMARY 


The ISIM VCS was determined to high accuracy using a combination of USMN and Relationship Fitting in SA. 
Relationship Fitting to a large number of precision-machined surfaces is inherently more accurate than a metrology 
survey that relies solely on a USMN-only approach between the measured nest values and their nominal blueprint 
values. The use of a particular weighting method and the outlier rejection approach for surface scans should be 
carefully considered when planning a metrology survey, as both have the potential to significantly impact 
relationship fit results. Navigating through the many steps associated with Relationship Fitting on a large number of 
surfaces requires careful bookkeeping and attention to detail. Some of the manual steps in the process could be 
mitigated by using Measurement Plans (MP). Other steps, however, will require an added level of built-in software 
automation and error checking which are likely to evolve as the benefits of Relationship Fitting in the Metrology 
field are realized.    
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Abstract 


Non-contact measurement is the fastest growing segment in the metrology world, with new methods and 
technologies being introduced every year.  As with all new solutions, end users want to know how to 
evaluate the performance of these new products, and for that they turn to standards organizations.   


The catch is that standards take time, so there is typically a period with all new technology where 
suppliers and end users struggle to find common ground.  The supplier wants to highlight their benefits 
and the end user wants to ensure they get the data they need. 


The one existing standard for 3D scanners is the German VDI/VDE 2634, published in August 2002, but 
it is not recognized as an international standard.  There are currently two committees working on 
standards for scanners. The ASTM E57 committee is developing standards for mid-range scanners, but 
has abandoned their effort for short-range 3D Imagers. The ISO Technical Committee 213 Working 
Group 10 is developing international standards – currently for scanners attached to the end of Cartesian 
CMMs – but possibly in the future on standards for other types of scanners. These standards are likely 
several years from publication. 


Now is the time to consider all possibilities and get involved in the creation of standards that will define 
how we evaluate existing and future imaging technologies.  This paper explores the complexities in 
defining a standard or set of standards for short range 3D imaging and scanning systems.  It starts with a 
review of different scanning methods and characteristics and continues with a discussion of proposed test 
methods and evaluation criteria. 


 


Overview 


Short range 3D Imaging covers point cloud capture devices that typically have a field of view and/or 
range from a few inches to a few meters.   These systems are capable of capturing millions of surface 
points in seconds and report them as raw point clouds or polygonized mesh. 


As the need for comprehensive data grows, the use of short range imaging systems is following, but it is 
not always easy to determine if the point cloud data meets the requirements for the application.  End users 
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looking for evaluation criteria are in need of a standard to provide a methodology to test and characterize 
the available products in the marketplace. 


The only short-range 3D imaging standard in the world today is the VDI/VD 2634, which is a German 
standard first published in August 2002 and revised for multiple images in December 2008.  The ASTM 
E57 initiative had started a sub-committee to work on short-range 3D imaging as part of their original 
scope, but since has limited the E57 to medium range systems only.   


The International Organization for Standards (ISO) has an active technical committee working on 
ISO/CD 10360-8, titled: Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) — Acceptance and reverification tests 
for coordinate measuring machines (CMM) — Part 8: CMMs with optical distance sensor. The scope of 
the draft document states that it does not explicitly apply to non-Cartesian CMMs, but may be applied by 
mutual agreement among the parties involved. 
 
 
Technology Review 
 
There are several types of technologies and dozens of variations being used for short range 3D imaging.  
Each offers a unique set of characteristics that provide different benefits.  Understanding how these 
systems work can help identify where they are best suited.  This understanding is also important in 
formulating test methods that expose the strengths and weaknesses of the systems. 
 
Area Imagers 
Most area imagers are based on the projection and observation of light onto a surface.  Structured Light 
3D Imagers consist of a projector and receiver covering a slab-like measurement volume.  Light is 
projected onto an area and viewed by a camera (see Figure 1).  Variations on this include but are not 
limited to white light projections of various fringes and patterns, laser fringe projection, and laser line 
sweeping. 


 
Figure 11 


 
This method yields a large number of data points all at once.  For example, a system with a 1 megapixel 
CCD sensor will deliver up to 1 million points per image.  
 
Line Scanners 
Line scanners use a triangulation method to view a laser line projected onto an object (see Figure 2).  
These systems come in a variety of sizes, with different line lengths, and in some cases multiple lines and 
sensors.  Some systems use a moving spot instead of a line, but the resulting data is similar in its 
structure.  Laser line scanners collect information on one (or just a few) lines at a time, so they require the 
use of a 3D navigation system to position each line as it is measured.  As the scanner is moved lines are 
collected with data rates as high as 10s of thousands of points per second. 
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These types of scanners are found at the end of CMMs, portable CMMS, and other equipment that can 
provide the position and orientation for the scanner in real time.  They are also available in systems that 
include real-time photogrammetry to provide the scanner positioning from an array of photogrammetry 
targets.  Because of the requirement for a navigation device, testing of these scanners must be done with 
the fully integrated system.  
 
 


 
Figure 21 


 
Single Point Scanners 
Single point scanners provide non-contact measurement to a CMM or six degree of freedom probe by 
emitting and received light along a single path.  This provides access to deeper pockets because it does 
not rely on triangulation like the other methods.  They are effectively a single point distance meter, and 
when used in conjunction with a CMM they become non-contact scanners. 
 
CT Scanners 
CT scanners use computed tomography to x-ray an object one slice at a time.  The end result of a CT scan 
is a 3D volume including all internal and external features. 
 
 
Existing Standard 
 
The only existing standard covering short-range 3D imaging is the VDI/VDE 2634 Part 2, titled: Optical 
3D measuring systems – Optical systems based on area scanning, dated August 2002.  The scope covers 
optical 3D measuring systems based on area scanning, so the guideline only applies to a “single view” 
where the sensor and its components do not change position during the measurement process.  For this 
reason it is only applicable for the area imagers and not the laser line scanners. 
 
Although the standard itself does not include laser line scanners in its scope, many of the concepts can be 
considered for evaluation of a laser line scanner as long as it is applied as part of a complete system that 
delivers 3D point clouds. 
 
The VDI/VDE 2634 Part 2 consists of acceptance tests on three quality parameters:  Probing error, sphere 
spacing error and flatness.  Measurements are carried out using prescribed artifacts including a sphere, 
ball bar and flat object.  The sizes of the three artifacts are related to the length of the body diagonal of the 
3D imager’s field of view.   
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The quality parameter for probing error works on a small part of the measurement volume to record the 
range of residuals for a best fit sphere.  The material and finish of the sphere should be diffuse and can be 
selected by the manufacturer.  The size of the sphere is recommended to be between 10 and 20% of the 
body diagonal.  The best fit sphere cannot exclude more than 0.3% of the points, and results are to be 
reported as maximum permissible error (MPE), where no error should exceed the MPE specification. This 
test is specified to be run in at least ten arbitrary positions within the field of view.   
 
The prescribed procedure for probing error clearly has some shortcomings.  The test is only for form and 
not diameter, so there is no measure of how accurately a system measures the size of a sphere.  It could 
have a very low form error, without any indication that the diameter was in error. 
 
The form evaluation also has some shortcomings.  The standard does not prescribe the number of points 
to be collected.   Probing error is defined in the standard as the range of radial deviations after fitting the 
data to a best-fit sphere. By this definition, the probing error increases monotonically with the number of 
collected points.  It is therefore not fair to compare this measurement as made by a Cartesian CMM, 
where the number of probing points is specified to be 25, to the measurement as made by a 3D scanner or 
imager, where the number of points collected on the surface of a sphere may be more than a million.  
 
The quality parameter for sphere-spacing tests the system capability for measuring 3D length.  The 
artifact prescribed is a ball bar with the same ball size as in the probing test and set apart by a length 
greater than 30% of the body diagonal (see Figure 3).      


 
Figure 3 


 
The sphere-spacing quality parameter is then tested by measuring the ball bar in seven recommend 
positions within the systems field of view, with the intent of covering the entire measurement volume 
(See Figure 4).  Again, no more than 0.3% of the data can be excluded for the sphere fits, but these fits 
can use known radii.   The calculated lengths are then reported as MPE. 


 
Figure 4 


 
The flatness quality parameter is tested with a rectangular flat with a diffuse surface.  The surface may be 
selected by the manufacturer.  The width must be at least 50mm wide and the length greater than 50% of 







the body diagonal.  Measurements must be taken in at least six positions (see Figure 5), with the results 
calculated from a best fit plane.  Again, only 0.3% of the data may be excluded from the fit.  The full 
range of the remaining residuals is then reported as the flatness MPE. 


 
Figure 5 


 
Both the probing error and flatness tests are examples of tests that measure form error.  These sphericity 
and flatness tests do not specify the number of points required, so neither test can be compared fairly 
between different types of scanners or other types of measurement instruments.  
 
It should also be noted that there is a VDI/VDE 2634 Part 3, titled: Optical 3D measuring systems – 
Multiple view systems based on area scanning, dated December 2008.  This standard covers the same 
three types of error as discussed in Part 2, but was added to define supplements for the measurement of 
objects using multiple images.   
 
 
An International Standard 
The ISO Technical Committee 213 working group 10 is currently working on a draft of ISO/CD 10360-8 
Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) — Acceptance and reverification tests for coordinate 
measuring machines (CMM) — Part 8: CMMs with optical distance sensors.  This effort is aimed at 
addressing theoptical distance sensors attached to the end of Cartesian CMMs, which at this point has not 
been extended to include articulated arm CMMs.  
 
The details of this standard are still in flux, as contributions are coming from all over the world.  The 
latest version proposed was met with resistance from some users and manufacturers. One of the 
difficulties for this group is finding a methodology to apply CMM procedures to scanners.   
 
This draft includes guidelines for probing error, but covers both size and form which is more extensive 
than the VDI/VDE standard. Data filtering and exclusion are open topics of discussion. 
 
It also has a length measurement error which is quite a bit more extensive than the VDI/VDE and includes 
five different lengths at seven different positions – each measured three times.  Data elimination is left up 
to the user, and use condition and filtering is based on manufacturer recommendations.  These are all 
details that are still under discussion by the committee. 
 
Flatness measurement is included as an option if the CMM is restricted to flatness. 
 
 As mentioned in the VDI/VDE 2634-2 discussion above, there is a problem with a form error 
measurement in which the number of points is not bounded as such a method does not provide a fair 
method of comparing different test instruments. One of the suggestions that has been made in the ISO 
working group is to use a method of local filtering for each of 25 points as in the ISO standard for 
Cartesian CMMs. This proposed method is still under discussion. Another possibility, which is being 







adopted by ASTM for mid-range scanners, is to calculate the standard deviation of the residual errors. 
This method has the advantage that the measured form error is independent of the number of measured 
points, but it has the potential disadvantage that it does not provide a way of directly comparing the form 
error of scanners and Cartesian CMMs. 
 
 
End User Experience 
The goal of a standard is to give the end user a way to evaluate product performance to see if it meets 
their needs.  In order to do this a system must be tested as it will be used.  This means that for laser line 
scanners, they need to be tested on their carrying device.  For area imagers they need to be tested over 
their full volume and in many cases over multiple images that are registered together. 
 
Both standards discussed here include tests on spheres and flat artifacts, but the reality is that most users 
want to measure something else.  Users want to know how well a system can measure a feature, an edge, 
a corner, or down in a hole.  These are all complex evaluations that have not yet been addressed. 
 
Other factors that need to be considered are surface finish and lighting, which often play a part in data 
quality and quantity.   Many systems have settings that reduce noise, but at the expense of resolution.  
The ISO standard draft gives the manufacturer the opportunity to prescribe settings for the tests, but it is 
possible that different settings yield different results.  If the user’s application cannot use the same 
settings as tested, then their results may be different.  
 
Conclusion 
An internationally recognized standard would make it possible for end users to make informed decisions 
on what technologies can be applied to their applications.  A standard would also make it possible to 
compare different systems to understand the strengths in different technologies. 
 
The ASTM E57 Committee has abandoned their efforts in short-range systems, and the ISO standard 
which may only cover CMM based systems is still years away, but there is a way that users can get 
involved.  The manufacturers of 3D scanning and imaging equipment provide very little in the way of test 
results, especially when it comes to accuracy.  Customer demand is the best way to remedy this. 
 
Even though there are no international standards, users can take it upon themselves to ask for data from 
manufacturers to help them understand how their products will perform in their applications. 
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Fringe projection techniques provide an 
attractive areal and non-intrusive 
metrology system for industrial usage with 
a widely adaptable resolution and 
measurement accuracy. Fringe projection 
is based on the triangulation between a 
structured light source and the sensor. As 
such, it heavily depends on the 
characteristics of the measured surface. 
Different surface characteristics such as its 
gloss, opacity or material can facilitate or 
complicate optical measurement using 
triangulation technique. We summarize 
those characteristics into the term ‘optical 
cooperativity’.  
Two main surface characteristics stand 
out: surface gloss and subsurface 
scattering. Subsurface scattering causes a 
surface independent blur of the projected 
light such that the triangulation is affected. 
This effect can be prominently found in 
semitransparent material such as acrylic 
glass or other synthetic materials.  
The main focus of optical cooperativity in 
the industrial field – and as related to 
metallic surfaces – is the glossiness of a 
surface, which is an issue with freshly 
finished industrial parts. The glossiness 
depends greatly on the submicrometer 
surface roughness and on the wavelength 
of the light projected and it can be affected 


by the anisotropic property of the metallic 
surface. Especially parts with complex 
geometries – such as gearwheels – become 
hard to measure when their surface is 
glossy. 
The aim of the project ‘Non-contact 
geometry inspection of finished 
rotationally symmetrical work pieces with 
optically non-cooperative surfaces’ is to 
cover the term ‘optical cooperativity’ and 
to find methods to measure optically non-
cooperative surfaces by either changing 
their respective surface characteristics or 
by changing the system parameters of the 
fringe projection system.  
A change in the surface glossiness has 
been achieved via roughening of the 
surface mechanically by blasting it, 
chemically by etching it with various acids 
and electrochemically and by applying a 
thin quasi-lambertian layer onto it with 
water condensate or soot. In practice, the 
employed method has to be determined by 
the material used. 
Here we give a brief overview of the 
different works performed within the 
project. 


Introduction 
The use of fringe projection (FP) systems 
in industrial application for quality control 







has been on the rise. FP is a non-intrusive 
fast and areal surface measurement 
method with a high lateral density and 
easy scalability for geometric 
measurements ranging from few microns 
up to several meters.  
At the Leibniz Universität Hannover, 
fringe projection systems have been 
successfully used within the scope of the 
collaborative research center (CRC) 489 
“Process Chain for the Production of 
Precision-Forged High-Performance 
Components”. FP is used inside the 
process chain – as opposed to after the 
finishing process – since the material 
surface of the parts is ‘optically 
cooperative’ in regards to triangulation 
techniques [1]. Finished parts, on the other 
hand, feature non-cooperative surfaces 
which are hard to measure using FP 
systems because of the high reflectivity of 
the surface. The reflectivity leads to 
overexposed and underexposed parts of 
the measurement.  
Though many publications notice the 
problem of optical cooperativity, few ever 
deal with solving it. Ri et al. [2] suggested a 
micromirror-based camera setup to extend 
the dynamic range of individual camera 
pixels. First a grey image is projected onto 
the surface and recorded by the camera. 
Bright pixels on the camera mean a high 
reflectivity of the corresponding surface 
area and a potentially overexposed pixel 
within the measurement, whereas dark 
pixels could lead to an underexposed 
pixel. A digital micromirror device (dmd) 
is positioned such that each micromirror 
corresponds to a pixel on the camera. By 
programming the inverted light intensity 
of the initial recording onto the dmd, the 
light intensities of each pixel can be 
normalized such as to extend their 
dynamic range. Though the method has 
been successfully used, it comes with the 
expense of a perfectly aligned dmd and an 


additional projection at the beginning of 
any FP measurement.  
The industry-related transfer project T5 
(“Non-contact geometry inspection of 
finished rotationally symmetrical work 
pieces with optically non-cooperative 
surfaces”) within the CRC 489 deals with 
measuring the surface geometry of 
finished parts by altering the scattering 
characteristic of their surface. The 
definition of optical cooperativity becomes 
crucial for the purpose of this research.  
It should be noted that for different 
measurement methods different criteria 
have to be defined. Unless stated 
otherwise, any further mention of ‘optical 
cooperativity’ in this paper refers to FP.  


Optical Cooperativity 
FP is a triangulation technique, which 
relies on projected structured light being 
scattered at the object’s surface and 
recorded by an areal camera. Camera and 
projection device see the object surface 
under different viewing angles. The angle 
between camera axis and projector axis is 
called the projection angle β and is 
typically around 30°-45°. A bigger 
projection angle results in higher axial 
resolution but also in larger areas which 
cannot be measured because of shadowing 
effects due to the surface geometry. 
The measurability of a specific material 
surface depends on its light scattering 
characteristics. FP requires the light to be 
scattered directly on the object surface. 
Subsurface scattering that may occur with 
opaque or semitransparent materials 
affects the measurement results negatively, 
though there have been successful 
measurements of translucent materials by 
means of polarized light [3]. Transparency 
is of course not the main cause of optical 
incooperativity in the industrial field with 
regards to metallic surfaces. 







Figure 1 Areal triangulation technique 


Light scattering is best described using a 
bidirectional reflectance distribution 
function (brdf), which describes the polar 
angle dependant hemispherical distribution 
of the intensity of incident light on the 
object’s surface. Perfectly ‘lambertian’ 
surfaces describe a scattering 
characteristic that distributes incident light 
evenly over the hemisphere, whereas 
glossy or reflective surfaces – such as 
industrially finished metallic surfaces – 
feature a preferential reflection angle and 
very minimal scattering in addition to 
anisotropic light scattering. 
To best understand the effect of different 
scattering characteristics on FP it is 
effective to adopt a model as shown in 
Figure 2. Starting points are the employed 
phase distribution Φ and the geometry that 
is being measured. Φ is then prepared to 
be projected. The function I(Φ) in Figure 2 
includes both the initial modulation and 
phase-shifting of the phase distribution as 
well as the projection in form of light 
intensities. Typical values for Φ and I(Φ) 
are 
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where xp and yp are the pixel coordinates 
of the projector, pΦ is the pitch of Φ, K is a 
coefficient to expand the range to the full 
black-white-contrast of the projector and ϕ 
is the phase-shift used. 


Figure 2 Diagram for areal triangulation 


The projected light is then phase 
modulated due to the projection angle and 
the geometry. The reflected light depends 
not only on the phasemap but also on the 
reflection characteristics of the material. A 
simple way to model this is to take the 
slope (or measurement geometry 
derivative) and calculate the difference to 
the slope of total reflection. The slope of 
total reflection is the slope of the surface 
for which the normal vector is exactly 
between projection and viewing vector. 
For telecentric projector and camera 
objectives this slope is constant over the 
whole measurement area. Otherwise the 
slope of total reflection is a function of the 
coordinates in question. 
The difference can then be used within the 
brdf-function to calculate the unitary 
reflection characteristics at a specific 
angle. The light intensity that reaches the 
camera lens can be calculated by 
multiplying the modulated phase with the 
reflection characteristics for the angle on 
the objects surface. 
It should be pointed out that the brdf-
function does not only depend on surface 
parameters like roughness, material and 
anisotropy but also on the wavelength of 
the light projected and its polarity. For 
sake of simplicity we shall ignore these 







parameters here. 
The light intensity that reaches the camera 
lens is a function of the intensity of the 
modulated phase distribution multiplied by 
the brdf-function at the specific slope of 
the geometry. For every point (or small 
area) on the surface (corresponding to a 
pixel on the camera chip) a maximum of 
light intensity can be measured:  
 


),(,max, sipyx brdfII ΘΘ⋅=  (2) 
 
Imax,x,y is the maximum light intensity 
reaching the pixel with the coordinates x 
and y. Θi and Θs are the incident and 
scattering angles compared to the surface 
normal. 
Inside the camera, the light intensity (or 
more precisely the amount of photons np 
that arrive at the chip within the shutter 
time) is translated to an electric current 
(number of electrons ne). Digital cameras 
also show dark noise, which is a small 
current, observed even if no photons fall 
unto the chip. The dark noise is mainly 
dependant on the temperature at the chip. 


Figure 3 Diagram of light translation to digital 
value [4] 


The camera gain and digitization actually 
translate the electric charge into a digital 
number but before that there is a very 
important saturation step. The sum of 
electrons storable in one pixel is limited. 
Any additional electrons are ‘spilled’ over 
to neighboring pixels (depending on which 
chip technology is used). This means that 
there is a maximum amount of photons 
that can hit a pixel before that pixel goes 
into saturation. On the other hand, only a 


number of electrons greater than the dark 
noise resulting from random electron 
discharge due to the surrounding 
temperature can be considered for 
evaluation. The dynamic range of the chip 
can be calculated using equation (3). 
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Where DYN is the dynamic range of one 
pixel, µp,sat is the mean number of photons 
collected if the camera is saturated and 
µp,min is the absolute sensitivity threshold 
(i.e. the mean minimum amount of 
photons needed so that the charge of a 
pixel can be recognized). Equally µe,sat is 
the saturation capacity of one pixel and µd0 
the mean number of dark current electrons. 
As long as the maximum and minimum 
values of Imax,x,y for all pixel tuples (x,y) 
lie inside the dynamic range of the camera 
chip, all pixels exhibit a valid value above 
0 and are not saturated. Therefore a 
surface is optically cooperative with 
regards to FP systems if one can find a set 
of parameters (light intensity, camera 
shutter and gain) for which no pixel is 
oversaturated and all points feature a 
satisfactory amount of contrast. 


Measurement Setup 
Reflective surfaces would be no problem 
for triangulation techniques, if the surface 
geometry in question was as simple as a 
plane. In this case the light intensity, 
camera shutter, gain, and the viewing and 
projection angles have to be accordingly 
adjusted. Technical surfaces of finished 
parts such as gears or synchronization 
sleeves feature very complex surfaces that 
include different surface slopes and 
curvatures. In this case, high values of the 
surface reflection are recorded from 
specific surface slopes near to total 







reflection conditions as well as low-
intensity scattered light from other slopes. 
In this case it is hard to set the camera and 
projector parameters to fit all intensities 
into the dynamic range of the camera.  
In the case of low gain, only small areas of 
the surface are visible under conditions of 
total reflection. All other areas won’t 
generate enough contrast to be 
measureable. If the camera gain is 
increased the intensity of the light peaks 
mentioned before will increase to the point 
of saturation and will become not 
measurable. In this case normal ccd-chips 
exhibit a blooming-effect where 
oversaturated pixels ‘spill’ their electric 
charge to neighboring pixels, thus making 
their signals unusable. Accordingly, the 
area that cannot be measured is larger than 
simply the spots where the surface slope 
results in a surface normal lying exactly 
between the incident light vector and the 
viewing angle. 
In the past we have suggested an easy 
measurement setup to determine the 
optical cooperativity of a cylindrical 
sample [5]. It records the light intensity of 
different slopes using the triangulation 
angle in one image. Since the maximum 
scattering intensity of rather reflective 
surfaces usually lies in the direction of 
total reflection, it is also possible to only 
measure two surface slopes, as shown in 
Figure 4.  
Using this setup a recording includes both 
the highest and a realistically low 
scattering intensity. We used different 
camera and projector parameters to shift 
the light intensity range of the 
triangulation setup.  
 


Figure 4 Test of optical cooperativity - setup 


The expected results are shown in Figure 
5. The chart shows two line graphs 
contrasting the percentage of measurable 
points (i.e. exhibit enough contrast and are 
not saturated) on the even and the tilted 
surface for different light intensities. The 
tilted surface is expected to be fully visible 
for low light intensities and gets saturated 
with higher intensities. The even surface 
on the other hand is expected to exhibit 
low contrast for low light intensities and 
becomes more visible with higher 
intensities. The range of light intensity for 
which both surfaces exhibit a visibility 
that is beyond a threshold value pth can be 
used to measure the optical cooperativity 
of the surface. 


Figure 5 Test of optical cooperativity - expected 
result 







Optical Cooperativity and surface 
topography 
A correlation between the surface 
topography and the light scattering 
characteristics of the surface is suggested 
in numerous references [6]. For smooth 
surfaces (according to the Rayleigh 
smooth-surface criterion) a correlation 
between the brdf-function and the power 
spectral density of the surface topography 
is reciprocal. Still, for rough surfaces it 
should be possible to estimate the brdf out 
of the power spectral density.  
We used the c++ library SCATMECH [7] 
and the corresponding software “Modeled 
integrated scatter tool” (MIST) to estimate 
the brdf of different surfaces. We 
measured the surface topography using a 
tactile roughness measurement instrument. 
The psd is defined as the Fourier transform 
of the autocorrelation function of a signal.  
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where R() is the autocorrelation function. 
In MIST we used the 
Microroughness_BRDF_Model, which 
expects the psd either in form of a 
parameterized function or a table. We used 
the psds of untreated polished surfaces and 
those of treated surfaces (see below).  
The initial output of the program is a brdf 
function for a fixed incident angle and a 
variable scattering angle. Again, the aim is 
to see whether maximum and minimum 
scatter within a predefined range fits 
within the dynamic range of the camera. 


Surface Treatment Methods 
Within the project different surface 
treatment methods have been used to 
create optically cooperative surfaces. 
Table 1 depicts the treatment methods with 
their respective parameters. Generally 
speaking, we used mechanical, chemical, 


electrochemical and physical surface 
treatment methods. 
 


Treatment method Parameters 
Blasting with fused 
alumina EKF1000 


3-6 bar blasting 
pressure, 5-20s 


PVD etching with 
argon/nitrogen plasma 


2.5 h, HF power 700-
1400 W 


Etching in H2SO4 
(20 %wt) 


1-15 minutes 


Electrochemically 
etching in H2SO4 
(20 %wt) 


1-5 minutes, 1-2 
A/dm2 anodic 


Electrochemically 
etching in 1-M HCl 


1-5 minutes, 1-2 
A/dm2 anodic 


Chemically copper-
plating 


1h, various additives 


Table 1 Surface treatment methods used 


It should be noted that all implemented 
methods in this context are abrasive 
methods which erode part of the surface 
and therefore have to be considered 
individually for each industrial use case. 
Further methods exist, which put a thin 
layer on top of the surface. We shall 
confine ourselves here to the methods 
listed above. 


Results 
We used a fringe projection system and the 
surface setup shown in figure 4 to 
determine the amount of measureable 
pixels on the surface. Beforehand we 
measured the range of light intensities that 
can be produced with the projector with a 
luminance meter. Figure 6 illustrates a 
typical result. The two red circles denote 
the surfaces – the upper one being the 
even one, whereas the lower one is the 
tilted surface. The measurement is taken 
using a relatively low light intensity. The 
light intensity reflected from the even 
surface is obviously below the temporal 
dark noise of the camera.   







Figure 6 fringe projection measurement of tilted 
and even surface 


After fitting a plane to the pixels of each 
surface, the pixels are filtered according to 
their respective distance to that surface. 
The percentage of measureable surface 
points is evaluated in relation to the 
number of pixels inside the red surface 
area. Then this percentage is contrasted to 
the light intensity used for the 
measurement.  
 


Figure 7 Measureable pixels in relation to light 
intensity 


Figure 7 shows a typical measurability 
curve for polished and optically 
uncooperative surfaces. The blue circles 
denote the visibility percentage of the 
tilted surface as a function of the relative 
light intensity used for the projector. 
Accordingly, the red crosses represent the 
visibility of the even surface as a function 
of the light intensity. As expected the tilted 


surface is measureable for a small low 
range between 2 and 7 lux, whereas the 
even surface is only measurable around 
100 lux. There is no light intensity range 
where both surfaces are fully measureable.  
In contrast, Figure 8 illustrates the 
measurability curves for a surface that has 
been blasted for 10 s with a pressure of 
6 bar and from a distance of 5 cm. 


Figure 8 Blasted surfaces feature a wide light 
intensity range in which they are fully measureable 


Between the light intensities of 10 lux and 
100 lux both surfaces are fully measurable.  
The specifications of the camera used for 
the fringe projection system are found in 
Table 2. 
 


Temporal Dark Noise 
µd0 [e-] 17 (1.5) 


Saturation Capacity 
µe,sat [e-] 13,000 (300) 


Absolute Sensitivity 
Threshold µp,min [p~] 26 


Table 2 Specification Data of fps-camera (Basler 
scA1400-30gm). Values in brackets represent the 
standard deviation 


The dynamic range can be calculated 
using equation (3). Factoring in the 
standard deviations the dynamic range of 
the camera reaches a value of 680. 
We look at the scattering estimations given 
by the software MIST. Figure 9 and Figure 
10 show the brdfs for the polished and 
blasted surface respectively.  
The ratio between maximum and 
minimum light intensity for the polished 







surface of over 710 is clearly outside the 
dynamic range of the camera.  


Figure 9 Scattering estimation for polished surface 


On the other hand, the scattering 
characteristics of the blasted surface (10 s, 
5 cm, 6 bar) shows a ratio of only 35, 
which means, that it is rather easy to set up 
projection and camera parameters to 
include the intensity range of the surface 
scattering within the dynamic range of the 
camera. 


Figure 10 Scattering estimation for blasted surface 


The scattering estimations depend on the 
wavelength of the light used. For our 
simulations we used a wavelength of 
λ=532nm. 


Summary and Conclusion 
The need for a definition of optical 
cooperativity with regards to fringe 
projection systems is industrially 


mandated. We have shown that the main 
problem with measuring industrially 
finished parts with triangulation 
techniques is the reflectivity of the surface. 
A scale for the optical cooperativity of a 
surface can be found either by optical 
measurement of the reflectivity or by 
measuring the surface topography and 
simulating the bidirectional reflectance 
distribution function of the surface. A 
correlation of the those two measurement 
methods is in work. 
Though selecting a camera with a wide 
dynamic range for the fringe projection 
system enables measuring a wider range of 
surfaces, sometimes it is necessary to 
change the surface characteristics of the 
part as to make it optically more 
cooperative.  
Further research is needed to investigate 
further surface treatment methods and 
their effectiveness with different materials 
and finishing processes. This includes also 
methods that overlay the surface with an 
optically cooperative layer. 
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Abstract: Geometric measurement is essential to guarantee function and quality of a huge 
variety of goods. Fringe projection (FP) has been well-established as a three dimensional 
measuring technique but lacks speed performance for in-line use. Inverse fringe projection 
(iFP) is a modification of the FP principle that can meet significantly better performance 
criteria but is very uneasy to setup. Our proposed virtual inverse fringe projection system 
provides a method to overcome the setup difficulties of iFP by means of computer simulation 
techniques and prepares iFP for broader application. 


1  Introduction 
Industrial quality management requires the inspection of semi-finished and finished goods with 
respect to their geometric shape. In most cases an ideal workpiece geometry is known from CAD-
data (computer aided design) and the maximum allowed deviation from the ideal geometry is 
specified.  
Whilst simple mold workpieces can be measured efficiently by conventional methods, such as 
contact-based methods, complex free-form designs are much more difficult to measure. Free-form 
surfaces require high resolution measurement of their entire surface shape, which is an 
impracticable task for contact based or non-contacting methods that produce single point 
measurements. 


2  Conventional Fringe 
Projection 


Fringe projection (FP) has been established as a 
prevalent “areal” measuring technique, which is 
economic, flexible and non-contacting. Conventional 
fringe projection works by projecting structured light 
patterns – mostly fringes with a specific spatial carrier 
frequency – onto the optical cooperative surface of a 
three dimensional workpiece.  When the diffuse 
reflexions of these patterns are recorded by a digital 
camera that has an optical axis drawing an triangulation 
angle β to the projector's optical axis (see figure 1), 
distorted patterns can be observed which allow for the 
reconstruction of the object's three dimensional shape by means of the triangulation principle. In 
order to gain sufficiently reliable and unambiguous data to rebuild the complete object geometry, 
several distinct fringe patterns with different spatial frequencies and phases need to be projected and 


       
      


      
     







analyzed [1]. The object's shape is obtained as a three dimensional point cloud that needs to be 
filtered for artefacts, polygonized and fitted into the CAD model of the workpiece in order to 
determine defects and geometry deviations.  
 
However, especially polygonizing and model fitting are very time consuming tasks for state-of-the-
art computers. The multi pattern projection and image acquisition procedure can be expected to take 
several seconds or more. The overall inspection time including data processing can be expected to 
take up to a few minutes which is way too much for the majority of applications, such as in-line 
inspection in particular. 
 
Commercial conventional FP systems are available in different scales for measurement of 
workpieces with an overall size of a few millimeters up to several meters and show the flexibility of 
the FP principle. 
 


3  Inverse Fringe Projection 
Inverse fringe projection (iFP) is a variation of the FP method that is capable of utilizing one single  
special projection pattern, which is adopted to the workpiece geometry as well as the total system 
setup, for measurement of a workpiece's deviations from the ideal shape without need for the 
computational expensive steps of polygonizing and model fitting. This inverse projection pattern is 
designed with the constraint that a flawless workpiece responses into undistorted straight line 
patterns in the camera image (quite the opposite of conventional FP) and workpiece defects result, 
then, in a distortion of the straight lines in the camera image (see figures 4 and 5). As the occurrence 
and characteristics of straight line distortions can be computed very efficiently and very robustly, a 
fast and reliable defect detection procedure can be implemented without handling 3D data structures 
in the inspection process at all. The computational effort for defect analysis is therefore reduced to a 
two dimensional image analysis problem which can be solved efficiently by well-established 
algorithms. 
 
However, there is barely any iFP system in application nowadays because generation of the inverse 
fringe pattern has been a very costly procedure that requires a seamless master workpiece present in 
the measurement setup as well as an uneasy procedure of canceling out fringe distortions in the 
camera image by variation of the projected pattern until the desired straight lines are observed [2]. 
Any changes in the system setup, be it, for example, replacement of the projectors light bulb, slight 
camera displacement or redesign of the workpiece, necessitate repeating the whole procedure.   
 
 


4  Virtual Inverse Fringe Projection 
 
We propose a new method of obtaining the inverse fringe projection pattern by the help of virtual 
fringe projection without any need for a master workpiece or physical system access. The key part 
of our method is reversing the light path via raytracing computer simulation in order to compute the 
correct inverse fringe pattern directly.  
 
Raytracing is a widely used method in computer graphics to calculate the mapping of a three 
dimensional scenery onto the pixel sensor of a digital camera respecting scene illumination with the 
virtual model complexity (and accuracy) solely limited by the computational resources. For further 
information on raytracing methods the reader is referred to the literature [3]. 
 
For generation of inverse fringe patterns and for the purpose of investigating the iFP method, we 







have written our own raytracing simulation software. The computer program allows us to virtually 
assemble a complete (inverse) fringe projection system consisting of established models for pattern 
projectors and cameras with the capability to import CAD models of three dimensional workpieces. 
With this virtual setup the software can raytrace forward and reverse light paths by virtually 
exchanging camera and projector. Hence, we can calculate the related inverse projector pattern for 
any arbitrary desired camera image concerning a workpiece's CAD model (see figure 2). Taking 
into account the constraint of section 3, that the camera image should render straight fringe patterns, 
our raytracing software can generate the inverse fringe projection pattern (figure 3).  
 
As the total system setup influences the characteristics of the inverse fringe pattern, all system 
parameters of the setup must be known before calculation, that includes optical projection 
parameters of projector and camera (namely extrinsic and intrinsic calibration matrices) as well as 
optical distortion coefficients [4, 5]. However, conventional FP requires exactly the same type of 
calibration procedure and adequate procedures are established. The only additional constraint of the 
iFP method over conventional FP is that the workpiece positioning must be known a priori. Precise 
workpiece positioning can be ensured either by mechanical clamping or adaptive fine positioning 
by the help of the already present FP system camera [6]. 
 
Furthermore our software allows us to apply the generated inverse fringe pattern to the virtual 
scenery by the virtual projector and simulate the resulting camera image, which is expected to be 
similar to the camera image of a real measurement procedure. This way we can easily obtain a huge 
database of various geometry defects and their characteristics under the inverse fringe projection 
(see examples in figures 4 and 5). 
 


 
 
 


5  First Results 


Figure 2: Inverse fringe projection pattern of 
impeller blade, calculated by the virtual 
inverse fringe projection 


 


Figure 3: Visualized CAD model of an airplane 
turbine impeller 
blade


 







 


Preliminary results show that the inverse fringe pattern can be accurately calculated by our software 
and applied to the complex geometry of a free-form workpiece, namely a turbine impeller blade. 
(Note: For legal reasons, a purely fictive impeller blade model is used for all images throughout this 
paper.) As expected, the virtual fringe projection system is capable of accentuating local defects as 
well as global deformation of the workpiece with respect to its ideal shape. 


Local workpiece defects (scratches or dents, for example) emerge as local distortions of the 
otherwise straight lines in the camera image. At the defect locations in figure 4 the vertical fringes 
experience local curvature and horizontal displacement. The amount of curvature/displacement is 
related to the geometry of the workpiece defect. In the example even a tiny scratch visualizes as a 
significant distortion in the fringe pattern.  


Global defects such as twists of the whole workpiece geometry result in a dislocation and skew of 
the observed fringe lines in the camera image. Without the enormous computational efforts of three 
dimensional polygonizing and model fitting algorithms, is it possible to detect the global twist of 
the turbine impeller blade in figure 5. Taken together, a great span of possible geometric workpiece 
defects can be en-visualized by the iFP that utilizes the inverse pattern generated by our virtual 
fringe projection system.  


An additional feature that iFP provides over conventional FP is that workpiece defects are 
intuitively detectable in the resulting camera image by human individuals and permit facile human 
supervision over an automated measurement system. 
 


6  Conclusion 
 
We presented a method to efficiently calculate the required inverse fringe pattern for an iFP system. 
This method can give the inverse fringe projection method a push into application for fast three 
dimensional measurement of complex shaped optical cooperative workpieces. Using this system 
local defects, dents or scratches for example, can be detected as efficiently as global defects. 
Especially the latter feature highly excels conventional free-form 3D measurement systems. 
The system has a potential for application in mass production lines as well as in single part 
production because of its high flexibility to varying inspection goods due to the fact that all 
workpiece depended data can be prepared in advance and loaded quickly by software. A multi 
camera/multi projector iFP setup can be developed straight forward in order to implement a quick 
full part inspection system. The principle of iFP is, just like conventional FP, scalable to workpieces 
with an overall size of few millimeters to several meters. 
As the hardware requirements do not cover more than a standard DMD-based projector, a standard 


Figure 4: Virtual application of the inverse 
fringe projection results in 
straight


 
         


       
        


    


Figure 5: Virtual application of the inverse 
fringe projection results in non-vertical skewed 
lines (left hand 
s


      







industrial camera, both with appropriate off-the-shelf optics, and a state-of-the-art computer, the 
acquisition costs of the system are in an attractive magnitude for many applications; already 
installed DMD-based conventional fringe projection systems could be software upgraded.  
 
 


7  Future Work 
We carry on developing a mathematical model of the inverse fringe projection system that allows 
for precise metric quantification of workpiece shape deviations directly out of the iFP camera 
image. From this mathematical framework we plan to investigate the resulting uncertainty in 
measurement and are researching methods to efficiently cope with the problem of imprecise 
workpiece positioning. 
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Abstract 
__________________________________________________________________________ 


The integration of large and deployable reflectors onto communication satellites is one of the more difficult 
tasks undertaken at ISRO. Apart from CFRP/dual grid antennae, which vary from 2meters to 3meters in size, 
larger unfurlable antennae of about 6meters diameter are considered in the spacecraft configurations at 
ISAC, ISRO. This requires a 3D measurement system that can be used at elevated heights for range testing 
(CATF) and thermo-vacuum environment areas to quantify gravity and temperature induced distortions. At 
the same time the system should be non-contact, reliable and highly accurate. Existing techniques such as 
ECDS, Laser Tracker & CMM fall short of some of these considerations. 
 
A study has been undertaken by Mechanical Integration Division, ISAC, for evaluating Close Range 
Photogrammetry (CRP). The study involved a number of case studies on carefully selected test objects to 
study the advantages of CRP over the existing measurement techniques currently being employed. After 
verifying the accuracy potential of CRP, it was successfully implemented for shape measurements and 
alignment activities of Ka-Band reflector of the Spacecraft, which is to be launched into geostationary orbit. 
This paper provides an overview of the various 3D measurement systems employed at ISRO and describes 
the comparison made among Laser Tracker, ECDS, CMM and CRP via a number of case studies. The paper 
further deals with the measurements of Ka-Band reflector of the Spacecraft, which is to be launched into 
geostationary orbit. 


________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Close Range Photogrammetry, Antenna Alignment, Communication Satellite 
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CRP Close Range Photogrammetry 
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ECDS Electronic Coordinate Determination System 
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I.  Introduction: 
ISRO Satellite Centre is India’s National Satellite Assembly Integration and Test facility. The facilities at ISAC  
are used for integrating & testing of wide variety of Satellite systems for remote sensing and  communication 
applications and cover a wide frequency range. 
 
The spacecraft alignment section, MID at ISAC is responsible for the measurement of deviation, and correction 
of orientation and position of various spacecraft elements with respect to the spacecraft axes. MID is well 
equipped with the latest 3D measurement systems available and is constantly looking at new ways to improve 
existing spacecraft measurement and alignment processes. 
 
3D measurement is an ever expanding field with constant improvements to accuracy, efficiency and usability. In 
the past few decades a number of 3D measuring systems have evolved. [1-7]. Close Range Photogrammetry is 
one of the most promising techniques that are emerging for non contact type measurement applications. To the 
best knowledge of the authors, a very few steps have been taken to develop the applications and procedures to 
make the measuring system more effective and versatile in the field of alignment of spacecraft elements 
including reflectors. 
 
It was conceived that CRP has several inherent advantages for spacecraft alignment applications, particularly in 
terms of speed, accuracy, repeatability, ease of operation and minimizing manpower to complete tasks. Various 
studies were undertaken and several 3D measurement systems, including CRP were evaluated by MID. Upon 
completion, the CRP system manufactured by Geodetic System Inc. (GSI) was selected. The system selected 
was the VSTARS/S8 with the INCA3a+ camera researched, designed and manufactured by GSI. Based on the 
studies carried out, the V-STARS Photogrammetry system from GSI  was found to be superior in all the key 
evaluation categories.  
 
The specifications and reference data was generated using different measuring systems (viz. CMM, Laser 
Tracker, ECDS, Optical devices, RF Signals etc.) at the subsystem level. Transformation of the references 
provided at the subsystem level (in the form of tooling balls and reflective mirrors)   to the CRP compatible 
retro-reflective targets is an evolved process which is carried out as  developmental work.  At present the ECDS 
is the most commonly used tool for measuring antenna and feed orientation with respect to the spacecraft. It has 
been observed that this system provides an accuracy of 0.050mm to 0.100mm and consumes comparatively 
greater number of man-hours. The use of the ECDS system to measure the relative orientation of feed and 
antenna becomes near impossible at CATF, wherein the spacecraft is mounted at an elevated height of about 
five meters above the ground. 
 
A procedure to precisely measure the relative orientation of feed and reflector with respect to the Spacecraft axis 
with the use of the V-STARS Photogrammetry system has been developed by the authors. Results achieved are 
far better than that of the existing ECDS system. Additionally, the reflector alignment time per satellite can be 
brought down to 1/10th of the time taken by the  conventional ECDS method. 
  
Reduction of  measurement time and manpower needed to complete this measurement and also improving on 
overall accuracy is an overwhelming advantage. This is even more significant in view of the growing number of 
integration tasks, with tighter time schedules on a growing number satellites projects undertaken. 
 
Various case studies were undertaken to compare CRP, ECDS and Laser Tracker methods. The case studies 
selected encompass antenna measurements right from the mould level to fully integrated antennae at spacecraft 
level and finally at CATF during various scan angles for RF characterisation.  
 
II.    3-D Measuring Systems at a glance:   
A.   Coordinate Measuring Machine: 
A CMM (Fig. 1) is a contact type of measurement system, wherein probing is required to be done at the point of 
interest. Jointed arm-CMMs use an anchored articulated arm attached probe tip at the movable end. The length 
of each arm section is combined with the encoder angle at each joint to compute the probe’s position. The 
machine recognizes the probed point and gives the 3-D coordinates of the same. 
 







 
Figure 1: Coordinate Measurement Machine 
 
B. Theodolite Based Optical Measuring System (Autocollimation): 
Autocollimation (fig.2-3) is the process of sighting with a telescope focused to infinity to an optically flat 
mirror. In order to carry out autocollimation, the telescope reticule must be illuminated from the eyepiece side. 
A silhouette of the illuminated cross hairs is projected onto the mirror and reflected back to form an image in the 
plane of cross hairs. If the mirror is exactly at 900 to the line of sight the cross hair coincide with their reflected 
image. The tilt of mirror is read using the encoders of the theodolite which gives reading in horizontal and 
vertical reference planes. 
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Figure 2: Autocollimation Principle 
 


 
Figure 3: Equipment used for Autocollimation & ECDS 
 
C.  Electronic Coordinate Determination System (ECDS):  
In this technique, point coordinates are measured via intersection from theodolites rays (minimum 2). Typically, 
points are identified using physical targets such as tooling balls, cross hairs as features on the object. The  
operators aim two telescopes at a target in space. Digital encoders register the relative angular positions of the 
two theodolite heads with respect to a reference coordinate system. A computer uses the principle of 
triangulation to determine the coordinates of target positions. 
 
D. Laser Tracker: 
Operationally, a laser tracker measures two angles and a distance. The tracker sends a laser beam to a retro-
reflective target held against the object to be measured. Light reflected off the target retraces its path, re-entering 
the tracker at the same position. Retro-reflective targets vary, but the most popular is the Spherically Mounted 
Retro-reflector (SMR). As light re-enters the tracker,  a part of it goes to an interferometer that measures the 
distance from the tracker to the SMR. 
 
Figure-4 shows a person locating a retro reflector target on the feed and antenna.  The helium-neon laser travels 
to the retro target and back into the interferometer. Angular encoders of the laser tracker measure the angular 







orientation of the tracker’s two mechanical axes: the azimuth axis and the elevation axis. Measuring the 
encoder’s angle and the interferometer’s distance is sufficient to locate precisely the SMR’s (target) center.  
 


 
Figure 4: Setup- Laser Tracker Measurement 
 
E. Close Range Photogrammetry: 
Photogrammetry uses the basic principle of triangulation whereby intersecting lines in space are used to 
compute the location of a point in three dimensions. These lines are generated by photographing all the target 
points from different positions using a ‘metric’ camera such as the INCA3a+ shown in Figure 5. However, in 
order to triangulate a set of points one must also know the camera position and aiming angles for all the pictures 
in the set. A process called “resection” which is carried out by the V-STARS software automatically resolves it 
without human intervention and via the use of a process known as Bundle Adjustment, the coordinates of each 
point is computed by the software. 


 
Figure 5: Close Range Photogrammetry 
 
III. Case Study 1: Reflector & Feed Alignment of a spacecraft to be launched into geostationary orbit. 
A. Objective: 
Three independent measurement systems viz. ECDS, CRP and Laser Tracker were used for alignment 
measurement for deployable antennae systems at spacecraft level. The results obtained were compared and the 
advantages/limitations of each method of measurement are reported. 
 
The shape measurement and RF characterization of the reflector and feed is carried out at subsystem level, 
wherein the relative position and orientation of the feed with respect to the reflector is finalized and the 
reference is transferred to the tooling balls present on the reflector and feed system. Once the reflector and feed 
are assembled on the spacecraft, the coordinates of tooling balls are measured in spacecraft coordinate system, 
which in turn provides three rotation angles and translation distances of the reflector & feed in spacecraft 
coordinate system. Deviations observed from specifications generated at subsystem level may need correction, 
and thereafter measurements are carried out to find out the final position and orientation. A study was taken up 
during this measurement to compare the three systems with the following objectives:  
1. To compare the values obtained using all the three techniques of alignment viz. ECDS, CRP and Laser 


tracker 
 


2. To implement the CRP technique for feed and reflector alignment at spacecraft level. 
 


3. To compare the man-hours required by each system to measure the feed and reflector orientation. 
 


4. To evaluate the ease of using each equipment.  







 
Figure 6: Setup for Reflector and Feed alignment using ECDS, CRP and Laser tracker 
 
B.  Measurement Steps:  
 
1. A common spacecraft coordinate system is defined and established using all the three methods on a leveled 


surface table. 
 


2. The coordinates of the tooling balls on the spacecraft, feed and reflector are measured using all the three 
methods with respect to the common coordinate system.(Fig.6) 
 


3. To make the tooling balls compatible for measurement by all the three systems, a specialized adapter is 
designed which accommodates interchangeable targets within the accuracy of 0.002mm. 
 


4. The coordinates of the tooling balls on spacecraft, feed & reflector were compared. 
 


5. The relative angles between spacecraft, reflector and feed axis are derived using the measured tooling ball 
coordinates and compared for all the three systems. 


 
C. Observations Made:   
A comparison between the differences of measured coordinates using CRP & Laser Tracker (LT) is shown in 
the following graph (Fig.-7). The graph shows that all the differences lie within 0.040mm. 


 
Figure 7:-Comparison between CRP & Laser Tracker 
 
The difference between the measured coordinates of CRP & ECDS lie within 0.150mm. (Fig.-8). 


 
Figure 8:- Difference Between CRP& ECDS 
 
 







 
Figure 9: Difference in Angles (Deg) Derived By LT & ECDS 
 


 
Figure 10: Difference in Angles(Deg) Derived By LT & CRP 
 
The relative angles of feed and reflector axes with respect to the common coordinate system is derived from the 
tooling ball coordinates and compared with the design specifications. Four iterations were carried out to correct 
the deviations observed. The graphs (Fig 9 and 10) show the comparison between Photogrammetry, Laser 
Tracker & ECDS. The difference between the angles measured shows a close match within 0.015deg. 
 
The field time required for the acquisition of the specimen data was compared between the techniques. The 
ECDS measurement of the specimen took 7 hours, compared to 2 hours for laser tracker and 15 minutes for the 
photogrammetric (CRP) measurement. For the post-processing of the acquired data, half an hour was spent on 
the ECDS and laser tracker data and 15 minutes on photogrammetry. The manpower requirement in case of 
CRP is one person as compared to two for laser tracker and three for ECDS. Unlike ECDS and Laser Tracker, 
CRP does not require any steady or isolated spacecraft setup for measurement.  The above mentioned 
observations are summarized in table1.  
 
Table1: Time and Manpower comparison between various metrology methods 


 ECDS LT CRP 
Preparation time 3hrs 1hr 30 min 
Time to acquire 7hr 2hr 15min 
Post processing 30min 30min 15min 
Manpower 
(person) 


3 2 1 


 
IV. Case Study 2: Contour & Shape Measurement of a Ka-Band Antenna Mould for geostationary 
spacecraft:- 
 
A. Objective: The Ka Band antenna of the spacecraft consists of four antenna segments integrated in one mould. 
An attempt is made to measure the shape and contour of the four segments of Ka-Band antenna using the V-
STARS Photogrammetry system using regular Photogrammetry targets as well as a specialized targeting 
accessory known as PRO-SPOT. Since the V-STARS system offers the advantage of executing a measurement 
at any required orientation of the antenna, this attempt was made to compare the accuracy between CRP and 
CMM and also to study different possible advantages of using CRP for antenna shape measurement. 
B. Measurement Steps: 







1. At the time of starting CRP measurement, the antenna mould was placed on the CMM machine for 
measurements of contour coordinates, and around 2500 numbers of CRP targets were stuck on the mould at 
appropriate regular intervals on all the four segments of the mould. (Fig.11-12) 
 


2. A CRP compatible hemispherical target ball of 1” diameter is placed on the reference hole to derive the hole 
centers, which were used as a common reference for CMM and CRP measurements. 
 


3. Points were captured using CRP and coordinates of targeted points were obtained. 
 


4. Coordinates of the measured points (by CMM and CRP) were compared. 
 


5. For post processing, the shape from the data of measured points on the reflector was derived & compared. 
 
C. Observations: 


1. The measurement time taken by CRP was about two hours, which includes targeting and data capture time 
as compared to 20 hours for CMM measurement including setup. 


 
Figure 11: CRP Setup for Shape Measurements of Ka-Band Antenna Mould 


 
Figure 12: Points cloud generated by CRP. 


 
2. The comparison shows that CRP measured values lie within the accuracy range of the CMM. 


 
3. One quadrant of the mould is paraboloid. The data acquired was used to fit a parabola and the result shows 


an RMS of 0.031mm for CRP as compared to 0.035mm for CMM. 
 


4. Unlike CMM,  CRP  measurement does not require a special setup and the measurement can be repeated at 
any orientation of the specimen and at any stage of spacecraft integration. 
 


V. Case Study 3: Target-less Shape Measurement of Ka-Band Antenna of a geostationary Spacecraft Using 
GSI’s proprietary Pro-Spot Target Projection System. 
A. Objective: 
After successful demonstration of accuracy parameters on the mould of a Ka-Band antenna, it was planned to 
evaluate GSI’s PRO-SPOT target projection system which enables target-less shape measurement of the 
antenna. In this case study it is demonstrated that thousands of points can be projected on the surface of the 
reflector. The 3D coordinates of these projected points can be measured using V-STARS in much the same way 
that normal targets are measured. This technique offers advantages of measuring shape of the reflector at any 
orientation and at various phases of AIT of the reflector. The technique is non-contact, faster, and more 
accurate. Usage of this system can be further extended to measure real-time shape and distortion of the antenna 
during CATF test which is not possible using any other techniques. 
 
Figure 13a and 13b provide details of the setup used for the measurements carried on Ka-Band reflector using 
Pro-Spot. Fig.14 shows the shape derived using points measured by Prospot. 







 
Figure 13a: Setup for Shape Measurement Using Pro-Spot Target Projection System 
 


 
Figure 13b: Setup for Shape Measurement Using Pro-Spot Target Projection System 


 
Figure 14: Shape derived using 90000 points measured using Photogrammetry with Pro-Spot 
 
B. Observations: The comparison shows that the CRP measured values lie within the accuracy range of the 
CMM. 







 
VI. Case Study 4:Measurement of gravity induced distortions of the antenna at CATF: 


 
Figure 15: Spacecraft Positioned on DUT at CATF 
A. Objective: 
 CATF is configured to carry out antennae characterization and also for checkout of the fully integrated 
spacecraft with antenna and other subsystems. The CATF is used for the measurement of radiation pattern, gain, 
return loss, cross polar isolation, precise identification of the bore sight axis, EIRP and G/T of the transponder 
under the simulated zero-gravity environment. During the test, the spacecraft is positioned on the Device Under 
Test (DUT) positioner, which is about 5mts above ground, in order to match the nominal reflector bore sight 
with the Nominal plane wave axis (NPA) of the Facility.  
 
Special fixtures are used to simulate the zero-gravity environment.(fig.15). The objective of CRP measurement 
is to quantify the mechanical distortion numbers on reflector at various scan angles of DUT which validates 
effectiveness of the zero-gravity fixtures.  
 
B. Measurement Steps:  
1. The fully integrated spacecraft is positioned on DUT positioner and the reflector is deployed. Special 


fixtures are used to simulate Zero-gravity environment. 
 


2. The special fixture provides a rigid connection between the spacecraft, reflector and DUT positioner. CRP 
measurements are carried out to find out the relative distortions of reflector with respect to the spacecraft 
during various scan angles of the DUT, positioned in steps of 1degree.  


 
Figure 16: G-Effect on Reflector Due to DUT Rotation 
 
C.  Observations: 
1. It becomes a very tedious and time consuming job using Laser Tracker and ECDS to perform measurements 


at a height of 5mts from the ground and this is why this kind of measurement has not been attempted earlier. 
CRP has made this job very simple and all the seven sets of measurement are completed within about 2 
hours. 
 


2. The measured data (fig.16) shows the relative distortion of the reflector is well within 30 arc sec (0.008deg), 
which shows the rigidity between the spacecraft and reflector exists during various scan angles of the DUT 
position and hence the purpose of special fixture for gravity compensation is met. 


 
VII. Conclusion: 
After a number of case studies and measurements, the V-STARS CRP system was successfully applied for 
alignment of reflector systems for spacecraft with considerable advantages in terms of, greater accuracy, 
flexibility, reliability and reduced man-hours. 
 







The comparison between ECDS, Laser Tracker & CRP show that the values of CRP lie between 0.005mm to 
0.020mm as compared to that of ECDS (0.050mm to 0.100mm) and Laser Tracker (0.020 to 0.050mm.) 
 
The system is also used to study  shape parameters of the reflector and gravity induced distortions on the 
reflector at CATF, which is very difficult to carry out with any other technique of measurement. 
 
Concluding the test conducted show that the V-STARS CRP system can easily replace ECDS and Laser Tracker 
systems for alignment activities on reflector, feeds and other sub systems on spacecraft.  
 
The V-STARS CRP system has been successfully implemented at ISRO for alignment activities of Antenna and 
Feed Systems for a spacecraft to be placed in geostationary orbit. To support the argument, the satisfactory 
results of RF characterization show that the alignment results achieved with Photogrammetry are within the 
tolerance limits. 
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Abstract: This paper describes how Measurement Assisted Determinate Assembly (MADA) can facilitate 
the lean production of aerospace structures, provided that the structure is designed for MADA. A novel 
wingbox design and production process is used to illustrate this. The aerospace industry has not benefited 
from the significant reductions in production cost and cycle time that can result from greater assembly 
efficiency, part-to-part interchangeability and the use of flexible automation. This is largely due to the very 
high accuracies required across large scale assemblies. The use of metrology can reduce process steps, 
reduce the reliance on costly hard tooling, reduce the requirement for manually intensive and time 
consuming re-working at late stages of assembly, and allow low cost flexible automation to place tools to 
the required accuracies. The generic MADA process is presented together with guidelines for the design of 
structures to enable MADA. 


1 INTRODUCTION 


The mode of production for aerospace structures can best be understood in the context of the development of manufacturing 
in general. Historically manufacture involved craftsmen carrying out a wide range of operations using general purpose tools. 
Division of labour has been understood since antiquity [1] and by the 18th century was enabling unskilled workers carrying 
out highly repetitive tasks to produce products that would previously have required skilled craftsmen [2]. Machine parts 
however continued to be filed to fit to one another by skilled fitters until the 19th


 
 Century [3].  


Developments of 19th


 


 Century small arms manufacturers allowed semi-skilled workers to produce interchangeable parts 
which could be simply assembled without reworking. Key developments were single use automated machines carrying out 
successive operations on parts and the use of jigs, fixtures and gauges, designed with reference to a single physical ‘master’ 
model of the product [4]. Mass production was a natural progression of the armoury practice with the duration of successive 
operations reduced, products designed for simple assembly and a moving assembly line. Assembly workers on this type of 
line generally do not require any particular skill but they can not then be expected to gauge parts or improve the production 
system, additional foremen and production engineers are therefore required; additional staff who do not directly add value to 
the product. 


From the 1820’s through to 1927 there was a steady progression away from the complete generality of craftsmen and their 
tools and towards the ever increasing specialisation of both machinery and of manual operators. In 1927 the limitations with 
this approach became apparent as Ford experienced enormous difficulty in switching production over from the Model T to 
the Model A. In the same year Chevrolet began developing flexible mass production with flexible standard machines 
allowing regular incremental changes to be easily accommodated; by 1929 when the major change from four to six cylinders 
was implemented, this took only 3 weeks [4]. 
 
Lean production takes flexible mass production a stage further with highly flexible machines which can be reconfigured in 
minutes rather than days allowing small batch production. Lean is however more than highly flexible mass production; it also 
involves tasks and responsibilities being transferred down the organisational tree to the people actually adding value to the 
product. The assembly workers themselves are responsible for quality control, finding the cause of any issues and improving 
the production system [3]. Only ‘Tier 1’ suppliers deal directly with the final assembler and are responsible for managing 
‘Tier 2’ suppliers as well as the design of complete sub-systems. Lean reintroduces the flexibility and quality ownership of 
craft production while maintaining the efficient operations of mass production. 
 
The production of large aerospace assemblies is often characterized by the inefficiency of craft production; craftsmen fettling 
or shimming parts to fit and carrying out a wide variety of highly skilled operations using general purpose tools. Reliance on 
monolithic jigs is of further detriment to the assembly as one of the advantages of craft based manufacture, flexibility, is also 
not achieved since the jigs are highly inflexible, costly and have long lead times. Approximately 5% of the total 
manufacturing cost of an aircraft [5] or 10% of the airframe [6] is related to the use of fixed tooling. The highly skilled 







workforce is however able to carry out quality control and continuous improvement. Where manual craft based operations 
are automated it is often using inflexible, single use machines.  
 
It could be said that the production of large aerospace assemblies combines the inefficiency of craft production with the 
inflexibility of the early forms of mass production. This is clearly an issue, but why is such an inefficient mode of production 
used? It is not due to a lack of competence, awareness of the issues or willingness to embrace new technologies; the 
aerospace industry benefits from access to many of the best minds in engineering and is well known for utilizing the latest 
technologies in many areas. 
 
The root causes are the difficulties in maintaining very close tolerance requirements over large structures and the large 
number of different operations for relatively low production volumes. Issues related to maintaining high tolerances are the 
biggest challenges; the light weight aero structure has flexible components; interfaces are often imprecise especially for 
composite components; and it is very difficult to drill patterns of holes in different components which will match and lock 
the assembly into its correct overall form. The current solution to these issues is to use a monolithic jig which holds flexible 
components to their correct final form as the assembly is built-up, interface gaps are then measured in the jig so that shims 
can be fitted and holes are drilled through the stack of components. It is then necessary to break the assembly apart to debur 
holes, clean and apply sealant before the final assembly takes place [7, 8]. This process results in additional process steps, 
inflexibility due to reliance on monolithic jigs and inefficient craft based production due to high levels of reworking in-jig. 
Additionally, the variety of operations at low volumes combined with the high tolerances required makes it very difficult to 
automate processes. Further increasing the number of craft based processes required while maintaining close tolerances 
means that where automation is used, it is generally based on inflexible gantry systems. The way in which the root causes 
result in assembly issues and ultimately inefficient modes of production is illustrated in Figure 1 which is contrasted against 
an alternative approach to dealing with these issues illustrated in Figure 2. 
 


 
Figure 1: Root Causes of Inefficient Modes of Production used in Aerospace Assembly 


 
Figure 2: Alternative Method for Addressing issues in Aerospace Assembly Leading to Lean Production 







If interfaces could be fettled or shimmed, and hole patterns drilled during component manufacture, then it would be possible 
to create a determinate assembly in which the component interfaces would determine the final form of the assembly and 
therefore no jig or accurate fixture would be required. It will be explained in the following section that achieving this type of 
part-to-part assembly does not necessarily require full interchangeability tolerances to be achieved. If these part-to-part 
processes are adopted, simplified manual assembly processes could be used in place of the current craft based processes.  
 
Industrial robots are typically able to repeat operations with much greater precision than the accuracy with which they are 
able to position themselves when programmed to move to specific coordinates [9]. It is therefore possible to manually ‘teach’ 
a robot to carry out accurate operations, although this approach is time consuming and therefore not practical for large 
numbers of different operations which will only be repeated for limited production volumes. Off-line programming [10] has 
the potential to rapidly programme robots to carry out many operations based on a digital virtual product and factory model, 
although currently these systems also require considerable time. In order for these off-line programmes to deliver accurate 
robotic operations, the robot must have improved accuracy which can be delivered through some form of closed loop control 
from a metrology system [9, 11]. Metrology assisted robots and improved off-line programming might therefore facilitate an 
increased use of flexible automation despite the large number of unique operations at low volume. 
 
2 ACHIEVING PART-TO-PART HOLES AND INTERFACES 


The main focus of this paper is the adoption of part-to-part holes and interfaces to facilitate the lean assembly of aerospace 
structures. It may at first seem that achieving this part-to-part assembly requires interchangeability tolerances to be achieved 
across the assembly; something that is unlikely to be economical. It is however possible, through the application of 
measurement assisted processes and design for manufacture, to economically produce all of the large components with 
relatively slack tolerances and still achieve part-to-part. This is the essence of MADA. 
 
The principle of measurement assisted processes allowing part-to-part with relaxed tolerances can be illustrated using a 
simple two dimensional example. Firstly, considering a localized pattern of holes as illustrated in Figure 3,  
 
If hole diameters are greater than the fastener diameter, a degree of ‘float’ between two matching holes is possible with the 
fastener still passing through both holes. A simple pattern of two holes as shown in Figure 3 can then be used to derive the 
required positional accuracy of holes. If the maximum condition of each hole float is utilized to allow the fasteners to pass 
through the holes then this determines the required accuracy, as shown in Figure 3. 
 


 
Figure 3: Matching Two Components with a Pattern of Two Holes 


maxmin PinHoleFloat −=  ( 1 ) 


 
Assuming a nominal diameter of less than 10 mm and a close clearance location fit the minimum hole diameter (H8) is equal 
to the nominal diameter and the maximum pin diameter (f7) is 13 µm less than the nominal [12]. Considering Equation ( 1 ) 
the float in each hole is therefore 13 µm and by propagating the tolerances statistically (not worst case) it can be shown that 
each hole must also be located to within 13 µm to ensure that the hole patterns will match. Hole positioning to this accuracy 
is within the specification of a standard industrial milling machine [13] and it is perhaps not surprising that achieving part-to-
part holes across patterns of up to a couple of metres is not especially challenging. 
 
Achieving part-to-part holes across larger assemblies is more challenging, for example consider the arrangement shown in 
Figure 4 which could represent the hinge-line brackets of an aircraft wingbox. Within each local hole pattern attaching a 
single bracket to the base part, holes must be positioned within 13 µm as shown above, while each bracket must be 
positioned on the base part to within 100 µm. 
 







 
Figure 4: Example Assembly Showing Differing Tolerance Requirements for Interchangeability (ICY) and MADA 


Applying the conventional interchangeability approach to achieving part-to-part assembly all of the holes must be drilled to 
within 13 µm of other holes within the same local pattern and each hole pattern must be globally located on the spar to within 
71 µm. Since the spar is several metres long this would be both challenging and costly requiring a very large and highly 
accurate drilling machine. 
 
An alternative approach used in the MADA process is to place the holes in the spar to a considerably slacker tolerance, 
perhaps to 0.5 mm using a standard industrial robot mounted on a linear guide way as shown in Figure 5. The hole positions 
can subsequently be measured to the more demanding positional accuracies of 13 µm locally and 71 µm globally so that the 
measured positions can be supplied to a standard CNC machine tool which can then drill the corresponding holes in the 
brackets. 
 


 
Figure 5: Industrial Robot on Linear Guide Drilling Low Accuracy Holes in Spar 


Although the MADA approach removes the requirement to position holes accurately on large parts, measuring the hole 
positions to these accuracies presents its own challenges, discussed below.  
 
The same principles explained above with reference to holes can also be applied to surface profiles at interfaces. Just as hole 
positions in large components do not need to be tightly controlled provided they can be accurately measured, the surface 
profiles in regions interfacing with smaller components can also have relaxed tolerances. This principle has been previously 
published by Airbus UK in relation to the forming of rib feet to measurements of the internal surface of wing box covers. 
Two processes have been suggested [14], machining rib feet to cover measurements [15] and predictive shimming in which 
the interfacing surface profiles of two components are measured and a bespoke shim is then produced using additive layer 
manufacturing (ALM) [16]. A similar process, also utilizing additive layer manufacturing to produce a shim is being 
developed by Boeing [17]. 
 
A novel approach to the forming of bespoke interfaces is suggested here. The approach described above involves using 
measurement data characterizing the interface surface on a large component to produce a matching shim component via 







ALM. It would also be possible however to use the measurement data to produce a negative of the required interface, this 
negative could then be inserted into a mould tool to produce a structurally integral bespoke interface on a composite part 
using the established resin transfer moulding (RTM) technique. This process will be referred to as Adaptive Resin Transfer 
Moulding (ARTM). 
 


2.1. KEY ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
The central assumption made by the MADA approach is that achieving the very high accuracies required for part-to-part 
holes and interfaces over the full scale of aerospace structures is unlikely to become an economical approach while 
measuring the holes and interfaces will become increasingly cost effective. Some general observations concerning the 
production of composite components are also of particular interest:- 
• Large components with dimensions of several metres plus are produced using open mould techniques. The surface in 


contact with the mould is known as the Outer Mould Line (OML) and is controlled to tight tolerances; the surfaces not in 
contact with the mould tool are known as the Inner Mould Line (IML) and have tolerances of millimetres. 


• Complex parts can be built-up from multiple parts bonded together such as a skin and stringer structure. This is normally 
done with successive parts added to a single mould tool. 


• Smaller components with dimensions of up to a few metres can be produced with tight tolerances and good surface 
finish on all surfaces using closed mould techniques such as Resign Transfer Moulding (RTM). It is also relatively easy 
to machine bespoke interfaces on these smaller parts. 


2.2. MEASUREMENT ASSISTED DETERMINATE ASSEMBLY 
The way in which the Measurement Assisted Determinate Assembly (MADA) approach allows part-to-part assembly with 
relaxed tolerances is described above. It was acknowledged that the principle of forming an interface on one component to 
measurement data of another component is not entirely new with a number of specific applications being developed by the 
major aircraft manufacturers. MADA is however novel in giving a complete and generic set of design principles and 
production techniques to facilitate cost effective and high quality production, especially of composite structures. The 
fundamental principle of MADA is that large components can be economically produced with inaccurate interfaces and hole 
positions, and they can then be accurately measured. Bespoke smaller components can subsequently be produced to high 
accuracy with respect to these measurements. The complete assembly can then be put together simply with part-to-part holes 
and interfaces facilitating determinate assembly.  
 
The full benefits of MADA require that a structure is designed according to certain principles; it can not be readily applied as 
a production solution for existing designs. The key design principles are:- 
• Large components should be designed to interface with each other OML-to-OML where tolerances allow. 
• Large thin components should have stiffening components (stringers and ribs) added to form sub-assemblies suitable for 


determinant assembly of the main structure. These sub-assemblies may be built while the main panel component remains 
in its open mould. 


• Where components must interface with the IML of a large component the smaller components must make this interface. 
The IML of the large component should be scanned while the component remains it its mould tools. The smaller 
components can then be formed to fit using either conventional machining or a proposed ‘Adaptive RTM’ process 
explained above. 


• It is not necessary to place all holes in large components to the tolerances required for determinant assembly. Where it is 
beneficial tolerances should be relaxed and the hole positions then measured so that mating parts can have holes placed 
in corresponding positions. 


There has been some interest in Measurement Assisted Assembly (MAA) and Jigless Assembly. It is important to note that 
although the jigless approach does not rely on jigs to place tools for operations such as drilling there is still a requirement for 
monolithic fixtures to control the form of the assembly. These processes essentially mirror the conventional build process but 
reduce the complexity of tooling required and automate some of the manual processes with an increased use of flexible 
automation. The MADA approach is a more radical departure from the conventional aerospace assembly process with greatly 
reduced process steps, no requirement for monolithic tooling solutions and almost all of the work being carried out at the 
component manufacturing stage to allow rapid assembly. Figure 6 compares the three processes in detail and clearly shows 
the greatly simplified process enabled by MADA.  
 
 







 
Figure 6: Comparison of Three Generic Aerospace Assembly Processes 


2.3. METROLOGY CAPABILITY REQUIRED FOR MADA 
The MADA process requires a very high accuracy of measurements for hole locations and surface profiles; to approximately 
10 µm within 1 metre zones and to 50 µm within zones 10’s of metres long. This will present significant challenges for 
metrology. The Etalon laser tracker system represents the state of the art in large volume traceable metrology, it is able to 
track a target probe to accuracies of less than 10 µm over a 10 m length [18]. This demonstrates that the required accuracies 
are achievable although achieving them would likely require a temperature controlled environment. The use of this 
instrument is unlikely to be practical for this application however since it would require holes and surfaces to be physically 
probed while the probe is tracked from multiple locations by the laser tracker instruments. 
 
Photogrammetry typically uses circular retro-reflective targets for automated measurement in which algorithms identify the 
elliptical geometry and to best fit the image to the idealized ellipse allowing measurement of the target centroid with sub-
pixel accuracy [19]. Target measurement accuracy of 20 µm over a 1 m length and 110 µm over 10 m are claimed by the 
manufacturer [20] which is not sufficient for the MADA process, although it is of the right magnitude. The direct 
measurement of holes is possible with the regular circular geometry of the drilled hole used in place of retro-reflective targets 
provided a sufficient contrast is achieved between the drilled component and the hole [21]. Targets must also be placed on to 
surfaces in order to characterize interface profiles but this can be automated using laser target projection allowing accuracies 
of 50 µm over a 5 m length [22]. 
 
Another potential solution would be the use of a laser tracker to locate a localized non-contact measurement device, 
potentially handled by a robotic arm. Although the interferometer accuracies for industrial laser trackers are well within the 
requirements of MADA the additional uncertainties introduced by non-contact measurement systems would mean that 
current system could not deliver the required performance. While the combined uncertainty for a contact probing system 
might approach the 10 µm requirement [23], for a non-contact system it would be of the order of 60 µm [24]. 
 







With such high accuracy requirements it also becomes vital that environmental effects are properly considered. For example 
the temperature of the parts when being measured and worked on must be considered so that measurements can be scaled for 
thermal expansion. 
 
 
3 EXAMPLE MADA PROCESS APPLIED TO A NOVEL WINGBOX DESIGN 


The conventional wingbox structure consists of ribs which span the gap between the upper and lower cover and channel 
section spars as shown in Figure 7. This structure is not suitable for MADA since the large components do not interface with 
one another OML-to-OML, in particular the spar interfaces with the IML of the cover. Additionally, since the ribs span the 
gap between the covers it is not possible to join the ribs to the covers at the subassembly stage and the covers therefore 
remain flexible until the final assembly. 
 


 
Figure 7: Conventional Wingbox Structure 


 
There have been attempts to design a wingbox structure that is more suited to manufacture, particularly from the perspective 
of tolerance management. Of particular note is a concept wingbox in which half ribs are attached to each of the upper and 
lower covers forming rigid sub-assemblies which can then be joined together  [25] as shown in Figure 8. 
 


 
Figure 8: Wingbox Concept with Half Ribs [25] 


Another interesting concept is the channel section wingbox with spars and lower cover integrated into a single composite 
structure which has been developed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [26] and which is illustrated in 
Figure 9. This design is however not well suited for MADA since where this large integrated structure interfaces with the 
upper cover there is a large flexible component interfacing at the IML with another large component. 
 


 
Figure 9: Channel Section Integrated Cover and Spars 


A novel design is presented in the paper which applies the principles of design for MADA set out above. In this design the 
upper and lower cover is designed with a slight return at each edge to form a channel section, the ribs are split into upper and 
lower half ribs which are joined to the covers to form rigid sub-assemblies and the spars are simple flat members, as shown 
in Figure 10. This arrangement means that the OML of the covers is able to interface directly with the OML of the spars. It is 
anticipated that both the covers and the spars would be produced using some form of open mould fabrication and the returns 







on the edges of the covers would therefore remain gently curving and not fully return to the vertical so as to allow removal 
from the mould tool. The ribs would require bespoke profiles to be machined where they interface with the IML of the cover 
and the brackets would also require bespoke profiles where they interface with the IML of the spars. 
 


 
Figure 10: A Novel Wingbox Designed for MADA 


The complete assembly process for the proposed MADA wingbox is illustrated in Figure 11. Solid black lines represent the 
flow of physical components from one assembly station to the next while red dashed lines represent the flow of measurement 
data between assembly stations. 
 


 
Figure 11: MADA Process for Novel Wingbox Design 







 
It is important to note that there are part-to-part holes drilled in the brackets to fit to both the spar and to the covers. The 
holes which fit to the spars are standard. The holes which fit to the cover are not so straight forward since the spars are 
assembled between the covers and the brackets. It is therefore necessary to nominally place clearance holes in the spars to 
allow the fasteners to locate the brackets relative to the covers, as shown in Figure 12. The effect of this is that the tolerances 
for the holes in the bracket and spar will combine to determine the cover position and therefore the normal 50 µm global hole 
position tolerance would need to be reduced to 50/√2 = 35 µm. 
 


 
Figure 12: Hole Arrangement for Cover, Spar, Bracket Interface 


 
The alternative would be to directly drill part-to-part holes in the leading and trailing edge assembles at stage D3, again using 
the measurements made at stage B3. This would be a structurally more sound solution and likely to be preferable if bonding 
of components is not suitable as the main structural connection between parts. It would however require a large high 
accuracy drilling machine capable of maintaining tolerances of the order of 10 µm hole position over 10’s of metres, this is 
likely to present significant cost and technical challenge. 
 
4 CONCLUSION 


The measurement assisted determinate assembly (MADA) approach set out in this paper provides a clear strategy for the 
design and production of aerospace structures according to lean production principles. The assumption is made that the 
production of components to interchangeability tolerances will remain uneconomical but that highly accurate measurements 
will become increasingly affordable. Current industrial measurement systems are generally not able to deliver the required 
accuracies although photogrammetry has some potential and state of the art laser tracker systems do show that it is possible 
to achieve significantly better accuracy than is required for MADA. New aircraft currently in the early stages of design 
should be designed for MADA with the expectation that by the time these aircraft enter production, in perhaps 10 years time, 
it will be possible to achieve the measurement accuracy required for MADA. 
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Abs trac t 
A laser tracker is a coordinate measuring system that tracks a moving target reflector and measures the 
position of the target in spherical coordinates (d, θ, φ). The radial distance, or range component, d, is 
typically measured by an interferometer (IFM) or an absolute distance meter (ADM). The IFM or ADM 
laser beam is steered to track the moving target by a motorised gimbal mechanism. Angle encoders on the 
mechanism provide azimuth, θ, and elevation angles, φ, to the target. 
 
The beam steering mechanism within the laser tracker is subject to misalignments, offsets and eccentricities 
that lead to errors in the measured coordinates. For this reason, all laser tracker manufacturers provide a 
means for correction in software of these systematic effects. The correction software relies on a model that 
describes the beam steering mechanism and its errors. The parameters of the model are usually derived from 
a combination of factory calibration and simple procedures that can be performed by the instrument user on 
the shop floor. The trade-off between time and complexity means that end-user procedures are not able to 
capture all the errors in the tracking mechanism simultaneously. 
 
In this paper, we propose a simple test that is able to determine all the alignment and angle encoder errors of 
a laser tracker and their corresponding uncertainties. The test requires no specialist equipment and can be 
performed by an end-user in less than thirty minutes. 
 
Keywords: laser tracker, alignment errors, network measurement. 
Word count: 4284 
Number of figures: 7 
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In troduction  
A laser tracker is a high-accuracy, large volume coordinate measurement system that tracks and measures 
the spherical polar coordinates of a moving reflective target probe. The laser tracker comprises a laser 
interferometer (IFM) or absolute distance meter (ADM) for radial range measurements and two angle 
sensors. The measurement beam of the IFM or ADM is directed at all times to follow the target by a beam-
steering mechanism operating in two orthogonal axes – azimuth and elevation. Angle encoders on each axis 
determine the instantaneous pointing direction of the beam. This combination of sensors directly measures 
the spherical polar coordinates, (R, θ, φ), of the target. 
 
INSERT Fig 1 
Figure 1 Schematic representation of an idealised laser tracker. 


In an idealised laser tracker, as shown schematically in Figure 1, the two rotation axes – standing axis and 
transit axis - would be orthogonal and intersect at a point. The measurement laser beam would originate 
from the point of intersection of the axes and be aligned normal to the transit axis. The rotary encoders 
would be coaxial with the rotation axes and be free from scale and alignment errors. 
 
In reality, a laser tracker is subject to imperfections in the form of misalignments, eccentricities and offsets 
that give rise to systematic errors in the measured coordinates of the target if the observed sensor readings 
are used directly. In practice, corrections have to be applied to the observed sensor readings to account for 
these misalignments. These corrections are based on a combination of manufacturer calibrations, instrument 
self-checks during start-up and tests by the operator. 
 
INSERT Fig 2 
Figure 2 Schematic representation of a laser tracker with alignment errors. 


Over recent years documentary standards have been developed that are aimed specifically at testing the 
performance of laser trackers with a view to identifying faults, the effect of miss-calibration or poor 
correction of systematic errors. The ASME B89.4.19i standard prescribes a number of tests of the 
performance of laser trackers including a set of length measurements of a reference artefact and two-face 
tests. More recently, the draft VDI/VDE 2716ii and draft ISO 10360 part 10iii documents propose a similar 
set of tests. Loseriv compares these standards and describes a method of realising reference lengths suitable 
for the tests described. These standards test the length measurement capability of the tracker against the 
manufacturer’s maximum permissible error (MPE) rather than attempt to determine instrument accuracy. 
Sandwith and Lottv have proposed a test based on the Unified Spatial Metrology Network (USMN) feature 
within SpatialAnalyzervi


 


. This test uses measurements of a network of fixed points from a number of 
different instrument locations and bundles the data together to calculate the overall uncertainty of the 
individual sensor readings – range and two angles. This test gives a single uncertainty value for each sensor. 


To correct sensor readings for mechanical offsets within the mechanism, it is necessary to understand how 
these offsets and alignments affect the individual sensor readings. Loser and Kylevii have described the 
misalignments for a laser tracker design that uses a gimballed mirror for beam-steering. The fifteen 
parameters of their model are broadly categorized as offsets, tilt deviations and angle encoder parameters. 
Loser and Kyle derived formulae to correct the observed sensor readings for the influence of these error 
parameters and describe experimental setups – five in total – that can be deployed to measure the error 
parameters. More recently, Muralikrishnan et alviii


 


 at the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) have modified the Loser and Kyle error model to reflect a slightly different mechanical arrangement 
within the tracker mechanism – that of a tracker with the beam source on the rotating head rather than a 
gimballed mirror. They also derive the sensitivity of the length measurement and two-face tests described by 
the ASME B89.4.19 standard to the individual error parameters and show that some parameters are not 
detectable by these tests. 


Laser tracker manufacturers provide users with software-assisted methods for determining some of the 
parameters and updating the parameter file used by the instrument to correct measurement data. However, 
users are not typically provided with methods for determining the errors associated with the angle encoders. 







Gassner and Rulandix developed a method for calibration of the azimuth angle encoder based on back-to-
back calibration against a rotary table. The rotary table was calibrated using a polygon and autocollimator. 
For practical reasons, this approach was not suited to elevation angle calibration. More recently 
Muralikrishnan et alx


 


 have developed a method of calibrating the low-order harmonic errors of the azimuth 
encoder using an un-calibrated, but stable length artefact. They demonstrate a standard uncertainty of 
0.4 µrad.  


In this paper, we describe a variant of the NIST model and a simple test that can be used to determine all the 
error parameters described in the model described below, including the angle encoder errors. The method 
involves mathematically fitting measurements of a network of fixed points to a mathematical model 
describing the setup and the errors of the instrument The key features of the technique are that: 


• little or no specialist hardware is required, so the technique is applicable by end users; 
• the test uses both front-face and back-face measurements for greater sensitivity to the errors; 
• the IFM (if fitted) can be used for improved accuracy; 
• all parameters are determined simultaneously; 
• random noise effects are averaged over many samples, and  
• the uncertainties in the measured error parameters are calculated using statistically rigorous methods. 


 
The approach described here is analogous to that in determining the parametric errors (scale, straightness, 
roll, pitch and yaw) associated with a CMM. A set of experiments can be set up to measure each of the error 
sources individually. Alternatively, measurements of a ball plate in a number of positions can be made and 
all the parametric errors determined from a model fit to the observed coordinate dataxi. Similarly the 
parametric errors can be determined from a model fit to Laser Tracer measurementsxii


The  NPL Tracker Error Model 


.  


The NPL model described below is based very closely on that proposed in the NIST paperviii, but with some 
differences. For comparison purposes, the error parameters used by the NIST model have been cross-
reference with those of the NPL model in Table 1.   
 
A brief description of each error follows. For a detailed explanation of these errors the reader is directed to 
the NIST paper. 
 


Error description NIST parameter NPL parameter 
Beam transit offset x1t -h2 


Beam Z offset x1m -h9 
Transit offset x2 -h1 


Vertical Index offset x3 -h10 
Beam Tilt x4t -h3 


Transit Tilt x5 -h4 
Encoder Eccentricity x6x -h5 


“ x6y -h6 
“ x7n -h11 
“ x7z -h12 


Birdbath Error x8 −λ 
Encoder scale x9a -h7 


“ x9b -h8 
“ x10a -h13 
“ x10b -h14 


Table 1 Laser tracker error model parameters. 


The error parameters can be broken down into groups associated with alignment of the axes, the alignment 
of the laser beam, and errors associated with the encoders. It is interesting to note that typical operator test 
procedures prescribed by the tracker manufacturers do not determine angle encoder errors; these are 
presumed to be fixed until the next factory calibration. 







 
Axis alignment errors 
Transit offset 
The transit offset, h1, is defined as the (minimum) separation distance between the standing and transit axes. 
 
Transit tilt 
Transit tilt, h4, is the squareness error between the two axes.  
 
Laser beam alignment errors 
Beam offsets 
Parameters h2 and h9 describe displacements of the laser beam origin along the transit axis and an axis 
normal to the beam direction, respectively. 
 
Beam tilt 
This parameter, h3, is a measure of the angle between the laser beam and the transit axis. 
 
Vertical index offset 
The vertical index offset, h10, is an offset in the vertical angle encoder when the beam is directed normal to 
the standing axes. It is indistinguishable from beam tilt in the same direction so is included as a beam 
misalignment. 
 
Birdbath error 
Though not strictly a beam alignment error, the birdbath error has been included here as it is related to the 
measurement laser beam. The birdbath error, λ, is an error in the calibration of the distance to the fixed 
reference point on the tracker used to set the interferometer datum. 
 
Angle encoder errors 
Encoder eccentricity 
These parameters describe the misalignment of the angle encoders with respect to the rotary axes. h5 and h6 
are misalignments of the azimuth encoder, and h11 and h12 are misalignments of the elevation encoder. 
 
Encoder scale 
These are second order harmonic errors in the encoders. 
 
These parameters have been incorporated into a mathematical mode that describes the effect of the errors on 
the measured parameters. The NIST error model (that is applicable to front-face measurements only) is: 
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where, Rc, Hc and Vc are the corrected range, azimuth and elevation readings and Rm, Hm and Vm are the un-
corrected range, azimuth and elevation readings and the parameters, xi, are the instrument error parameters 
listed in Table 1. 
 
This model has been modified in the following ways: 
 


1. Re-defined the elevation angle zero position to be that when the laser beam is horizontal rather than 
vertical. 


2. Extended the model to include back-face measurements. 
3. Introduced noise terms on all the measured data, εD, εA and εE. These are samples from a statistical 


distribution with an expectation of zero and standard deviations of σD, σA and σE respectively. 







4. Introduced a scale error, µ, on the range measurement. 
 
The NPL model is: 
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where d, θ and φ are observed values and d*, θ* and φ* are modelled values of the measurands based on a 
ideal tracker geometry. In this way, the observed values of the sensor readings are regarded as perturbations 
of the modelled values taking into account the geometric errors represented by h. The parameter θ  in the 
NPL model is equal to Vm in the NIST model, and φ in the NPL model is equal to (π-Vh) in the NIST model. 
The parameter Γ is introduced to account for sign changes in the parameters during back-face 
measurements. It takes the value 1 for front-face measurements and –1 for back-face measurements. In 
front-face mode, the observed angles in the equations above are as reported by the tracker. In back-face 
mode, the angles reported by the tracker, θR and φR,  are reported as though the tracker were in front-face 
mode, so the reported back-face angles are modified thus: 
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(Note that we have the observed values on the left hand side whereas the NIST model has the true values on 
the left - the signs of the parameters are therefore different between the models, hence the negative signs in 
Table 1.) By re-arranging the equations in this way with the modelled values on one side of the equations 
and the observed values on the other, the least squares model fit determines the maximum likelihood 
estimate of the model parameters and valid uncertainty estimates can be made following standard statistical 
modelling methods.  
 
It is interesting to note the potential for strong correlation between the birdbath distance, λ, and the transit 
offset, h1, in the first equation. These parameters become inseparable when the vertical angle is zero (laser 
beam horizontal). Standard birdbath tests, which measure the distance between two points from inside and 
outside the line joining the two points, only work correctly if the transit offset has already been determined. 
This correlation requires specific action to be taken during the measurements to weaken the correlation 
thereby allowing each parameter to be evaluated.  


Experimenta l Se tup  and  Procedure  
A key requirement when developing this method was that the process should be easy to set up. We therefore 
aimed for a network setup that could be constructed in the corner of a room, utilising the walls as relatively 
stable locations to fix target nests. In our laboratory, solid brick and granite benches are positioned along the 
walls. These were used to support the tracker and some target nests. The network used in shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 3. 
 
The arrangements of target points and tracker positions were chosen such that the following criteria were 
fulfilled: 
 


• The whole angular range of the tracker was exercised in azimuth and elevation. 
• Target to tracker range varied from <0.2 m to approximately 6 m. 
• Two birdbath test-like setups were arranged (indicated by the red lines in Figure 3); one with the two 


target points horizontal and one with the target points aligned at approximately 45 ° to the vertical. 
 







INSERT Fig 3 
Figure 3 The network arrangement showing the sixteen target positions and four tracker positions used during the 
experiment.  Note the two birdbath test-like lines highlighted in red. 


The first two criteria ensure that data is obtained over a reasonable working volume. The third criterion is a 
deliberate ploy to break the correlation in the model between the birdbath distance and the transit offset, 
described above. 
 
INSERT Fig 4 
Figure 4 This plot shows the spread of all the point relative to the tracker. The four different colours represent points 
measured from the four different tracker locations. 


Prior to making the measurements, the tracker was calibrated using the manufacturer prescribed methods. 
These tests determined all error parameters apart from those related to the angle encoders. All the 
parameters determined by the manufacturer procedure were noted for future reference. The parameter file 
was then manually edited to set all correction parameters to zero and uploaded onto the tracker controller. 
All subsequent measurements were thus uncorrected and subject to all error sources. The network was then 
measured from four different tracker positions. 
All measurements were made in IFM mode. All visible targets were measured from each tracker location 
(not all targets were visible from all locations).  All targets were measured with a spherically mounted retro-
reflector (SMR) in front-face mode first, with the SMR returned to the birdbath after any beam break. All 
visible targets were then measured in back-face mode.  


Data  Fitting  
Estimates of the model parameters were determined using a least squares parameter estimation approachxiii


{ }iI xx =
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The parameters in the model are the target locations , and the configuration b comprising the 
location and orientation of the trackers, the birdbath error, the scale corrections and the geometric errors h. 
These parameters are determined by minimising an objective function of the form 
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The first term on the right of the equation above represents the miss-match between predicted sensor 
measurements and their observed values while the second term can be used to incorporate any prior 
information about the configuration parameters, in particular, the length and scale offsets. The constraints 
are used to fix the frame of reference of the laser trackers. These constraints are implemented in such a way 
as to equalise, approximately, the uncertainty in laser tracker positions across all tracker positions with the 
benefit that the uncertainties associated with the computed target estimates have only a modest component 
arising from the uncertainty in positionxiv


 
.  


The fact that each summand function involves at most one set of target co-ordinates allows the optimisation 
to be performed efficientlyxv,xvi


 
 


The summand functions in the objective function incorporate weights given by the inverse of the estimate of 
the standard deviation of the random effects associated with each sensor measurement. (Assigning the 
weights in this way guarantees that the nonlinear least squares solution is the maximum likelihood estimate 
of the parameters.) At the solution, the variance matrix associated from the fitted parameters can be 
determined from the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of the summand functions with respect to the 
parametersxvii xiii,  using a propagation of uncertainty approach. The standard uncertainties associated with the 
fitted parameters are given by the square root of the diagonal elements of the variance matrix. These 
uncertainty estimates are based on the input uncertainties, σD, σA and σE, associated with the random effects 
for the sensor measurements. Based on the value of the objective function ),( bxIF  at the solution, all the 







input uncertainties can be rescaled using a single scale parameter so that the observed variation in the 
residuals matches that predicted by the input uncertainties - this procedure is sometimes known as the Birge 
correction.) A more flexible adjustment to the input uncertainties can be achieved by using separate scale 
corrections for the displacement and angle measurements and has been implemented using a Bayesian 
methodology in which prior distributions for the input uncertainties are updated on the basis of the observed 
dataxviii.


Experimenta l Res ults  


 


A comparison between the results obtained with the manufacturer prescribed tests and the new test is shown 
in Table 2. The standard uncertainties (k = 1) associated with our results are included in parentheses. 
 


Error 
description 


NPL 
Parameter 


Standard 
Test 


NPL Test 


Beam transit 
offset 


h2 -90 µm -86.4 µm 
(1.9 µm) 


Beam Z 
offset 


h9 -7.0 µm -4.0 µm 
(1.8 µm) 


Transit 
offset 


h1 11.9 µm -3.8 µm 
(0.34 µm) 


Vertical 
Index offset 


h10 -11.1 µrad -0.5 µrad 
(1.0 µrad) 


Beam Tilt h3 -38.9 µrad -45.3 µrad 
(1.1 µrad) 


Transit Tilt 
(squareness) 


h4 -87.7 µrad 83.9 µrad 
(1.1 µrad) 


Birdbath 
Error 


λ -2435.1µm −2444.1 µm 
(1.1 µm) 


Table 2 Comparison of parameters measured using the manufacturer’s standard test and the new NPL proposed test. The 
uncertainties associated with the NPL results are in parentheses. (Note that sign conventions may be different between the 
two sets of parameters) 


 
INSERT Fig 5 
Figure 5 Comparison between manufacturer’s azimuth encoder correction table (blue line) and that generated from the 
parameters of our model (green line). 
 
For the laser tracker tested, the angle encoder errors were factory calibrated and encoded within a lookup 
table in the parameter file. In order to compare results obtained using the proposed method with those 
obtained by the manufacturer’s prescribed methods, the error parameters that were obtained from the fit of 
the data to the model were used to generate a lookup table. The new lookup table was then compared it to 
that stored in the parameter file. The results for both angle encoders are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
 
INSERT Fig 6 
Figure 6 Comparison between manufacturer’s elevation encoder correction table (blue line) and that generated from the 
parameters of our model (green line). 
 
Dis cus s ion  
An important consideration when determining parameters by least squares fit is that of correlation between 
the parameters. A strong correlation between two parameters means that, as far as the observed data is 
concerned, changing the value of one parameter can be compensated by changing the value of the other by 
an appropriate amount.  If the observed data is representative of all future data, such correlation is benign 
because it will have no observable effect. However if the data associated with the calibration is a small 
subset of possible future uses of the tracker, then the error correction determined by the calibrated values of 
the model parameters could still leave the tracker performance with significant systematic effects. 
 
Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the correlation matrix associated with the parameter values 
presented above. The dark red colour indicates a stronger correlation. A correlation coefficient of 0.9 is 
larger than desired but not necessarily unacceptable.  
 







It is interesting to compare the results obtained using the new test with those obtained using conventional 
methods in the context of the correlation information. In general there is good agreement between 
conventional methods and the new technique for the parameters listed in Table 2 with the exception of λ, h1 


and h10. Parameters λ and h1 had been previously identified as potentially correlated and this issue was 
addressed in the experimental setup. Note that the analysis reported here shows no significant correlation 
between these two parameter for the results obtained with the new method. Nevertheless there are significant 
differences between the results obtained with the two methods. However, the sum of the absolute values of 
these two parameters agree between the two measurement techniques to less than 1µm. 
 
INSERT Fig 7 
Figure 7 Representation of the correlation between the fitted parameters. The numbers on both axes represent the index, i, 
of the parameter hi. The zeroth element represents the parameter λ. 


 
The plot of Figure 5 shows apparently good agreement on the azimuth angle errors, although the 
conventional calibration shows signs of higher order harmonics that we have not modelled. 
 
The agreement between the two methods for the elevation angle encoder is not so good. The calculated 
uncertainty (see error bars in Figures 5 and 6) for the technique discussed here is higher than for the azimuth 
parameters and the plot of Figure 7 suggests strong correlation between parameters h12 and h14; both are 
associated with the elevation encoder. Another parameter, h10, is also in poor agreement with the 
conventionally determined result, but this parameter appears to be correlated with h9. 
 
Another correlation that we observe is between parameters h2 and h3. Close examination of the equation for 
azimuth angle above suggests that this correlation could be weakened by making measurements over a 
larger distance range, d. 
 
These initial results indicate that the method shows strong promise, but that further work on the 
experimental design is required to address correlations. 


Conclus ions  
It has been shown that it is possible to determine the geometric errors of a laser tracker from a survey of 
targets from a small number of tracker positions. The experimental strategy involves no specialist equipment 
and the calibration experiment can be performed by the majority of users. The approach depends on 
software to analyse the observed data to determine the error sources. The model-fitting approach reflects the 
systematic and random error sources, delivering a variance matrix for the fitted parameters. This variance 
matrix can be used to determine the uncertainty contribution from the geometric errors to the uncertainty in 
the target locations when the calibrated tracker is in use. The use of backface as well as frontface 
measurements is beneficial in reducing correlations amongst the fitted parameters leading to a more accurate 
determination of the geometric error parameters. For a well-designed calibration experiment, the uncertainty 
contribution arising from the (corrected) geometric errors will be small so that the uncertainties associated 
with the target locations are dominated by the random effects. The ability to take into account calibration 
uncertainties is a necessary step for incorporating laser tracker measurements into a framework of traceable 
dimensional metrology. 
 
Future Work 
The next logical step for this work is to optimise the positions of the target and tracker points to reduce 
correlations and improve accuracy. Then to compare the performance of the tracker when using the error 
correction parameters determined using the new technique with its performance when using the parameters 
determined using conventional methods. This could be done using the length and two-face tests described in 
ASME B89.4.19. Following on from that, some possible future developments of this work will include: 
 


• Optimisation of the network to reduce the number of points and therefore to reduce measurement 
time. 


• Extension of the model to higher-order harmonic errors of the encoders. 







• Inclusion of ADM scale and offset parameters in the model and adapt the test to determine these 
parameters. 


 
An alternative modelling approach is also being developed by NPL. The model above is based on the NIST 
model in which the observed sensor measurements for a non-ideal geometry are corrected to simulate what 
the sensor measurements would have been if the geometry were perfect. The model being developed is 
derived directly from Figure 2 and reflects more closely the nonlinear nature of the error contributions and 
simultaneously deals with front and back face measurements.  
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Abstract


This paper is a general discussion regarding the use of a laser tracker to build and assemble hydro
units on-site. It presents the benefits and sometimes limitations of using a laser tracker. It also
provides details about the hydro applications where they can be used. Examples are given from a few
projects where Voith Hydro was building new turbine and generator units as well as a project with
runner replacement and machining of the embedded turbine parts. The approach used for these
projects was to own and keep a laser tracker on-site for the duration of the project so that it could be
used anytime, as needed. The benefits have been assessed by comparing the laser tracker
measurements with alternative conventional methods as far as ROI, time savings and quality of data
and information derived from the system.


This paper also shares some techniques and methods that have been used on-site to ensure that the
measurements are accurate. In some cases we needed to be able to prove on-site the accuracy of large
dimension readings, and simple tests have been performed. Another interesting issue was the use of
the integrated level which has a specified accuracy of 2 arc seconds. In some applications, we needed
a level accuracy lower than 2 arcsec and we were able to demonstrate on-site that it was better than 2
arcsec and therefore adequate for our application. Many examples for using a laser tracker are shown.
One of these examples is lifting a large component with a crane and monitoring its position with a
laser tracker for lifting the component (a head cover) and passing around another piece (a shaft) with a
small clearance. The method used is discussed in this paper. There remain some measurements not
taken with the laser tracker, but for many measurements, the laser tracker is the best tool. The ROI
and the overall benefits on a project are significant for both the customer and the contractor.


Context of Presentation


Voith Hydro is an OEM company that strives for continuous improvement and product reliability.
Over the last 3 years, Voith Hydro Canada and Hydro Expertise have worked very closely with
specialists at Faro to develop processes and validation schemes in order to extend the range of
applications of laser trackers in the installation of large size turbines and generators. The development
of such applications entailed some risks that needed to be managed by thorough checks of the results
and precision achieved every step of the way. This paper explains some key points of this journey.


Description of the Laser Tracker Instrument


The FARO© laser tracker X is a portable, high accuracy, three dimensional (3D) coordinate
measurement device. A combination of a laser based distance measurement systems, two rotary
angular encoders, a fully-integrated weather station and an absolute distance measurement system
(XtremeADM) report the position of the spherically mounted retroreflector (SMR) in real time up to
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35 meters with a precision up to 0.02 mm. The XtremeADM also allows to laser beam to be
recaptured in the air, without the need to go back to the laser tracker base (home). The device will
calibrate itself with an automatic self compensation command to quickly ensure high accuracy. The
tracker accurately measure parts and machinery across a wide range of industrial applications.


Laser Tracker Applications in Hydro Power Plants


The laser trackers usage in the hydro generation industry goes from engineering support, final
machining verification, and thorough QA support to installation or refurbishment of turbine-generator.
The particular context of measurements in hydro power plants requires attention and caution since
high accuracy is targeted. Operators can be confronted to vibration due to machines in operation in
existing plants, dusty environment, coordinates systems and benchmarks used over many weeks, large
machine dimensions as well as interference from other workers on site. The following examples
illustrate applications of the laser tracker in the hydro generation industry.


Verification of the alignment of the stator, thrust block, bottom ring, head cover and stay ring.
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In the process of disassembling a hydro turbine-generator, it is convenient to measure the position of
the rotating and stationary components in order to know what corrections need to be done before and
during the reassembly. In the figure above, measurements taken on a vertical unit are represented by
simple figures. The three upper circle represents the stator measured at three elevations, the smaller
circle at the same elevation represents the thrust block on which was supported the rotor.
Measurements go down to the bottom of the unit with readings on the head cover, stay ring and
bottom rings. The data for all these readings is available in one single file, with all points having x,y,z
coordinates using a common coordinate system. Characteristics like the circularity of the
components, their best centre, the flatness and inclination of planes are all easily available in one file
for analysis.


Installation and verification of embedded parts


The laser tracker provides great advantages in the erection of a new hydro-generator. Employed to
ensure the embedded parts will fit with existing implanted components like penstock, draft tube cone
and pipes, the tracker is used for the assembly, the positioning and levelling of all embedded parts
(cone, pit liner, stay ring, spiral case, servomotor soleplate) as well as finding unit best centre and
relating it with penstock. It also help define cuts in parts that required cutting, monitoring level,
circularity of assemblies and marking references.


Monitoring the Position of a Component
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On the figure above, the head cover of the turbine is being lifted and moved out of the unit. The laser
tracker was used to monitor the position of the head cover while being lifted. The clearance between
the inner diameter of the head cover and the turbine coupling flange was only 1.5 mm (1/16”). Just
prior engaging into the tight clearance, the lift was halted and the readings from two spherically
mounted retroreflectors (SMR) previously installed on the head cover allowed the readjustment of the
head cover position and then it was lifted safely without making contact with the shaft. Part of the
preparation work for this operation consisted in measuring in advance the position of the shaft and
positioning two pairs of SMRs on the head cover, each pair having SMRs mounted on opposite sides
and at equal distance from the centre of the component. A minimum of three points measured on the
head cover were necessary to monitor the change of inclination of the head cover when picking it up.
After that the measurement of only one or two points were required to monitor the position. Two
points are necessary when there is a possibility of a rotation of the component.


Installation of key bars and stator piling


Runner measurements during and after machining:
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When it comes to validation of engineering values on a runner, either for single dimensions or
complex profiles, the laser tracker is often useful. Measurements can be taken during and after
machining for validation and also for approval by quality control department. Parts can also be
measured on site to ensure correctness of specific parts after transportation. The laser tracker can also
be used for measurement of existing runner as a reverse engineering tool. The laser tracker brings
accuracy measurement of complex components to an accessible level.


On-Site Tests for Large Distances


Results :
X1 to X2 measurements


(mm)


Variation
from


average (mm)


Station A 7175.010 0.009


Station B 7175.015 0.014


Station C 7174.986 -0.014


Station D 7174.992 -0.009


Average 7175.001


In one instance, the validity of the readings of a large dimension of approximately 7 metres needed to
be verified since it was not coinciding with the results obtained with a micrometer. A set-up was
made to measure a distance of 7 meters from different tracker locations and the results were
compared. Knowing that the laser tracker use different methods to measure distances when aligned
with the two points (ADM system) and when looking at the points from the side (ADM and angular
encoders measurements), the fact that the results from all tracker locations were practically identical
as seen in the table above reassured the operator and the customer about the validity of the readings.
The accuracy of the readings was later confirmed during the installation of the components which
fitted properly with other components. There is a standard test included in the laser tracker software
called Pointing compensation which does a similar test (ADM) with different tracker locations. This
compensation procedure determines and corrects for backsight errors and errors in the angular
encoders. When the test is passed, accurate readings can be taken from different locations.


On-Site Verification for Accuracy of Level Readings


One easy method for demonstrating to a customer or proving to ourselves on-site that a laser tracker
gives accurate level readings is to compare the results with another accurate instrument that is proven
such as an electronic level. On a project located in British Columbia, we measured the inclination of
a thrust block with the laser tracker and concurrently with an electronic level. The thrust block is
similar to a coupling flange and has approximately 3 metres in diameter. The electronic level was
placed in radial direction in 18 positions between the coupling bolt holes. With radial inclination in
18 equally distributed locations, the resultant inclination of the plane was calculated. For the laser
tracker a plane was measured using also 18 points between the coupling holes. The results for both
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methods gave inclination value of 0.060 and 0.061 mm/m. We do not expect results to coincide so
well every time, but it was nevertheless reassuring to see results being so close knowing that this
component and many others need to be levelled within a tolerance of 0.02 mm/m (0.00024 in/ft) at
reassembly.


The specified accuracy of our laser tracker model X is +/- 2 arc seconds which correspond to an
inclination of +/- 0.0097 mm/m (1 arcsec = 0.004848 mm/m = 0.00005818 in/ft). The specified
accuracy of +/- 0.0097 mm/m is approximately half of the smallest tolerance of 0.02 mm/m that we
used during the assembly of hydro-generators. So in order to level a component within 0.02 mm/m
we need to take particular cares on-site in order to meet the expected results. It means that before
taking critical readings, the user must make sure that steps like warm-up time, self-compensation,
angular checks and level checks have been performed. Also the coordinate system being used should
be freshly established. After taking level readings on a component, one way of ensuring valid results
is to re-measure the level of one component with a new set-up of the instrument and a new coordinate
system. This is not normally required but can be helpful for removing doubts on critical
measurements. Finally, it is our experience that with care, we can efficiently level components within
the tolerance of 0.02 mm/m.


Another application where utmost care needs to be taken is when we use readings simultaneously at
high and low elevations and particularly when these readings are used to centre stationary
components. Hydro turbine and generator units may often have a height of 15 meters or more, a small
inclination error of the coordinate system in the order of 0.01 mm/m creates an uncertainty of 0.15
mm (0.006 in). Therefore before taking such measurements, one has to ensure that the coordinate
system is levelled. If not creating a new coordinate system, the user should execute the Measure
Level command and read the i, j, k vectors of the newly created Level Plane with 6 decimals. For
example if the i or j vectors equal to 0.000010, it indicates that the inclination of the X or Y axis are
0.01 mm/m. Then the user may decide to continue using the actual coordinate system or update it
depending on the precision required. One common mistake is to assume that our nests (fixed
reference) mounted on walls or surrounding equipments remain stable with time, thus ensuring that
the coordinate system remain unchanged and precise. Especially with measurements that require to
be taken over long period of time, the level of the coordinate system should be rechecked every day or
before any critical measurement.


Another verification that we performed on-site was to verify the repeatability of the Level Plane
created by the laser tracker with the command Measure Level. This test was repeated as an
experiment and is explained below.


Experiment to Determine the Level Accuracy


In order to determine the level accuracy of the laser tracker, we designed a test that was performed at
different times and locations with different laser trackers, of the same model described before. The
test is divided in two parts.
Part A, to validate the repeatability of the Plane Level created by the integrated precision level of the
instrument.
Part B, which consisted of repeating elevation readings on two points apart approximately 15 m apart
(50 ft) similar to a peg test normally done on optical precision levels.


For the first test Part A, it was conducted twice with two different laser trackers. The test consisted of
creating 5 level planes to observe the variations between each plane. After creating a reference
system with 8 nests surrounding the area of measurement, the laser head was rotated by 180 degrees.
The nests were re-measured to reuse the same coordinate system as before the rotation, and then 5
new level planes were measured. The new 5 planes were also compared to each other to verify the
variations. The average inclination of these 5 planes was compared with the average of the 5 planes
taken before the rotation. This verification was done for detecting any influence of the laser head
position, which could induce a systematic error on the level plane. The same exercise was repeated
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with the laser tracker head positioned at 90 and 270 degrees. The results of these tests are
summarized below.


 Using two laser trackers, a total of 40 level planes have been created
 For any group of 5 level planes created in the same conditions, the variation of inclination in


each axis is normally within 0.006 mm/m (+/- 0.003 mm/m). Only two planes indicated a
variation up to 0.010 mm/m (+/- 0.005 mm/m) which correspond to a repeatability of the level
plane within +/- 1 arcsec.


 The two level planes with most deviation from the average were the first two planes,
suggesting than waiting a little longer for warming up the system help improve its accuracy


 By comparing the groups of level planes before and after the rotation of the laser tracker head,
we observed no significant influence from the laser tracker head position. Therefore we have
demonstrated that there is no systematic error related the laser tracker head position when
creating a level plane.


 In conclusion for this test, we say that the laser tracker is capable of establishing a Level
Plane within +/- 0.005 mm/m or +/- 1 arcsec. It could even be better if we would take the
average of many level planes but it is not necessary for applications where the inclination
tolerance is 0.02 mm/m or more.


For Part B of the experiment, 4 independent tests were conducted with 3 different laser trackers. The
tests consisted of measuring the difference in elevation of two targets A and B separated by 15 m (50
ft). Like for a peg test for an optical level, the laser tracker was first placed in the center between
targets A and B and then, it was moved to a new position at 3 m (10 ft) from target A. The elevation
difference was measured again. This routine has been accomplished 5 times until a total of 10
readings have been collected. For each of the 10 positions, a new coordinate system was created
using each time a Level Plane created by the laser tracker integrated precision level. Therefore the
accuracy or repeatability of the results is a good indication of the accuracy of Level Plane and it may
also include some reading errors that are not only coming from the Level Plane but from other source
related to distance, vibrations or angular encoders error.


The 40 readings from the 4 tests are summarized below:


We observe that the maximum variation from average is 0.12 mm during test no.1. Over a distance of
15 metres, it represents a variation of 0.008 mm/m (1.6 arcsec). This is within the equipment level
specification of +/- 2 arcsec. It is to be noted that the variation between readings would be less if all
readings were taken in the same coordinate system but this test was intentionally conducted using a
new coordinate system for every position. One way to reduce the errors and increase the repeatability
was to perform the laser tracker self-compensation and level check for every position, just like we
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should do when we create a new coordinate system. With this added precaution step, the maximum
variation that we recorded for Tests no. 3 & 4 was +/- 0.05 mm which for 15 metres represents a
variation of +/- 0.003 mm/m or +/- 0.6 arcsec.


From all these tests, parts A and B, we concluded that with a few precautions we can trust the Level
Plane reference given from the laser tracker as being well within 0.005 mm/m (1 arcsec). We can
surely level components with a level tolerance as low as 0.02 mm/m. Re-measuring the level of a
component with a different set-up is also an easy way to gain confidence in the level of the
component and is very time efficient by comparison.


Sharing of Techniques, Good Practices, Tips


Actions and rigor are needed to achieve precision and accuracy. The setup of the laser tracker
probably is the most important of the measurement process. The laser tracker requires time for warm-
up and this step is also very important. Observations were made that the laser gives better accuracy
after being on for more than one hour.
Multiple calibrations and check up can be done prior to measurements: Self compensation, angular
accuracy check, pointing compensation, ADM interim test, level check. The angular check and the
self compensation should be run at least once a day, before measurements, over the complete volume
of the part to measure. Self compensation can be use more often if more precision is needed.
If returning in an existing coordinate system, ensure to check a few points to confirm the repositioning
of the device in the previous coordinate system. Measure level and compare it with previous values to
confirm proper repositioning.
Checking program parameter like probe setting, constraint values, acquisition rate, etc, will ensure
good output and accurate readings.
It is highly recommended to record all calibration values, steps and operations of measurements in a
notebook as well as naming the points to help in final analysis.
Keeping the nests (fixed reference) clean before each measurement will also help to reduce the risk of
error as well as closing the reading by returning to a known reference. Never take for granted the
accuracy or exactitude of values. Regular verification of the accuracy is a good practice.


Evaluation of the Benefits and Limitations


The numerous examples of applications for the laser tracker speak for themselves when it is time to
evaluate the benefits. Not only the time for taking measurements is reduced but also the accuracy of
the readings is increased in most applications. The laser tracker also increases the capabilities of
measuring various components in ways that were not possible without it, as for example checking the
complex profile of a runner blade, or checking flatness of a surface on the field with great accuracy.
More points can be measured than with traditional methods and scans can be performed.


As for every good tool, this instrument also has limitations. For large hydro turbine and generator
units, the range of operation on a diameter of 70 metres is sometimes limiting. It may be necessary to
make a few relocations of the laser tracker in order to complete the measurement tasks. When there
are vibrations, the range gets reduced and it may be an issue when other adjacent units are generating
power. But this can be worked around by selecting proper locations for the instruments or using
supports that dampen the vibrations.


It may not be beneficial using the laser tracker in every possible application. For example shaft
system alignment of a hydro unit is well done with rotational checks, micrometer readings and
electronic level readings for verticality. There is not much gain trying to modify the method for using
the laser tracker. But for many other applications the laser tracker is the best tool.
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ROI and Other Tangible Benefits:


Faro Laser tracker documented Cost-Benefit by project


PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATIVE USING


CONVENTIONAL METHODS


Gain
m-hrs
%


Gain on
Critical
Path


GMS # 3: upgrade
project


Unit baseline measurement at
dismantling


Theodolite, Piano wire-
micrometer and optical level


75% Significant


GMS # 3: upgrade
project


Thrust bearing alignment
Piano wire-micrometer and


optical level
50% Moderate


Rev 5: New
construction


Embedded components alignment:
Elbow, cone, spiral case, lower and
upper pit liners


Theodolite, Piano wire-
micrometer and optical level


40% Significant


Rev 5: New
construction


Stator frame, core fabrication and
alignment


Piano wire-micrometer and
optical level


60% Significant


Rev 5: New
construction


Distributor alignment: head cover,
bottom ring, servomotors and
wearing rings


Piano wire-micrometer and
optical level


30% Significant


Rev 5: New
construction


Lower bracket and thrust bearing
alignment


Piano wire-micrometer and
optical level


50% Significant


Rev 5: New
construction


Upper bracket alignment
Piano wire-micrometer and
optical level


10% Significant


Rev 5: New
construction


Runner and shaft verification and
installation


Piano wire-micrometer and
optical level


10% Moderate


EM 1-A: New
Construction


Embedded components alignment:
Elbow, cone, spiral case,


Theodolite, Piano wire-
micrometer and optical level


40% Significant


EM 1-A: New
Construction


Stator frame fabrication and
alignment


Platform & scaffolding , piano wire
and support beam


60% Significant


BENEFIT DRIVERS


Greater margin driven by QA- Instrument tech productivity i.e significantly less hours
than millrights instrument with micrometer and piano wire


Reduced labor cost due to less platforms and scafolding installation for piano wire
installation


Fewer defects escaping upon inspection from suppliers where Faro Tracker used
(runner and bearing fabrication) , resulting in less rework


Fewer defects escaping inspection during installation, resulting in less rework


Federal Research & Development Grant


COST ITEMS
Initial investment


Implementation cost


Maintenance, calibration, Faro accessories wear and tear and software upgrade cost


Training costs


Other costs


ROI SUMMARY
Cost of capital used 10.00%


Net present value over 5 years looking at 3 concurent sites per year $1,102,324.47


Payback (in years) 0.92
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Note for calculation of ROI:


 Change management progress: benefits estimated from 50% on potential to 100% over 2
years.


 Cost of training based on Faro and internal transfer of knowledge to increase by one
technician operator staff per year.


 Cost of equipment maintenance, transportation, and annual calibration & certification going
down after 2 years by developing internal procedure to be perform in-situ.


 Cost of upgrade and accessories mainly probes & nests replacement and assuming software
upgrade every 5 years.


 R&D credits from Government Federal program granted on first year implementation.
 Gain on overall schedule and critical path activities not documented as tangible but having


significant customer satisfaction impact.


Conclusion


From our experiment, we demonstrated that the laser tracker is capable of establishing a level plane
within +/- 0.005 mm/m or +/- 1 arc seconds. Based on this result and our own experience, we
conclude that we can efficiently use the laser tracker for levelling components well within the most
rigorous tolerance of 0.02 mm/m found in the hydro business.


As a general conclusion, we say that the overall benefits of using a laser tracker are very significant
both for customer and supplier. It is a tool that is versatile, allows for very accurate measurements,
and increases our measuring capabilities in comparison with conventional methods.
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Abstract 
The need for learning and certification of knowledge in Portable Coordinate Measurement (PCM) 
and Large Volume Metrology (LVM) has been recognized by professional organizations such as the 
Coordinate Metrology Society (CMS) and major industrial end users. Over the past year, the UK’s 
national standards organization, the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), has been developing a 
training programme in PCM to complement their existing training in dimensional metrology which 
is designed for four levels of expertise. A programme of courses for entry Level 1 is now 
operational. Level 2 is currently in draft form and outlines have been proposed for Levels 3 and 4. 
 
The programme does not endorse specific products but is intended to present the full range of 
measurement systems and techniques in the context of their application. Theory is complemented 
by practical work and participants learn how to select and handle the measurement tools relevant to 
their particular applications. 
 
The programme is supported by major European users such as Airbus and course content is 
provided by University College London (UCL). The developers are members of the CMS 
committee on metrology certification and the programme has been reviewed in detail by academic 
and industrial users and systems manufacturers. Certificates awarded on successful completion of 
the courses are currently expected to receive accreditation as formal qualifications in the UK. 
 
Background 
Portable Coordinate Measurement (PCM) and Large Volume Metrology (LVM) have been 
developing continuously since the mid 1970s. Early optical systems applied to the measurement of 
large manufactured objects such as aircraft components were characterized as industrial 
photogrammetry (multiple camera) or industrial surveying (multiple theodolite) systems. 
Developments in electronic imaging and processing algorithms have turned industrial 
photogrammetry into a range of sophisticated vision metrology tools, for example extending the 
multiple imaging methods into structured light triangulation systems for detailed measurement of 
surface form. Surveying systems have moved from multiple theodolite intersection systems to 
widespread use of single instrument systems based on industrial Total Stations and the more recent 
developments in the 1990s of laser trackers and large volume surface scanning systems. 
 
In a parallel strand of development in the 1970s and 1980s, portable coordinate measurement was 
made possible by the Articulated Arm Coordinate Measuring Machine (AACMM), often called 
more simply a CMM arm. The very high accuracy of conventional 3-axis Coordinate Measuring 
Machines (CMMs) housed in specially built, climate-controlled rooms was then complemented by 
the lower accuracy but more flexible CMM arm which could be taken to an operator’s workbench. 
 
Yet more choice in measuring tools is provided by systems such as the indoor Global Positioning 
System (iGPS) and developments to enable automation of what, until recently, has largely been a 
palette of manually operated systems. 
 
These systems, and the techniques which lie behind them, therefore now encompass a very large 
Body of Knowledge (BoK). Unfortunately there are currently few opportunities for structured or 
guided learning in this field, or ready access to a convenient knowledge base of portable and large 
volume metrology. For more on this, see a presentation by the lead author at LVMC081. 
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This gap in the technology’s development could negatively impact on the two advanced and high-
value manufacturing fields where the knowledge currently has most application – aerospace and 
automobile. A recent survey by the CMS on users of portable and large volume metrology systems 
clearly shows the dominance of these two fields of application, see Figure 1. 
 


 
Figure 1 Technology usage by industry sector 


 
To use a technology properly and efficiently you need to understand it. Even a simple measurement 
tool such as a micrometer needs to be treated with respect and used intelligently. More complex 
instruments such as CMM arms or laser trackers place higher demands on those who physically use 
them or make decisions on how best to apply them. 
 
In-depth knowledge will be required for a number of reasons such as: 


• Choosing the best instruments and techniques for a given task 
• Performance checking to prove a chosen system does what it says on the box 
• Confirming measurement traceability to national standards in order to re-assure clients 
• Understanding, and dealing with, the sources of uncertainty in measurement 
• Designing an optimal measurement strategy with multi-instrument setups 
• Locating the problem when things go wrong 


 
With the acquisition of knowledge comes an associated need for certification so that individuals and 
companies with the knowledge can be identified as having the competence and skills necessary to 
solve a client’s measurement problems with confidence. 
 
For some time the CMS has had a committee to define the body of knowledge relevant to PCM and 
LVM and to put in place a system of certification. In a parallel development, the UK’s National 
Physical Laboratory (NPL), which has a presence on the CMS certification committee, has decided 
to expand its existing training courses in basic dimensional metrology with additional courses 
relevant to portable and large volume metrology. Initial proposals were presented at LVMC092


 


. 
Course development, trialling and review has since continued and a programme of courses is now 
operational. This presentation reviews the current state of the development and places it in context 
with other developments. 


This development has the support of major end users such as Airbus UK  and Rolls-Royce. 
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Why portable and large volume metrology? 
The current term “large volume metrology” is a more recent variant of “large scale metrology”. 
Both imply application to 3-dimensional objects, typically with maximum dimensions of a few 
metres or more, and a requirement for on-site measurement. This is not so descriptive of systems 
such as CMM arms or surface patch scanners which may be applied to the measurement of 
relatively small objects.  However, all the systems have portability in common and portability 
enables large volume measurement. Arms and patch scanners can be moved around much larger 
volumes than they can sense from a single location, so NPL’s courses address themselves to 
“Portable coordinate measurement systems (PCMS) and large volume metrology (LVM)”. 
 
NPL’s general training structure 
NPL develops training courses in metrology, both dimensional and non-dimensional, at 4 levels: 


• Level 1, the entry level, is aimed at users of metrology and aims to develop in these users a 
questioning culture which ensures solutions are appropriate and correct 


• Level 2 is for appliers of metrology who should develop a planning culture appropriate for 
those who select and implement solutions from a wide choice of options 


• Level 3 is for metrology developers with the depth of knowledge to champion and take 
ownership of new solutions to their application problems 


• Level 4 is for metrology definers who will create new measurement solutions and methods 
 
Basic or “core” dimensional metrology at levels 1 and 2 covers areas such as: 


• Geometric product specification 
• Coordinate systems 
• Understanding measurement uncertainty, standards and traceability 
• Usage of simple measurement instruments such as micrometers 


 
The concept for PCMS and LVM is that these are treated as extensions or supplementary modules 
to the core material, i.e. course participants must first study core principles before studying the 
details relevant to PCMS and LVM. At Levels 1 and 2 the course material for portable metrology is 
intended to introduce participants to the full range of systems and measurement techniques which 
lie behind them. This does not endorse specific products but uses them to illustrate the very 
different operational techniques, and associated applications, relevant to portable metrology. 
 
The extended module structure looks like this (Figure 2): 
 


 
Figure 2 Training module structure 
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Level 1 course design 
Level 1 has been designed as a 2-day course: 


• Day 1 is for presentations, interspersed with system demonstrations or videos 
• Day 2 concentrates on practical tasks 


 


 
Figure 3 Sample presentation content 


 
The material on day 1 is delivered in PowerPoint format (see sample illustration of content in 
Figure 3) and contains the following elements (with some sample details): 


• Introducing portable coordinate measurement and large volume metrology 
Articulated arms, photogrammetric and laser tracking systems are briefly introduced as 
portable systems and contrasted with 3-axis coordinate measuring machines 


• The World in 3D 
An introduction to 3-dimensional measurement, coordinate systems and alignment 


• Articulated arm coordinate measuring machines (AACMMs or CMM arms) 
Concept of operation, how to use in large volumes, good practice tips 


• Laser trackers 
Concept of operations, simple distance measurement, refraction effects, good practice tips 


• Total Stations 
A brief introduction with comparison to trackers 


• Camera networks 
Basic photogrammetry using multiple camera stations, quality issues and good practice tips. 


• Fixed-base cameras 
A brief introduction to the packaged photogrammetric solution - stereo and triplanar systems 


 
Participants have a workbook in which they answer questions at intervals about the material 
presented. Examples of questions are: 


• Next to an image of an instrument, state what the instrument is 
• Name the type of coordinates collected by a Total Station 


 
Practical work is essential in a technology which is primarily a process of manual measurement. It 
is important that newcomers get direct,  hands-on experience and that all users appreciate the need 
to evaluate the working conditions and environment and plan the measurement properly. 
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A “recipe book” series of exercises is not prescribed. Instead, key aspects of a physical 
measurement process are defined as a sequence of checks or best practices which relate to: 


• Measurement planning 
• Measurement execution 
• Reporting of results 


 
Up to 3 measurement tasks will be defined by the course deliverer and these will be used to guide 
the course participants through the sequence of issues to be addressed, such as: 


• The temperature of the environment 
• The information source which specifies the measurements to be made, e.g. CAD file 
• The probing strategy best suited to the task, e.g. touch probe or surface scanner 
• The best way of presenting the results, e.g. graphically or as a list 


 
In an ideal situation there would be time and resources to offer 3 tasks covering the main portable 
metrology systems of CMM arm, laser tracker and camera. However, the delivery team can be 
flexible on how the practical work is implemented. The primary objective is that course participants 
should understand the practical aspects of the measurement process and if their intention is only to 
adopt CMM arms then the course can be tailored exclusively to arm usage. 
 
Level 1 training has be subject to a full review process (see later comments) and a programme of 
course dates will start in July 2010. 
 
Levels 2, 3, 4 and supporting material 
Higher level courses are not yet complete, although level 2 has been extensively drafted and also 
subjected to a review by expert users. It will be obvious from the detailed description (above) that 
Level 1 does not cover the full spectrum of portable metrology systems and methods. Practicalities 
dictate that courses have limited duration and so the next course at level 2 also completes the 
overview. Level 2 is expected to be a 3-day course which provisionally has the following content: 


• Theodolite networks – manual triangulation and intersection systems 
Although of more historical interest, theodolite triangulation systems are very instructive of 
measurement techniques which are relevant to photogrammetric and iGPS networks and 
theodolite operation offers a simple calibration model relevant to laser trackers 


• iGPS – automated triangulation networks 
• Singe camera systems and the space resection technique 
• 6DOF laser tracking 
• Hybrid LVM 


Nikon’s iSPACE CMM arm and the Metronor/Breuckmann naviScan system are examples 
• Automated LVM 


Nikon’s robot CMM arm and Leica’s T-Mac are illustrative here 
• Introduction to range measurement and surface scanning 


Triangulation, time-of-flight and phase measurement methods would be introduced here 
 
Other material could be added to this list and it is not yet clear how much could be covered in a 
maximum 3-day course. One major addition, which could be delivered at level 2 or level 3 as a 
stand-alone course, is a detailed presentation of technologies for surface form measurement. The 
different concepts for short, mid and long range surface scanning, structured light techniques, the 
effects of surface properties such as texture and the undeveloped area of performance evaluation of 
systems together indicate the wide range of knowledge needed to fully understand this field. 
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Once into Level 3, further courses are possible such as: 
• LVM analysis and quality evaluation 


o General mathematical techniques such as least squares 
o LVM techniques such as bundle adjustment and analysis of rotations 
o Statistics for measurement quality 


• LVM calibration and testing 
o System modelling and error compensation, e.g. for cameras and laser trackers 
o LVM standards and performance testing 
o LaserTRACER and CMM calibration 


 
Level 4 is very possibly no longer a conventional training course but might appear as follows: 


• A module in a university master’s course, e.g. LVM system concept design 
• Part of a technology seminar, e.g. a State-of-the-Art review of LVM technology 


 
Back at the introductory end of the spectrum, there is currently an initial draft of a Good Practice 
Guide which would accompany the course materials at Levels 1 and 2. 
 
Finally, a need has been provisionally identified for a Foundation Level course which would be 
appropriate for a company’s senior managers and non-technical staff. Giving these individuals a 
good understanding of the scope and power of portable metrology would help to support decision 
making in what is now a key technology area in aerospace and automobile manufacture. 
 
Trialling and review 
Prior to the imminent roll-out of the courses in summer 2010, the draft material for Levels1 and 2 
were reviewed at the beginning of February. This took the form of a 2-day pilot course for Level 1, 
followed by a 1½ day in-depth review of the presentation material for Level 2. The review was held 
at the West Midlands Manufacturing Measurement Centre (www.wmmmc.co.uk), located at the 
University of Coventry’s TechnoCentre in central England. The WMMMC was launched in 
September 2006 and has a range of portable metrology systems to support course delivery. 
 
A number of course supporters generously gave staff time to participate in the review. These were  
Airbus UK, Boeing (including the CMS certification committee chairman, Talion Edwards), Rolls-
Royce, BAE, Astrium, Jaguar Land Rover, Diamond Light Source (particle physics laboratory), 
Hexagon, API and Mitutoyo. Interest in participation was very strong and the development team 
had to switch to a bigger lecture room to accommodate larger numbers than originally estimated. 
 
Participation was positive and enthusiastic and the feedback has been directly incorporated in many 
aspects of the revised material and course concept. 
 
Training delivery and monitoring training quality 
The NPL Training framework has been based on ISO17024. 
 
NPL does not itself deliver courses but operates through third parties. These organizations must 
have access to facilities where courses can be presented and must be able to provide some of the 
portable metrology systems to enable hands-on demonstrations and testing. 
 
Trainers are themselves trained by NPL. The first two courses delivered by trainers are directly 
monitored by NPL and, subject to approval, trainers are then with a 12 monthly certificate to 
deliverer. There is then an on-going monitoring process, such as checking of participants’ 
workbooks or further on-site visits. 
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Trainers can be independent organizations like WMMMC or systems manufacturers such as 
Hexagon. NPL’s strict policy of no bias in the presentations must be accepted by all deliverers, 
including systems manufacturers, but course participants can make their own choice of provider. 
Currently courses are available in the UK and to a more limited extent in other European countries. 
 
Accreditation of training 
To achieve a national impact and provide a standard for comparison, training courses should be able 
to award recognized certificates to successful participants. A number of “awarding bodies” exist in 
the UK and these nationally recognized organizations are themselves subject to monitoring by 
Sector Skills Councils. One aspect to this is the division of learning into individual units which can 
be combined, within a set of rules, to achieve a complete qualification. These units are held within 
the UK’s Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) to ensure they meet standards. 
 
NPL has been working with one of the awarding bodies, EMTA*


 


 Awards Limited (EAL) which 
awards 70% of the UK’s qualifications in the general fields of  Engineering and Manufacturing. 


Currently the sector skills council responsible for Metrology has accepted the need for vocational 
qualifications in measurement, including  portable coordinate measurement. Once these vocational 
qualifications have been through the required approval process, the NPL Training modules will 
become a nationally recognized award in metrology contained within the QCF. For more 
information on EAL and the QCF, visit the EAL website at www.eal.org.uk. 
 
Related learning opportunities 
 


 
 


Figure 4 Quality on Tour - sample content 
 
In a related development which underscores the importance of learning about portable coordinate 
measurement, systems manufacturer Faro Europe have designed their own 2-day seminar, “Quality 
on Tour”. This was originally delivered in Barcelona in 2008 and is currently under comprehensive 
revision for presentation at various European locations from September 2010. A sample of current 
revision material is shown in Figure 4. 


                                                 
* Engineering and Marine Training Authority, a merger of two previously existing training authorities in the UK. 



http://www.eal.org.uk/�
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Faro’s course concentrates on the CMM arm and laser tracker. Although demonstrated using Faro’s 
own products, the presentations themselves acknowledge the wider spectrum of portable metrology 
systems, including rival products. Faro not only want users to appreciate the tools of portable 
metrology but also the quality aspects relevant to  good measurement practice. 
 
“Quality on Tour” does not duplicate NPL’s comprehensive training structure or offer formal 
certification. However, it will certainly contribute to a user’s understanding and help promote 
quality in portable coordinate metrology for the industry’s general benefit. 
 
Conclusions 
The strong interest from the end users of PCMS is clear evidence that training in the field of 
portable coordinate metrology is valued and required. Together with additional indicators such as 
Faro’s independent promotion of knowledge transfer in PCM, this should further encourage the 
efforts of the CMS to define the body of knowledge and further develop metrology certification. 
 
Knowledge transfer is in demand and we can expect further developments in this aspect of portable 
coordinate metrology. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
The quality of laser tracker measurements is reliant upon 
the precision of the target. This paper will explain the 
types of laser tracker targets available and will allow the 
reader to understand when certain targets should be used, 
the critical properties of laser tracker targets and the 
impact they can have on their measurements. 
First, the paper will establish how laser trackers measure 
distance (Interferometer and Absolute Distance Meter) 
and how the target’s characteristics can impact the 
measurements. Three types of targets (along with how 
they are constructed) will be covered including 
spherically mounted retroreflectors (SMRs), cateyes, and 
repeatability targets, with the most attention given to the 
open air SMR. 


It is very common for SMR manufacturers to place 
special emphasis on the centering of the optics in their 
specifications. Some users may not be aware of the 
impact that other SMR specifications such as sphere 
properties, dihedral angle error, maximum dihedral angle 
difference, wave front distortion, and polarization can 
have on measurement performance.  
A real-world example will be given to illustrate the 
impact of the design of Break Resistant SMR can have on 
the SMR performance over temperature. 
Finally, the reader will learn how to determine if their 
SMR is still in tolerance and SMR best practices – how to 
obtain the best accuracy with the measurement system. 
 


Figure 1 - Spherically Mounted Retroreflector
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WHITE PAPER: 
 
Cooperation is commonly defined as “the process of 
working or acting together, which can be accomplished 
by both intentional and non-intentional agents”.i  It is the 
concept of a cooperative target that sets laser trackers 
apart from non-contact laser measurement systems.  The 
laser tracker and its target comprise a system that together 
determine the tracking performance and, most 
importantly, the accuracy of the measurement.  The focus 
of this discussion will be the intentional and non-
intentional contributions that the targets have on the laser 
tracker system. 
 
How Laser Trackers Measure –   
When considering the overall laser tracker system 
performance we need to review the critical elements of 
laser tracker measurement.  Laser trackers determine the 
distance and angle to the target to calculate the 3D 
coordinate.  These two components are called the radial 
and transverse measurements respectively. 
   
Two different technologies can be used to measure the 
radial distance to the target; the oldest being an 
interferometer (IFM) and the most recent advancement 
being the absolute distance meter (ADM).  IFM systems 
split a red laser source into a reference and measure 
component where the reference beam is kept inside the 
tracker and the measure beam is sent out of the tracker, 
reflected off the laser tracker target, and returned to the 
laser tracker.  Once the measure beam is returned to the 
tracker, it is combined with the reference beam and an 
optical interference pattern is created.  It is this 
interference pattern that enables the radial measurement.  
The interferometer is expecting the returning beam to be 
strong and undistorted on its trip to and from the target so 
that the interference pattern is created accurately and 
crisply.  An ADM system requires the same performance 
from the laser tracker target: return the beam undistorted 
and with strong intensity with no echoes or false 
reflections, so the multiple phases of the infrared beam 
can be resolved into the radial distance. 
 
Transverse measurements are made using angular 
encoders and a position sensitive detector (PSD) that 
captures laser light returned from the retroreflector. The 
laser beam exits the tracker, travels to the retroreflector, 
and retraces its path back to the tracker.   
 
All laser tracker target geometries are designed to reflect 
the laser beam parallel to, but possibly offset from, the 
outbound beam.  The energy of the reflected light on the 
PSD tells the tracker the offset from nominal.  The offset 
value is used for two purposes – first to drive the laser 
beam to the center of the retroreflector target, and second 
to correct the angular encoder readings to account for the 
velocity of the SMR.  The design of a PSD requires a 
round, Gaussian shaped beam so that the center of energy 
represents the center of the target.  If the beam’s shape is 


distorted by the target, then the PSD can be misled in its 
effort to provide an accurate offset to the measurement 
systems. 
 
The job for the laser tracker target is a simple one: return 
the laser beams exactly as they are sent from the tracker.  
To achieve this goal, the target needs to be designed and 
manufactured to incredible tolerances yet be suitable for 
use in real world manufacturing environments that vary in 
temperature and cleanliness. In addition, the retroreflector 
should be able to survive some abuse in handling – 
possibly even an occasional drop on a concrete floor. 
 
Laser Tracker Targets –  
Laser tracker targets are complex mechanical structures of 
precision optics, precious metals, high performance 
adhesives and near perfect geometry.  The primary goal is 
to return the laser beams with the highest intensity while 
not distorting the beam as it is reflected and/or refracted 
off of the various geometric surfaces of the target.   
 
In practice it can be difficult to maintain the required 
build tolerances and manufacturing processes for 
consistent production of these opto-mechanical systems.  
It is critical that every target is evaluated by sophisticated 
instruments to validate the individual performance.   It is 
important that laser tracker operators understand the 
various specifications of tracker targets and how 
deviations can contribute to poor tracker performance or 
errors in the measurements.  The construction and typical 
problems will be discussed for the three most common 
types of laser tracker targets: cateyes, repeatability targets 
and spherically mounted retroreflectors (SMR).  Special 
consideration and a full exploration of the SMR will be 
given as it is the standard target used for most laser 
tracker measurements. 
 
 
Cateye Targets –  
Cateyes are spherical reflectors that are designed for wide 
acceptance angle applications.  The most common design 
for this most rare and expensive of all tracker targets 
comprises two hemispheres of 
solid glass.  The front 
hemisphere is smaller and 
refracts the laser beam toward 
the center of the sphere.  The 
laser beam then passes to the 
larger, rear hemisphere where 
it is reduced to a very small 
spot on the rear surface of the 
sphere.  It reflects off this surface 
and travels back through the hemispheres, emerging as a 
collimated beam of light that travels back to the tracker. 
The spherical geometry of this target provides up to a 120 
degree acceptance angle which is two times larger than a 
standard SMR.  A critical consideration when selecting a 
cateye target is the wavelengths of the lasers emitted by 
the tracker.  In the same way that a prism separates white 


Figure 2 - Cateye Target
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light into the colors of the rainbow, the cateye separates 
the reflected beam by wavelength.  The optical properties 
of cateyes mean that focal length changes with 
wavelength and this necessitates that both the ADM and 
IFM wavelengths are close enough together that they both 
reflect back to the tracker.  With some trackers, the ADM 
wavelength is different enough from the IFM wavelength 
that it is refracted along a different path though the cateye 
and reflected away from the tracker so that no distance 
can be set by the ADM system.  Several attributes are 
critical in the design and construction of cateyes.  If the 
cateye is not constructed properly or if the design 
tolerances are not met then it can induce measurement 
error at the extreme angles.  The most common 
contributor to errors is the laser beam clipping on the edge 
of the cateye.  Other errors can be caused by 
manufacturing variations where the two hemispheres are 
not centered properly and the beam will not return round, 
but oblong.  Other aberrations in the beam can be caused 
by a non-uniform bond layer or areas of the glass surface 
that are not spherical.  Generally, cateyes are constructed 
very well and the operator only needs to be concerned 
about not clipping the beam in an effort to maximize the 
acceptance angle of the target.  It is possible to still track 
while beginning to clip the beam so care must be taken in 
the use of a cateye target. 
 
Repeatability Targets –  
Repeatability targets and spherically mounted 
retroreflectors (SMR) use the same geometric shape to 
reflect the laser beams to the trackers.  Often referred to 
as a corner cube, it is comprised of three mutually 
perpendicular surfaces.  The laser beam reflects off each 
of the three surfaces and returns offset and parallel to the 
incident laser beam.  As the name indicates, the surfaces 
look like a corner of a cube and can either be solid glass 
or open air. For the open-air corner cube, the “cube” is air 
bounded by three primary mirror surfaces.  The properties 
of the corner cube retroreflector will be discussed in detail 
with regard to the SMR target.  The critical distinction 
between repeatability targets and SMRs is that SMRs, by 
definition, contain a retroreflector precisely mounted in 
the center of a sphere, while repeatability targets are not 
centered in their mounts to any significant tolerance.  
Repeatability targets are generally used in large quantities 
to study the change or drift in an object over time or use.  
These studies are referred to as surveys and are used to 
investigate temperature impact, mechanical deformation 
under load, dimensional changes through repetitive use, 
and for many other applications.  Only the relative change 
in the XYZ coordinate is required in these cases – they 
are required to provide a repeatable value in a static 
position, not an absolute XYZ value.  
 
Several vendors make different types of repeatability 
targets for different price points and applications.  These 
targets cost less to manufacture because of the reduced 
precision required in the retroreflector mount. However, 
the corner cube must return laser beams of the same 


quality and intensity as other retroreflector targets.  Both 
the shell and the corner cube can vary in repeatability 
targets from different vendors.  The shell can be spherical 
or take the shape of a cylinder with a spherical end.  The 
rounded end is not precision as in an SMR but is designed 
to allow the repeatability target to be aimed easily at 
various angles – typically with hot glue for temporary  
applications or epoxy for more permanent situations.  A 
more recent development is an adjustable metal clamp 


mount and a window covered retroreflector that can be 
used outside in harsh environmental applications where 
weather and vibration are a concern.  The retroreflector 
can be solid glass or open air and the differences will be 
covered in a later section.  Modern repeatability targets 
have to be designed within tight requirements for high 
precision optical performance and a low price point when 
hundreds of targets are needed to support critical 
applications. 
 
Spherically Mounted Retroreflectors –  
The Spherical Mounted Retroreflector (SMR) is the staple 
of laser tracker measurement with the majority of users 
never requiring any other target type.  Unlike repeatability 
targets, the spherical mount is as critical as the optics it 
carries.  The most precise applications are pushing for 
every micron of accuracy possible so every element of the 
SMR is critical.  The most accurate SMR models require 
the highest precision and quality spheres, near perfect 
geometry and clarity of the optics, assembled with 
processes that hold mere microns as tolerances.  These 
state of the art opto-mechanical assemblies are verified by 
high performance instruments in temperature controlled 
rooms to confirm that design criteria are fully met.  When 
combined with modern laser trackers, unbelievable 
accuracy and range enable some of the most impressive 
engineering projects in the world.  Considering the 
importance of the SMR and its contribution to the 
accuracy of laser tracker systems, it is a disservice that 
most vendors simply supply a specification on how 
accurately the optic is centered in the sphere when so 
many other properties impact the overall performance.  
The best laser tracker in the world is only as accurate as 
the SMR being used. 
   


Figure 3 - Repeatability Targets 
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Figure 4 - Glass Panel SMR 
 
There are three basic configurations of SMRs: solid glass 
retroreflector, open air retroreflector and a version of the 
open air SMR that has a window covering.  The following 
sections will discuss the construction and properties of the 
components used to assemble these different styles of 
SMRs. 
 
Sphere Properties –  
It all starts with a solid stainless steel sphere.  SMRs are 
expected to be accurate and durable and it is the steel 
sphere that provides the contact surface for the 
measurement and protects the optics from damage during 
use.  Different alloys of stainless steel are used to balance 
magnetic properties against corrosion resistance.  Steel 
spheres are categorized into grades that describe their 
dimensional properties.  A common ball grade for an 
SMR is Grade 25.  The number 25 refers the sphericity in 
millionths of an inch (.000025").  The other properties of 
the ball are also controlled by the grade specification.  A 
grade 25 ball specifies a surface roughness tolerance of no 
more than .000002" and a diameter tolerance of +/-
.0001".   
 
Corner Cube Retroreflectors –  
The heart of the SMR is the corner cube retroreflector.  
Four types of retroreflectors are used in SMRs: solid 
glass, glass panel, single element, and integrated into the 
sphere.  Each type has advantages and disadvantages 
based on the application, cost and performance 
requirements.  Solid glass retroreflectors are relatively 
easy to manufacture so SMRs built on this design 
represent some of the most economical options.  Any time 
light travels through glass, errors are induced due to the 
bending of light so some vendors offer extended collars 
that reduce the acceptance angle to control these errors. In 
addition, to minimize the errors, the glass cube corner 
should be as small as possible. In other words, glass 
corner cubes should only be used in small SMRs.  Some 


laser tracker ADM systems are sensitive to reflections of 
the laser beam within the corner cube when the beam is 
nearly perpendicular to the front surface. Unfortunately, 
near normal incidence, where angular errors are 
minimized in glass corner cubes, the risk of ADM error is 
greatest.  To manage the possible ADM errors, special 
coatings can be applied to the front face of the glass 
corner cube.  These coatings need to be matched to the 
laser wavelength to be effective.  Caution needs to be 
exercised when considering solid glass retroreflectors not 
supplied by the tracker vendor as different trackers have 
very different ADM wavelengths and all are not 
compatible with this target type.  In addition to the cost 
advantage, solid glass retroreflector SMRs are more break 
resistant than traditional glass panel SMRs providing a 
low cost, durable option if compatible with the laser 
tracker. Solid glass retroreflector SMRs are a patented 
configuration, and so they are not offered by many 
vendors. 
 
Reflective Surfaces –  
Open air retroreflectors are the most common type due to 
the advantage of not having any errors introduced by the 
laser traveling through glass.  There are two styles of 
reflective surfaces: protected silver and gold.  Traditional 
glass-panel SMRs have mirrors with a silver reflective 
surface with a clear protective coating to prevent 
oxidation of the silver.  While the protective coating 
provides a durable surface that reduces scratches during 
cleaning, the laser light travels through this coating and 
the beam characteristics can be influenced if the coatings 
are not of the proper thickness or uniformity.   Another 
disadvantage is that a pinhole or micro scratch in the 
protective coating can lead to catastrophic failure of the 
reflective surface as humidity can enter through the 
opening in the coating and silver oxidation can propagate 
under the protective surface. 
   


 
Figure 5 - Oxidation of Silver Surface 
 
Gold coatings are primary reflective surfaces and are not 
susceptible to oxidation as is silver.  The gold color is also 
more reflective to some ADM wavelengths and will 
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enable longer range performance.  Gold surfaces are more 
susceptible to scratches during cleaning but 
comprehensive tests have shown that these micro 
scratches do not impact SMR performance. 
 
SMR Configurations –  
Historically, SMRs have most often used glass panels.  
The balance of precision and price of these SMRs has 
made them popular.   Assembled from three flat glass 
panels bonded together, they are offered by multiple 
vendors.  Before they are assembled into corner cubes, the 
flat glass panels are coated with protected silver. The 
panels are often matched to minimize polarization effects 
and reflectance variation.   The three glass panels are 
bonded into an assembly, which is centered in the sphere.  
When manufactured carefully, glass-panel SMRs 
represent some of the highest performance targets 
available.  The major weakness is the glass panels 
themselves.  Easily broken if dropped or not handled 
carefully, glass panel SMRs are considered a consumable 
by some users.  The challenge in using these targets in 
critical applications like calibration labs is that they need 
to be monitored carefully for changes in their geometry 
and recertified more frequently than other target designs.  
Through the common handling abuse that may occur 
during daily use, the adhesive can release the whole 
optical assembly or a single panel within the assembly 
can shift from its nominal position. This can distort the 
beam and lead to errors in measurements.  Through the 
use of many glass panel SMRs in a calibration lab 
accredited to perform B89.4.19 laser tracker tests, these 
changes have been documented; leading to the 
development of a new target style having high centering 
accuracy and geometries that are more stable over time. 
 
Break resistant SMRs are a newer configuration and are 
becoming more popular due to their robust design and 
consistent performance quality.  The key issues that have 
limited their broad acceptance are reduced centering 
accuracy and greater expense.  There are two types of 
break resistant targets. The first type is the integrated 
optic SMR.  The design is a solid steel sphere where the 
retroreflector is machined directly into the sphere.  
Creating the three mutually perpendicular surfaces into a 
hardened sphere requires time and expensive processes 
that lead to the higher costs.  The optical reflective 
surfaces are transferred into the sphere through a process 
called replication.  A replicated optic begins by coating a 
master with gold as an optical surface and release agent 
and then a thin layer of epoxy. The machined metal is 
referred to as a substrate and is pressed onto the master 
and allowed to cure.  The adhesive layer takes up any 
variation in the surface of the substrate leaving a precise 
copy of the master when removed from the tool.  While 
this design represents the most break resistant and stable 
design, machining of the hardened steel has limited the 
possible accuracy.  Unlike glass panels having surfaces 
that are stiff and flat, replicated optics have surfaces that 
are soft and can be damaged through aggressive cleaning.  


Because the entire SMR is made almost entirely of steel, 
with only a thin epoxy layer, the integrated optic SMR 
design has proven to be the most stable over extreme 
temperature changes.  Early versions of this design had 
issues of collars breaking off as the collars were not 
threaded on but bonded with an adhesive.  The issue 
seems to be resolved at this time by the vendor as no 
failures have been noted for a couple of years. 
 


 
Figure 6 - Single Optic Break Resistant SMR 
 
The second and newest type of break resistant SMR 
features a single replicated optic mounted into a hardened 
stainless steel sphere.  The optic is manufactured in a 
replication process similar to that of the integrated optic 
SMR, with the difference being the substrate material.  In 
place of the difficult and expensive to machine hardened 
steel, aluminum is used for the substrate.  The single optic 
is an aluminum cylinder with the three mutually 
perpendicular faces machined and the gold reflective 
surfaces applied through replication.  Because the optic is 
easier to manufacture it offers a middle ground in cost yet 
retains the break resistant properties of the integrated 
optic SMR.  The assembly process is similar to that of the 
glass panel SMR in that the retroreflector is centered in 
the sphere and secured by a high performance adhesive.   
The design allows for very precise centering, yielding an 
SMR with high accuracy and break resistance.  In 
significant testing of this new configuration it has been 
found that the centering of the optic and the angles of the 
reflective surfaces are maintained through multiple drops.  
When engineered properly, the retroreflector will either 
hold its position accurately or completely fail and fall out 
of the sphere.  This behavior is preferred as the user has 
confidence in the performance of the target unless there is 
a catastrophic failure. 
 
Another patented SMR configuration is a glass window 
covering an open air retroreflector.  The glass covering 
offers the ultimate protection in very dirty environments 
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where it can be cleaned as 
required without the 
potential damage of 
cleaning the delicate 
optical surfaces of the 
retroreflector. As is the 
case before, the laser beam 
passing through the glass 
window bends or refracts 
the beam. The potential 
error from this effect is 
reduced almost entirely by 
changing the centering 
position of the 
retroreflector.  The laser 
tracker firmware applies a 
compensation factor to the 
radial distance to 
accurately compensate for 
the window thickness.  The 
window is coated with thin 
dielectric layers to reduce 
unwanted reflectance of the ADM light.   Recent 
developments feature a break resistant retroreflector with 
the window covering.  The resulting SMR is accurate, 
environmentally protected, and break resistant.  If the 
SMR is dropped, the window can be replaced by the user 
and work can continue with only minor expense. 
 
 
SMR Properties and Measurement Uncertainty–  
Understanding how SMRs are constructed provides the 
required background to understand how the different 
SMR properties can impact the laser tracker’s ability to 
track and measure to the fullest of its capabilities. 
 
The stainless steel ball can contribute to measurement 
uncertainty if the sphericity or diameter is not known 
accurately or if it becomes worn and develops flat spots or 
areas where the diameter is not nominal.  It is critical that 
the operator considers the ball grade when calculating the 
measurement uncertainty. 
 
The radial measurement systems are susceptible to 
polarization errors in an improperly manufactured SMR.  
The most common cause of polarization error is the 
uneven application of the protective coatings on protected 
silver retroreflectors.  Most laser tracker systems are 
sensitive to polarization in one mode or another.  If the 
SMR causes the polarization state to change and the IFM 
system requires a certain state, then the optical 
interference pattern may not be created clearly.  Some 
laser trackers utilize a polarization modulation technology 
for their ADM that could be impacted by a changed 
polarization state of an SMR.  Mirrors with poor 
reflectance from poor coatings or damaged optical 
surfaces will return a weak signal.  In this case, the SMR 
may track poorly or, more importantly, the ADM or IFM 
system may have reduced measurement accuracy. 


 
 
The transverse measurement performance can be 
impacted by the SMR as described in ASME B89.4.19-
2006 Appendix B.   The B89 document discusses 3 types 
of SMR uncertainty contributions.  The first two are 
mechanical properties related to the lateral and radial 
centering of the retroreflector in the sphere.  It is the third 
property that is least understood – dihedral angle errors.ii  
The dihedral angle error is the deviation in the angles of 
the adjacent panel from perpendicular.   
 
This deviation can cause measurement errors in trackers 
for the case in which the PSD “retrace point” is not 
properly set.  Laser trackers are compensated to establish 
the retrace position but this compensation is not perfect. 
Consequently, it is critical that the SMR is manufactured 
to a specific dihedral angle tolerance and that these 
dihedral angles are maintained over use. The simple 
explanation of the condition in B89.4.19 Appendix B is 
where one or two of the SMR panels have a high dihedral 
angle error in respect to the others.  As a result, the optical 
center can be shifted and not represent the mechanical 
center of the retroreflector.  The offset beam will cause 
the apparent center of the beam to change as the SMR is 
rotated in a nest. This type of error is called runout error 
and may be the result of either the cube corner within the 
sphere being off center or a dihedral angle error. 
However, the runout patterns have a different appearance 
when the cube corner is off center and dihedral angle 
error, as is explained in the B89.4.19 standard,    
Appendix B.  
  
Another dihedral angle error occurs when all three panels 
are tilted into the center or away from the center.  These 
conditions will cause the reflected beam to either expand 
or contract more than expected when it returns to the 


Figure 7 - Interferogram Demonstrating Dihedral Angle Error
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tracker.  If the beam becomes expanded enough on the 
return, it can clip on the optics and cause the beam on the 
PSD not to be round (Gaussian) as required. 
 
SMR Specifications and Errors –  
Beyond the standard centering errors that are commonly 
reported on SMR certification sheets, there are several 
other specifications that are critical to an SMR’s 
performance.  To review, an SMR is supposed to return 
the laser beam to the tracker without added distortion.  
SMR induced errors can be the result of dihedral angle 
errors, as described above, or wave front distortion. 
 
Dihedral angle errors are generally reported with two 
values: total error and adjacent angle error.  As discussed 
in the prior section, total error can cause the beam to 
expand or contract on the return path to the tracker. This 
may cause the beam shape to distort. Adjacent angle 
error, on the other hand, can lead to a shift in the optical 
center of the beam and produce optical runout when 
rotating the SMR.   


Wavefront distortion is a measure of the change in the 
wavefront shape as a result of reflection off the mirror 
panels of the SMR. It may be caused by panels that are 
not perfectly flat.   When the laser beam is reflected off an 
SMR having panels that are not flat, the wavefront is 
altered from its original flat form. This can result in 
increased error in the systems of the tracker, including the 
IFM, ADM, and angle measuring systems.  The term 
wavefront distortion is a composite measurement that 
includes effects due to panel flatness and dihedral angle 
errors since both effects influence the wavefront of the 
laser beam returning from the retroreflector.  Within the 
reflective region of the SMR, the center of the target is the 


most critical as this is the area where the power that the 
laser beam conducts is most concentrated.  A 
specification that quantifies the quality of the 
retroreflector in this critical region is called central 
wavefront distortion. This specification considers 
wavefront quality over just the central 6mm region of the 
corner cube.  
 
Real World Example –  
As a tracker vendor that supplies targets that are both 
manufactured internally and supplied by several different 
vendors, we are required to test the performance of all 
targets that we supply to customers.  From these tests we 
have developed a database of thousands of laser tracker 
target test results. These tests include individual target 
certification, as well as tests of broader performance 
requirements that cover the extreme environmental range 
and operational abuse.  As part of the validation testing on 
a new SMR configuration – the single-optic break 
resistant model – a very interesting engineering challenge 
emerged.  To meet the customer requirements, the SMR 


needs to maintain the 
required performance 
over the temperature 
range of the laser tracker 
and not be permanently 
altered at the even more 
extreme potential storage 
temperatures.  The 
requirements for possible 
storage temperatures 
were determined to be     
-40°C to 70°C for this 
testing.  While the laser 
tracker’s operation is 
limited to -15°C to 50°C, 
the target needs to be able 
to be subjected to these 
extreme storage temps 
and return to the in 
tolerance specifications 
and geometry for the 
operational temperature 
range. 


   
The single optic SMR is comprised of three elements for 
the consideration of this specific test: the stainless steel 
sphere, the aluminum replicated optic and the adhesive 
layer bonding the two together.  Individual testing 
demonstrated that the sphere and retroreflector maintained 
acceptable geometry and returned to the original 
dimensions after temperature cycling.  Part of the 
challenge was selecting an adhesive flexible enough to 
hold the optic in the proper position over the operational 
temperature range while withstanding at least 10 drops to 
a concrete floor from a standard operating height. At the 
same time, it had to be stiff enough to maintain the cube 
corner at the same position over time.  The initial 


Figure 8 - Interferogram Demonstrating Wavefront Distortion 
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prototype samples performed great through the drop tests 
and operational range temperature testing.   
The challenge occurred after the storage temperature 
cycle test.  The retroreflector dihedral angles changed 
dramatically and did not return to nominal after the target 
was returned to ambient temperature.  There are two types 
of mechanical deformation that can occur under strain of 
extreme temperature changes: elastic and plastic.  Elastic 
deformation was expected and means that the geometry of 
the SMR may exceed tolerance at the ends of the storage 
temperature range but return to an intolerance condition 
within the operating range.  What was observed was 
plastic deformation where the geometry was permanently 
altered to an out of tolerance condition even when 
returned to ambient temperatures. 
  
When considering the design of the SMR, the first 
theories involved temperature induced strain relief of 
residual machining stresses in the sphere or retroreflector 
that altered the geometry of the assembly.  In consulting 
with the various vendors it was determined that both 
elements experienced greater that 70°C temperatures post 
machining and prior to assembly into the SMR.  Extreme 
temperature exposure to the spheres and retroreflectors 
validated that they were not changing and final 
confirmation was accomplished by removing the 
retroreflectors from the test SMRs and measuring the 
dihedral angles again.  When removed from the sphere, 
the dihedral angles returned to an in tolerance condition.  
The result left an improbable explanation for the SMR 
failure at storage temperature.   The thin adhesive layer 
was being deformed because the steel sphere was 
expanding and contracting by a different amount than the 
aluminum retroreflector at the temperature extremes.  The 
adhesive layer was being plastically deformed, producing 
a stressed condition in the aluminum retroreflector that 
forced the dihedral angles out of tolerance.  To resolve 
this issue the amount of adhesive, gap size and adhesive 
properties all had to be reconsidered.  After the proper 
balance was struck among all the constraints, the SMRs 
were able to pass the temperature tests.  The initial failure 
of the product validation test demonstrates how dependent 
laser tracker targets are on well tested and well 
engineered designs.  After manufacturing and testing in 
the lab, the original design performed exactly as expected.   
 
A customer, after leaving the SMR in the car over lunch 
on a hot southwest summer day, could find their laser 
tracker not tracking as well as it did yesterday or, worse, 
not making accurate part measurements.  Most operators 
and technical support teams would not suspect a change 
in SMR geometry to be the cause of a tracker problem, 
but we continually learn that when microns count, you 
must test everything. 
 
Field Checks –  
Considering the potential of the SMR characteristics 
changing due to use, abuse, manufacturing defects or poor 
design, it is in the best interest of the operator that the 


SMR is quickly checked before every critical 
measurement job.  In the event that the SMR does fall, the 
same test can be used to verify that it was not damaged 
and the measurement session can continue.   
A basic field check includes SMR runout and depth error 
tests.  A good quality nest is required to perform these 
tests.  Check the nest for damage and cleanliness as 
magnetic dust can collect on the contact points and offset 
the SMR in the nest.  Secure the nest at the same height as 
the tracker 1-2 meters away. 
 
Runout – Place the SMR in the nest pointed at the tracker 
with the serial number or logo facing upward.  Take a 
point with a minimum of 1000 samples, 2000 would be 
the preferred if time allows.  Rotate the SMR about the 
axis of the laser beam 45 degrees and take another point.  
Repeat this process for a total of nine measurements.  The 
SMR should be in the starting position at the end of the 
test.  In any measurement application, best fit a point with 
the nine points and review the form.  Due to the various 
SMR specifications and tracker accuracies it is not 
possible to provide a tolerance range for the form error.  
The tracker vendor should be able to provide an expected 
error or the operator can test a new SMR in a good 
environment and use this as a baseline for future runout 
checks. 
 


 
Figure 9 - Field Check - Runout 
 
Depth Error – Place the SMR in the nest as in the runout 
test.  In this test we want to rotate the SMR in a horizontal 
plane about 20 degrees to the left and take a point and 
then to the right about 20 degrees and take another point.  
The SMR serial number or logo should face upward for 
the entire test.  The next step is to rotate the SMR in the 
vertical plane, up 20 degrees for the third point and then 
negative 20 degrees down if the design of the nest allows 
for the fourth and final point.  If not possible, the forth 
point can be in the start position.  Evaluate the results of 
this test the same way as the run out test.   
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This basic procedure confirms that the SMR is not 
contributing significant uncertainty to the measurement 
job.  A best practice for critical measurements would be 
to start the session with this SMR test and record the 
results and then to end the session by repeating the same 
tests and recording the values again thus confirming that 
there was not a change in the SMR properties that 
negatively impacted the tracker’s performance. 
 
 
SMR selection –  
Several aspects need to be considered when selecting the 
best laser tracker target for a given application. 
First the size of the features being measured can dictate 
that a small diameter SMR would be more effective.  The 
standard SMR size a 1.5” sphere.  The most common 
alternate size is a .5” SMR but the performance of some 
trackers are limited with this size target as the laser beam 
can overfill the retroreflector at longer ranges causing the 
beam to clip and induce errors.  A middle size .875” SMR 
is gaining in popularity as it offers the full performance of 
the 1.5” SMR but is lighter and easier to handle. 
When a great number of points are to be observed for drift 
or changes over time, repeatability targets provide cost 
savings over standard SMRs. 
 


 
Figure 11 - Three SMR Sizes: 1.5", 0.875" and 0.5" 
 
The environmental conditions such as temperature range 
or extreme dust problems due to grinding could justify the 
added expense of an integrated optic or window SMR. 
  


When considering the required accuracy, carefully check 
all the SMR specifications. The ball grade is not always 
communicated clearly on technical specifications.  Care 
needs to be taken when selecting a SMR vendor as some 
have chosen grade 50 balls with a diameter tolerance of 
+/-.0003" and then center the optic to +/-.0001" and 
charge a premium for the accuracy.  While all vendors’ 
high accuracy products demand higher prices due to the 
difficulty of producing the product, the purchaser needs to 
check all the SMR specifications to be sure that the final 
product can reasonably deliver on the promised 
performance.  The purchaser also needs to be realistic 
about the setup stability and environment for the 
application.  Most manufacturing environments have 
vibration, airflow and temperature variations that induce 
errors that wash out the difference between the standard 
SMR offering and the high accuracy versions.  Only pay 
for the accuracy you need. 
 
Finally, consider the experience of the operator and the 
amount a movement in and around tooling or other 
structures that is required.  Break resistant SMRs carry a 
premium price but the cost of replacing a single broken 
glass SMR easily justifies the additional cost. 
 
SMR Measurement Best Practices –  
Regardless of the type or precision of the laser tracker 
target used, following some simple best practices can 
minimize any errors and ensure that the measurement job 
is completed quickly and accurately. 
 
When measuring, always keep the SMR orientated in the 
same direction.  The easiest practice is to keep the serial 
number or logo facing up at all times.  This practice can 
minimize the impact of SMR runout errors such as poor 
centering and dihedral angle errors. 
 
The exception to the rule is when scanning across rough 
surfaces as the surface of the steel ball can wear causing 
flat spots that are far greater than any centering accuracies 
of the optics.  Rotate to new sections of the SMR between 
scanning sections and do not use the area opposite of the 
serial number to maintain the surface quality of this 
section of the sphere for the single point measurements. 
 
When placing the SMR into nests or precision tooling, 
rotate the SMR back and forth a few degrees before 
taking the point.  The movement in the nest will push 


Figure 10 - Field Check - Depth Error 
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away any metallic dust or other particles that can cause 
the SMR not to set in the nest accurately. 
   
As discussed in the prior section, always perform a SMR 
field check if the target is dropped or abused during use. 
 
Try to keep a newer SMR available for diagnosing tracker 
problems.  It is a good practice to rotate the SMR stock 
based on the intended usage.  The newest SMR is the 
reference SMR and is kept in the case and used for 
compensations and for troubleshooting tracker issues.  
The next SMR is used for measurements in nests and 
single points only.  The oldest SMR is used for scanning 
and when the surface is worn enough or the retroreflector 
surface is damaged beyond use a new SMR is ordered.  
The new SMR becomes the reference SMR and the others 
move down the list. 
 
Finally, only clean an SMR if you have to and are 
instructed to by the laser tracker system.  Very often users 
will clean an SMR out of a desire to keep it looking new 
and not because cleaning is required.  Every time the 
delicate optical surfaces are cleaned there is the risk of 
permanent damage to the SMR.  Always follow the 
vendor’s cleaning instructions exactly and only clean 
when absolutely required. 
 
Laser tracker targets are the modern gems of high 
performance measurement.  Pushing the limits of material 
science, high precision machining and mechanical 
assembly, they are contributing in a supporting role to the 
advancement of large scale metrology. 
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ABSTRACT  


Stringent step and gap tolerance 
requirements are placed upon outer mold 
line components such as fixed skins, panels 
and doors.  The aircraft design identifies 
these steps and gaps as key characteristics 
which must be measured and controlled.  
The current processes for achieving these 
requirements are manual, non-robust and 
require several iterations of measurements to 
achieve the desired results – all which add to 
the product cost and cycle time.   


To address this need, Northrop Grumman 
Aerospace Systems (NGAS) Manufacturing 
Technology Development organization is 
developing OML measurement and control 
system utilizing state-of-the-art metrology 
technologies.  


One of the systems tested for this 
application was the Laser Radar (LR) 
method in which data was compared with 
standard calibrated blocks to determine 
accuracy of the measurements.  


A test mock-up was created to simulate the 
gap and step condition encountered during 
the skin/panel assembly.  Measurements 
were made using the LR method along 
edges and knowing the thickness and cavity 
depth condition, shim size calculation was 
computed.   


On the aircraft assembly, the system will be 
designed to predict the shim size and 
location to achieve OML control based upon 
composite part thickness and “as built” 
location of the underlying structure while 
providing assembly guidance to the 


mechanics regarding size and location of the 
shims.  The ultimate goal is to implement a 
robust automated measurement system that 
meets required measurement accuracy, is 
affordable, and provides a “value-approach.”  


Data and analysis so far indicate that LR 
method may be effective for skin and panel 
measurements, depending upon 
measurement accuracy requirements. For 
composite part thickness measurements, 
however, additional development work may 
be required. 


The paper covers current measurement 
processes, tight measurement accuracy 
requirements, LR system, lab test plans, 
methodology, results and conclusions, as 
well as concepts for automated OML 
measurements.  
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STEP & GAP DEFINITION 


Outer Mold line (OML) has two 
components:  Step and Gap.  Step 
measurement is defined as a vertical 
distance between the two adjacent planes 
measured at the center line of the gap, as 
shown in Figure 1 below.  Gap is simply 
defined as horizontal distance between the 
two adjacent OML surfaces. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1. Step and Gap Definition 


In reality, two adjacent surface edges may 
have imperfections (e.g. caused by paint, 
edge roughness, etc), that may distort the 
step measurement.  In order to minimize this 
distortion, the following approach may be 
used to compute the step height.   


 


 


 


 
  


 


Figure 2. Measurement Patches for Step 
Calculation 


 


 


Small measurement patches 0.25"x0.25" 
may be created about 0.1" away from each 
edge. (Figure 2). Planes are then fitted over 
these patches and extended over the middle 
of the gap to determine the step amount. In 
this case, vertical distance between the two 
extended planes in the middle of the gap is 
the step amount. 


PROBLEM STATEMENT AND 
HYPOTHESIS 


Outer mold line of the aircraft has a step and 
gap requirement that must be met for design 
and maintainability reasons.  Typical call 
outs for step requirements can be as tight as 
+/- 0.007”, while the gap requirements can 
vary with a minimum of 0.190” to a 
maximum of 0.350”, depending on aircraft 
OML surface area. The + or - sign in front 
of the tolerance call out indicates relative 
position of the adjacent OML surface.   


 


Figure 3. Skin/Panel Layout - Notional View 
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Between the gap and step requirement, step 
requirement is much harder to achieve. 
Therefore, in this paper we will focus on 
step measurement requirements.  Figure 3 
above shows a notional representation of the 
skin and panel configuration on the aircraft 
OML surfaces 


Wherever fixed skin mates with another 
fixed skin or the panel, there is requirement 
to meet both step and gap tolerances. 
Assuming there are, on the average, 40 
points to measure, and about 20 skins and 
panels per aircraft, there could be as many 
as  800 points for which step and gap 
conditions requiring measurement.  An 
example of skin measurement plan is shown 
in Figure 4 below. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4. Fixed Skin Measurement Plan 


 


Available measurement tools for step and 
gap condition range from mechanical type, 
such as depth gauge or Tru-Lok gauge, to 
hand held laser measurement devices such 
as Gap Gun or Laser Gauge (Figure 5). 
These laser devices have a laser beam that is 
projected on the OML surface and the image 
is captured on a camera for taking step and 
gap measurements. 


 


 


Figure 5. Gap Gun and Laser Gauge 


 


CURRENT MEASUREMENT PROCESS 


The skin and panel assembly process begins 
with dry fitting of the skin using pilot holes 
drilled in the skin and the structure.  Fixed 
skins are temporarily attached to the 
structure and the measurements are taken 
with any of the devices mentioned above. 
Recording of shim requirements is done on a 
sheet of paper or hand written on a tape 
applied to the structure.  Shim buttons are 
applied at hole locations to bring adjacent 
OML surfaces into tolerance requirement. 
Since the measurement process is not robust, 
shim size and location determination is 
repetitive, labor intensive, ergonomically 
unsuitable, and adds significant amount of 
product cycle time 


Further, continuous improvement efforts are 
almost impossible to achieve as the OML 
data is not electronically available for 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) analysis. 


The basic hypothesis is that metrology 
software and hardware technology has 
advanced to the point that it can be 
leveraged to automate the OML 
measurement and control process. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Gap Gun Laser Gauge 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES 


Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems 
(NGAS) is evaluating different technologies 
available for measuring and achieving OML 
requirements.  Several technology options 
are being reviewed.  One of the options is a 
Laser Radar (LR) method   for its 
applicability in the aircraft production.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6. Shim Size and Location Projection 


Significant improvements in both labor and 
product cycle time are expected by 
automating the measurement, control and 
reporting process.  The three major areas of 
automation opportunities are: 


1. Composite part thickness 
measurement 


2. Skin/Panel assembly system which 
measures OML features and "as-
built" structure 


3. Automatic projection of shim size 
and location based upon part 
thickness and "as-built" structure 
condition (Figure 6). 


LR TESTING APPROACH 


The testing and evaluation of the system was 
conducted using standard calibrated blocks, 
and on a specially designed simulated test 
fixture. 


LR SYSTEM 


System Hardware (Figure 7): 


The Nikon’s (formerly Metris) LR system 
consists of a measurement head mounted on 
gimbals that provides 360 degrees rotation.  
For improving measurement coverage, it can 
be securely mounted on a tall Brunson stand.  
The measurement unit is connected to the 
system controller, which directs head 
motions, compile collected data and present 
the user information in an easy to 
understand format.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7.  Laser Radar (LR) System 


 


The rationale for the selection was: 


• It provides automated  non-contact 
measurement capability for large 
volume application up to 60 meters  


• Rapid data collection up to 1000 
points/second without 
photogrammetric targets  
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• It has a published 3D accuracy 
(2Sigma): 16 microns (0.00064”) at 
1 meter and 240 microns (0.0096”) 
at 24 meters. 


Interface Software: 


Verisurf software was selected due to its 
easy interfacing capability with the LR 
system. Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
models of the skin and the structure were 
imported into the system software. A 
specially written program then directed the 
LR metrology head to measure the OML 
points, acquire the data, provide deviation 
analysis and create inspection reports. 


SHIMMING COMPUTATION 
ALGORITHM 


To bring adjacent skins and panels to meet 
the tolerance requirements, calculated shims 
are placed around edges on the mounting 
holes of the fixed skins.  The number of 
measurement points selected for each skin 
can be as many as 20% of the total number 
of skin attach holes. Since the panels are 
Interchangeable and Replaceable (I&R), it is 
the fixed skin edge holes that get the shim to 
bring skin/panel interface into OML 
tolerance. 


There are a number of ways to compute 
shim thickness, depending upon selected 
shim computation method. 


One method for shim thickness selection is 
described below: 


When a fixed skin meets another fixed skin, 
relative step measurements between the two 
surfaces are made.  Shim size and location 
are determined to bring the two surfaces in 
step tolerance.  For a case where the skin 
and panel meet, cavity height constant 
values may be predetermined by engineering 
and documented on the skin/panel assembly 


drawings.  Shim size is computed by the 
following formula: 


Shim size = Cavity height constant – “as 
built” cavity depth- thickness of the skin 


Therefore, to achieve OML, the following 
measurements are required: 


1. Thickness of the part around the 
edges 


2. Relative step between the fixed skins 


3. As-built cavity depth where panels 
are fitted 


MEASUREMENT ACCURACY 
REQUIREMENTS 


For our tests, these requirements were 
detailed in the testing documents.  To 
summarize they are shown in Table 1 below: 


Table 1, Measurement Accuracy Requirements 


Feature Tolerance Accuracy 


Step +/-0.007" +/-0.001" 


Gap  +/-0.007" +/-0.001" 


Part thickness +/-0.005" +/-0.001" 


 


Required process capability of the system 
can be as high as 3 Sigma. This means that 
99.7% of the time the measured reading will 
be between +/-0.001". 


LR System Test 


To compare the LR measurement accuracy, 
standard calibrated blocks in 2.0” 3.0” and 
4" lengths were used.  The radar beam was 
directed on the front face of the block and 
the reference plane from approximately 15' 
(Figure 8). 
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Table 2, Deviation from Calibrated Blocks 


Block 
Length 


LR Deviation 


2.0000" 2.0023" 0.0023" 


2.0000" 2.0019" 0.0019" 


2.0000" 2.0021" 0.0021" 


2.0000" 2.0006" 0.0006" 


3.0000" 3.0018" 0.0018" 


3.0000" 3.0032" 0.0032" 


3.0000" 3.0026" 0.0026" 


3.0000" 3.0024" 0.0024" 


3.0000" 3.0030" 0.0030" 


4.0000" 4.0015" 0.0015" 


4.0000" 4.0010" 0.0010" 


4.0000" 4.0011" 0.0011" 


4.0000" 4.0021" 0.0021"" 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8.  Measurement of Calibrated Block 


The deviation between LR and the standard 
block measurement ranged from 0.0006” to 
0.0032” (Table 2).  Figures 9 shows LR 
deviation and Figure 10 shows the histogram  


 


 


 


   


 


 


 


Figure 9.   LR Deviation from Calibrated Blocks 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     Figure 10.   Histogram Thickness Deviation 


 


Mean thickness = 0.001969”, Standard 
deviation = 0.00077”  


 


Simulated Test Article 


A simulated test article was fabricated to test 
the software, validate the performance and 
usability of the Human Machine Interface 
(HMI). The test article consists of three 
pieces - a constant thickness skin with full 
size hole pattern, a metallic base which 
represents air frame with full size hole 
pattern and different thickness shim buttons 
for driving the skin to OML. This was 
accomplished by creating a CAD model that 
represents a skin with constant thickness and 
a replication of air frame with exaggerated 
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step condition (Figures 11 & 12).  The CAD 
model was sent to be N/C machined out of 
aluminum to a tolerance of +/-0.0025" and 
CMM inspected to verify machining 
accuracy. 


The base was machined with a slight 
curvature and varying cavity depths around 
its periphery to represent aircraft mold line. 
The constant thickness skin, when 
assembled in the base with proper calculated 
shims, would achieve a nominal (0.000”) 
OML 


Skin Thickness Measurement:  


An automated set of 11 points were selected 
on the OML side of the skin.  The first set of 
measurements automatically created vectors 
that are needed for thickness calculations.  
The skin was turned around and the second 
set of points was taken on the exact vector 
lines created from the first measurements.  
Skin thickness at these points were 
calculated by the distance between the two 
points  


OML Measurements: 


Step measurements were taken to determine 
the depth of the cavity where OML skin will 
fit. Cavity depth was taken by the LR by 
fitting into the simulation tool reference 
system using the CAD model.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 11. Cavity Top Measurement Locations 


An automated set of 11 points were taken on 
the OML of the upper part of the step of the 
simulated air frame tool.  Another 
automated set of 11 points were taken in 
front of but offset to the first set.  Cavity 
depth was calculated by the distance 
between the intersection points of the first 
and second measurements.   


 


. 


 


 


 


 


Figure 12. Cavity Bottom Measurement Locations 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 13. Histogram of Deviations 


 


The shim thickness was calculated as: Shim 
thickness = Cavity depth - Skin thickness 


After the computed shims were placed 
between the base and the skin in the cavity, 
the base and skins were assembled and the 
OML between the base and the skin was 
measured.   
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Figure 14. Deviation from Nominal 


The deviation from nominal value is shown 
in Table 3. 


Table 3, OML Deviation from Nominal = 0.000" 


Point Skin Base Deviation 


1 0.001" -0.005" 0.006" 


2 0.003" 0.003" 0.000" 


3 -0.003" 0.000" 0.003" 


4 -0.001" 0.0018" 0.0028" 


5 0.001" 0.002" 0.001" 


6 -0.002 0.001" 0.003" 


7 0.004" 0.003" 0.001" 


8 0.001" 0.0025” 0.0015” 


9 -0.0025 0.0010” 0.0035” 


10 0.0020 0.0018” 0.0002” 


11 0.0018 -0.001” 0.0028” 


 


Figures 13 and 14 graphically show the 
OML deviation data. 


Mean deviation: 0.0023” 


Standard deviation: 0.0017 


Automated Part Thickness Measurement   


For automating part thickness measurement 
using LR, one could consider the following 
process: 


1. Attach four tooling balls to the skin 
to create a reference plane 


2. Auto measure with LR measurement 
points per plan (Figure 15) 


3. Create and project normal vector on 
the other side from the same point 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 15, LR Measurement - Front Side 


4. Turn the part around (Figure 16) 


5. Measure tooling balls and realign to 
the same reference plane 


6. Measure same points where normal 
vector was earlier projected 


7. Compute thickness from the distance 
between the two points 
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Figure 16, LR Measurement - Back Side 


 


Automated OML Measurements (Figure 17) 


The following concept is presented for 
automation of OML measurements using LR 


1. Elevate LR for a clear view of the 
structure 


2. Create LR reference plane using 
tooling balls that may be available in 
the work stand 


3. Write an automated measurement 
plan for LR to take measurements at 
the designated points  


4. Dry fit skin and cleco it to the 
structure 


5. Take OML measurements using the 
existing method 


6. Measure OML using LR 
measurements of at the same 
locations 


7. Compare measurement data between 
LR and existing method for 
verification 


 


 


 


Figure 17. Automated OML Using LR 
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CONCLUSIONS 


LR may be used as a non-contact method for 
automating OML measurement process.  
Once the interface program is written 
according to the measurement plan, it can 
sequence itself for automated measurements. 


The most important requirement of the 
measurement system is its capability to 
provide accurate measurements consistently.  
The next factor is affordability, meaning the 
capital invested can sustain a reasonable rate 
of return on the investment made. 


Locating LR so that it can cover the entire 
aircraft’s measurement range can be a 
challenging task.  It is a lot easier to perform 
upper mold line measurements for top skins, 
panels and structure than it is to measure 
lower mold line skins, panels and structure.  
There are creative ways available to 
surmount this difficulty.  One way is to have 
LR beam bounced off a mirror surface to 
overcome the line of sight issue. Accuracy 
of such method may require further 
investigation. 


For automating measurement sequencing, 
LR needs to be directed to go to specific 
points from the CAD drawing of the skin. 
To do that, one might need an interface 
software package.  Several packages are 
available such as Verisurf, Spatial Analyzer 
(SA), and PolyWorks etc., to name a few. 
With any of these software packages, some 
level of customization will be required to 
meet the user's specific measurement 
requirements.  


Mean value of LR measurement of standard 
calibrated block varied by about 0.002" at an 
approximate distance of 15'.    


 


 


 


In the simulated test, we were able to get 
OML mean accuracy of 0.0023" at an 
approximate distance of 20',  


Additional testing may be required for 
thickness measurement of the composite 
parts.  Higher variability in the thickness 
measurement is anticipated due to factors, 
such as paint on the part and composite 
material composition. 
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Abstract 
A working group within the ISO TC 213 
committee is developing a draft document 
[1] for evaluating the performance of laser 
trackers. The ASME B89.4.19 Standard 
[2] and the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 
[3] describe some useful tests that are 
incorporated into this new ISO document. 
But both the ASME and VDI/VDE 
documents also have some limitations. The 
new ISO draft document, which is 
currently under consideration by the 
committee, draws from the key attributes 
of the ASME B89.4.19 and the draft 
VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 while eliminating 
weak or redundant tests. The approach to 
selecting suitable tests is based on the 
sensitivity of each test to different 
geometric misalignments in different 
tracker designs. We discuss the proposed 
ISO draft document in this paper. 
 
1. Introduction 
A laser tracker task force within the ISO 
TC 213 WG10 committee is currently 
working on a draft document for an 
international Standard on laser trackers.  
The task force includes experts involved in 
laser tracker metrology from several 
countries (US, Germany, Japan, Austria, 
etc).  One major topic of discussion is the 
number and type of tests to be included in 
the draft ISO document. There are at least 
two excellent documents that serve as 
starting points for this purpose, the ASME 
B89.4.19 Standard and the draft VDI/VDE 
2617 part 10.  
 
Both the ASME B89.4.19 and the draft 
VDI/VDE 2617 have strengths and 


weaknesses. The task force has attempted 
to draw from the strengths of the two 
documents while eliminating their 
weaknesses and redundancies. The 
working draft, currently out for voting to 
become a Committee Draft (CD), contains 
a core set of tests that exhibit sensitivity to 
different geometric/optical misalignments 
in laser trackers. This core set of tests was 
determined from a sensitivity analysis 
performed using mathematical error 
models for different tracker designs. In 
addition to the core set, the proposal 
contains a required supplemental set; there 
are two default options for this 
supplemental set, one of which is drawn 
from the B89.4.19 Standard and the other 
is from the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10. 
Individually, each test is comprised of a 
measurement of a single calibrated 
reference length. The overall number of 
proposed measured reference lengths is 
105, to be consistent with the number of 
tests in the ISO 10360-2 Standard [4]. In 
the following sections, we briefly describe 
a sensitivity analysis based method 
illustrating the strength of the proposed 
ISO approach and provide examples of its 
effectiveness; we also point out the 
strengths and weakness of the ASME 
B89.4.19 and the draft VDI/VDE 2617 
part 10. 
 
2. Sensitivity Analysis Based Approach 
There are many different geometric and 
optical misalignments within a tracker that 
lead to systematic errors in the measured 
range and angles of a target. Tracker 
manufacturers generally include geometric 
error compensation models within their 







software to account for some of these 
errors. The parameters of these models are 
determined from compensation procedures 
performed prior to a measurement. 
 
If the error models are carefully 
constructed from a study of different 
tracker error sources, they can also be 
useful in identifying laser tracker tests that 
are sensitive to the different sources of 
error that constitute the error model. We 
have described error models and the 
sensitivity analysis based method in [5]; a 
detailed description is beyond the scope 
here. To illustrate how the technique may 
be useful in detecting tracker errors, we 
present two examples where through 
appropriate positioning of the reference 
lengths the test becomes sensitive to 
specific geometric misalignment terms. 
 
Example 1: An offset beam in a tracker 
without a beam steering mirror:  
 
For an ideally constructed laser tracker, the 
laser beam emerges from the point of 
intersection of the standing (vertical) and 
transit (horizontal) axes of the tracker. But 
if the beam emerges with an offset from 
these axes, there may be an error in the 
horizontal and vertical angle readings. We 
consider the component of the offset in the 
vertical plane to illustrate our approach, 
see Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1 (a) shows a symmetrically placed 
reference length AB. The ideal beam 
emerges from O and strikes one end of the 
length at A and the other end at B. The 
offset beam travels to A1 and B1.The errors 
at A (AA1) and B (BB1) are equal in 
magnitude and sign and therefore there is 
no net error in the length; the length only 
appears to be rotated by a small amount. A 
symmetrically placed length is therefore 
not sensitive to an offset beam. 
 
Fig. 1 (b) shows an asymmetrically placed 
reference length AB. In this case, a 
component of the error AA1 is along the 


length and cancels some of the error at B, 
but there is still a residual error leading to 
some sensitivity to beam offset 
misalignment. A simple calculation may 
be performed to maximize the sensitivity 
as shown here. The net error in the length 
E is given by 
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Figure 1 (a) A symmetrically placed 
vertical reference length (AB) test is 
not sensitive to offset c because the 
errors at A (AA1) and at B (BB1) are 
equal in magnitude and sign resulting 
in a net zero error in the length (b) An 
asymmetrically positioned vertical 
reference length (AB) test is sensitive to 
offset c because only a portion of the 
error at A serves to cancel that at B 
resulting in a residual error. 


(b) 


(a) 







E = c(1 – cosV), where c is the offset of 
the beam in the vertical plane. The 
sensitivity s, given as the ratio of the error 
in the length to the offset in the beam, is  
 
s = E/c = 1-cosV. 
 
Clearly, s is largest when V tends to 90°; 
therefore for a given length L, it is 
desirable to place the length as close as 
possible to the tracker.  This test position 
detects the error that would appear in a 
measurement of a large vertical length 
such as on the tail section of an aircraft.   
 
Example 2: Eccentricity in the horizontal 
angle encoder:  
 
Any eccentricity in the mechanical 
placement of the horizontal angle encoder 
relative to its axis of rotation will result in 
systematic errors in the tracker’s 
horizontal angle reading. The error e(φ) in 
horizontal angle φ due to an eccentrically 
mounted encoder may be given by a cosφ 
+ b sinφ where (a, b) are the eccentricities 
along x and y [6]. The problem therefore is 
to identify a position and orientation for 
reference length L that maximizes the 
sensitivity to this misalignment. We will 
consider just the cosine term here, i.e, e(φ) 
= a cosφ ; a similar argument applies to the 
sine term.  
 
Clearly, a horizontally placed reference 
length will be sensitive to this error source. 
Further, a symmetrically placed reference 
length will be preferable since the errors at 
two ends could potentially sum to produce 
twice the error. Some simple trigonometry 
from Fig. 2 yields the error in the length 
E(θ,φ) as (see [7] for a more detailed 
explanation) 
 
E(θ,φ) = R[e(φ +θ) cosθ - e(φ -θ) cosθ] = 
R a[cos(φ +θ) cosθ - cos(φ -θ) cosθ] =  
L a cosθ sinφ. 


The sensitivity s, given as the ratio of the 
error in the length to eccentricity in the 
encoder, is therefore 
 
s = E(θ,φ)/a = L cosθ sinφ. 


For an artifact of length L, the sensitivity is 
largest when φ = 90°, and θ  is as small as 
possible. The angle θ cannot be zero since 
it is half the angle subtended by the length. 
But moving the length far away from the 
tracker will reduce this angle. There will 
of course be practical limits to how far 
away a length can be placed. A 3 m length 
placed 6 m away, as in the ASME 
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Figure 2 (a) A horizontal reference 
length test to detect eccentricity in the 
horizontal angle encoder. The reference 
length AB is placed so that its bisector 
makes an angle φ with the x axis. The 
length subtends an angle 2θ at tracker O 
(b) A diagram showing the calculation of 
the errors in the length AB due to error 
in the horizontal angle from eccentricity 
in the encoder, see [7] for more details. 







B89.4.19 Standard, produces a sensitivity 
equal to 97 % of the theoretical maximum 
sensitivity (which is realized when the 
length is placed infinitely far away) 
achievable for this 3 m length, and is 
sufficient for our purpose here in detecting 
eccentricity errors. 
 
The above examples showed how 
understanding error sources and 
developing mathematical error models can 
aid in the selection of test positions that 
are sensitive to the different geometric 
errors. Another example is discussed in 
[7], where the placement of horizontal 
lengths is studied to achieve maximum 
sensitivity to second order scale errors in 
the horizontal angle encoder. We next 
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 
the ASME B89.4.19 and the draft 
VDI/VDE 2617 part 10. 
 
3. ASME B89.4.19 
 
The ASME B89.4.19 is the only published 
and available Standard for laser trackers. 
The Standard includes three types of tests 
to be performed on trackers – ranging 
tests, length measurement system tests, 
and two-face system tests. We do not 
describe these tests here; a description may 
be found in the Standard [2] and in other 
publications [8, 9]. We focus on the 
strengths and weaknesses of this Standard 
here. 
 
Strengths: 
• The separation of the ranging tests 


from the volumetric length tests allow 
the testing of the ranging unit to its full 
extent and also allows for a smaller 
artifact length (such as the 2.3 m 
length) when testing volumetric 
performance. 


• The incorporation of two-face tests 
offers a quick and effective check of 
the tracker’s health. Two-face tests are 
ideal because they are sensitive to 
numerous tracker misalignment terms 


and require no artifact for their 
performance. 


• Many tests described in the Standard 
are sensitive to different 
geometric/optical misalignments 
within the tracker. As one example, the 
horizontal length test performed at the 
four clocking angles (0°, 90°, 180° and 
270°) is sensitive to the eccentricity of 
the horizontal angle encoder as 
discussed in the preceding section.  


 
Weaknesses:  
• There are several redundant tests in the 


Standard. For example, the vertical 
length test must be performed at 4 
clocking angles (0°, 90°, 180°, and 
270°) according to the Standard 
whereas for the known kinematic 
errors of current tracker designs only 
one position will suffice (the azimuth 
has no influence on vertical length 
measurements since it remains fixed 
during the measurement). It is not 
necessary to perform the diagonal 
length test at both the 3 m and 6 m 
distance. Higher sensitivity to 
squareness error is obtained at the 3 m 
position. Also the two-face tests at the 
3 m distance are not necessary; the 
tests at 1 m and 6 m position will 
suffice in capturing the dependence of 
two-face errors on distance from the 
target. 


• There is considerable symmetry in the 
placement of the lengths that result in 
poor or no sensitivity to numerous 
geometric misalignment terms in 
trackers. Examples of terms that show 
poor or no sensitivity include beam 
offsets and tilt, vertical index offset, 
one component of vertical encoder 
eccentricity, and a component of 
second order scale error in the 
horizontal and vertical angle encoder.  


 
Improvements in the positioning of the 
reference length, such as introducing some 
asymmetry in placement, will improve the 
sensitivity of the test to different geometric 







misalignments, as we have shown in [5].  
The draft ISO document has incorporated 
this concept and includes the following 
tests: asymmetric horizontal length tests, 
asymmetric vertical length tests, 
asymmetric diagonal length tests, 
symmetrical horizontal lengths placed 
above the tracker, and a buck-in buck-out 
test (or a close approximation to it).  
 
4. Draft VDI/VDE 2617 Part 10 
 
The draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 proposes 
testing the tracker in a large volume by 
measuring different lengths placed in 
different orientations. In recommending 
these system level tests, the draft 
document treats the tracker as a black box 
without attempting to isolate errors in each 
axis. 
 
Strengths: 
• The draft requires the measurement of 


some very large lengths that may more 
closely resemble a laser tracker’s 
intended application.  


• There are some interesting positions 
that may be chosen in the measurement 
volume that are very sensitive to some 
error sources, such as a horizontal 
length placed 1.5 m away and 1.5 m 
below or above the tracker height that 
is sensitive to one component of the 
vertical angle encoder’s eccentricity;  
this misalignment term is otherwise not 
easy to detect. Another useful test is to 
place the tracker inside the 
measurement volume and sight to two 
targets at opposite ends and in line 
with the tracker. This test will be 
sensitive to any zero error in the 
trackers ranging unit (bird-bath error) 
and any offset between the standing 
and the transit axes. 


• The draft describes tests to estimate 
probe size and form error. These are 
useful tests since spherically mounted 
retro-reflector (SMR) errors may be 
large and require testing. 


 


Weaknesses: 
• This Standard allows considerable 


flexibility in choosing the test lengths. 
Therefore it is quite possible that a 
poor choice of lengths will not detect 
many tracker errors when in fact, the 
tracker may have large systematic 
errors. For trackers without a beam 
steering mirror, even a good choice of 
lengths will not be sensitive to 
collimation error. A Monte Carlo 
simulation suggested that there is 
considerable probability of choosing 
lengths that are not sensitive to beam 
offset as well. For a tracker with a 
beam steering mirror, there is high 
probability of not detecting cover plate 
offset (see [5, 6] for more information 
on these geometric misalignment 
terms).  


• Because the ranging tests are not 
separated from the volumetric length 
tests, there is a need to perform 
measurements on some very large 
lengths. It can be quite tedious to 
calibrate such large lengths. 


• Two-face tests are only suggested as a 
fast and intermediate test of the 
tracker, and are not required to be 
performed.  In practice, the two-face 
tests are invaluable in diagnosing a 
tracker’s health and should be 
performed as part of the testing 
procedure. 


 
5. The Draft ISO Set of Tests 
 
We discuss the tests described in the draft 
ISO document in this section.  There are 
105 reference lengths tested − to be 
consistent with the ISO 10360-2 Standard 
for Coordinate Measuring Machines 
(CMMs). Of these, the ISO document 
contains a core set of 41 tests (see Table 1) 
designed to be sensitive to all known opto-
mechanical errors in the different designs 
of trackers currently available. The 
remaining 64 test lengths are user-defined 
tests. There are two default options; the 
first default option is drawn from the 







ASME B89.4.19 and is listed in Table 2, 
the second default option is drawn from 
the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 and is 
shown in Figure 4. The user is free to 
choose any other set of 64 test lengths as 
well. 
 
5.1 Core Tests 
 
It should be noted that each test position 
may be sensitive to more than one source 
of error, and further, the same test may 
exhibit different sensitivity to the same 
error source in a different tracker design. 
Any justification for the inclusion of a test 
will therefore involve multiple factors.  In 
this paper we attempt to provide one 
principal reason for the inclusion of each 
test here. Fig. 3 shows some of the 
positions described in Table 1. A reference 
length 2.25 m to 2.75 m long may be used 
for the tests unless specifically indicated in 
Table 1.  
 
Positions 1 and 2 are designed to test a 
large fraction of each of the angular axes 
of the tracker. These are included in the 
spirit of the ISO 10360-2 where each axis 
is tested for at least 66 % of its range. 
Further, position 1 also tests for bird-bath 
error and any offset between the standing 
and transit axes. 
 
Positions 3 to 6 test for the eccentricity in 
the horizontal angle encoder, position 7 
tests for one component of the vertical 
angle encoder eccentricity, positions 8 to 
15 test for squareness between the 
standing axis and the transit axis, and 
positions 16 to 19 attempt to isolate the 
effect of combination of errors (for 
example, the effect of beam offset, beam 
tilt, and encoder eccentricity in a tracker 
with a beam steering mirror). 
 
Positions 20 to 23 test for beam offsets 
along the horizontal direction, position 24 
tests for beam offset along the vertical 
direction, positions 25 to 28 test for 
collimation error (for example, tilted beam 


in a tracker without a beam steering 
mirror), position 29 tests for another 
component of the vertical angle encoder’s 
eccentricity, positions 30 to 35 test for low 
even order harmonics in the horizontal 
angle encoder’s scale [7], and positions 36 
to 40 test for ranging error in a tracker.  
 
Position 41 is a synthetic length test and is 
described in the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 
10. The purpose of this test is to validate 
the temperature compensation capability 
of the tracker system.  This is achieved as 
follows. A long length is realized between 
two nests and the distance between them is 
calibrated using an interferometer. The 
length is reported at 20 °C; let its value be 
L. It is now assumed that there exists a 
steel block of that length in the room 
whose temperature is T. Further assume 
that the thermal coefficient of expansion of 
the block is exactly 11.5 μm/m/°C. If the 
temperature of the room T is different from 
20 °C, the block’s length at 20 °C can be 
calculated as Ls = L(1-11.5x10-6 (T-20)). 
This ‘synthetic length’ Ls is the calibrated 
length of the hypothetical steel block at   
20 °C; for this calculation the temperature 
T is determined by placing a temperature 
sensor on a block of steel that is in 
equilibrium with the room.  The laser 
tracker is then used to measure the 
distance between the nests with an 
expansion coefficient of 11.5 μm/m/°C 
input in its software. As before, the 
temperature sensor of the laser tracker is 
made to measure the temperature of a 
block of steel which is in equilibrium with 
the room. The length obtained thus is 
compared against Ls to determine the 
error. 
 
The 41 tests described in Table 1 comprise 
the core set of tests that is sensitive to 
known sources of geometric 
misalignments. It is preferable to have 
additional tests for several reasons:  
• The ISO 10360-2 and ASME B89.4.19 


Standards require three measurements 
to be performed at each position and 







orientation of the reference length. 
There is no analogous repeatability 
measurement in our core set. The first 
default option in the supplemental set 
includes such repeatability tests. 


• It is possible that the intended use of a 
tracker may be considerably different 
from any of the tests described in the 
core set. For example, the tracker may 
primarily perform long length 
measurements far away from the 


tracker. Therefore, the user may 
require such a measurement as part of 
the supplemental set.  The second 
default option includes such long 
length measurements. 


• There may be other sources of 
systematic error in a tracker not related 
to optical or geometric misalignments. 
Additional tests are therefore useful in 
detecting these errors.  


 
Table 1 Core set of tests in the draft ISO document 


Position 
number 


Distance d 
from 
tracker  


Description of reference length position Horizontal 
angle(s) with 
respect to the 
tracker (°) 


1 As close as 
practical 


Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and at tracker height. This tests 
66 % of the horizontal angle measurement axis of the tracker 
(see Fig. 3(a)). 


at any 
azimuth 


2 As close as 
practical 


Vertical, center of the length is at tracker height (ends of the 
reference length are equidistant from the tracker). This tests 
66 % of the vertical angle measurement axis of the tracker 
(see Fig. 3(b)). 


at any 
azimuth 


3-6 3 m Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and at tracker height (see Fig. 
3(a)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


7 3 m Vertical, center of the length is at tracker height (ends of the 
reference length are equidistant from the tracker) (see Fig. 
3(b)). 


0 


8-11 3 m  Right diagonal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length 
are equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length 
is at tracker height (see Fig. 3(g)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


12-15 3 m Left diagonal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length 
are equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length 
is at tracker height (see Fig. 3(d)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


16-19 6 m Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and at tracker height (see Fig. 
3(a)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


20-23 As close as 
practical 


Horizontal, not-centered (i.e, the tracker is directly in front of 
one end of the length), and at tracker height (see Fig. 3(e)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


24 As close as 
practical 


Vertical, not-centered (i.e, the tracker is directly in front of 
one end of the length) (see Fig. 3(c)). 


0 


25-28 As close as 
practical 


Diagonal, one end is below or above the point directly in front 
of the tracker, the other end is at tracker height and to the 
right or left of the point directly in front of the tracker. The 
range to the two ends of the length is equal (see Fig. 3(f)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


29  Horizontal, centered directly above (as much as that is 
possible) the laser tracker itself (see Fig. 3(h)). 


0 


30-35 Long1 Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), at tracker height (see Fig. 3(a)). 


0, 30, 60, 90, 
120, 150 


36-40 5 test 
distances 


This tests 66 % of the ranging axis of the tracker.   


41  Synthetic length test  
1In the special “long“ case, a longer reference length (e.g., 8 m) is measured at a longer distance (e.g., 8 m) from 
the tracker. For all other tests described above, the reference length could be relatively small, 2.25 m to 2.75 m. 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 (a) Symmetrically placed horizontal reference length (b) Symmetrically placed 
vertical reference length (c) Asymmetrically placed vertical reference length (d) Left 
diagonal reference length (e) Asymmetrically placed horizontal reference length (f) 
Asymmetrically placed diagonal reference length (g) Right diagonal reference length (g) 
Symmetrical horizontal reference length placed above the tracker 
 
5.2 Supplemental Positions: Option 1 
 
The first default option for the 
supplemental positions included in the 
draft ISO document is mostly drawn from 
the ASME B89.4.19 Standard, see Table 2. 
Any test specified in the ASME B89.4.19 
that was not included as part of the core set 
has been included here. In addition, some 
asymmetric positions that were not part of 
the core set are also included here. These 
‘mirror’ positions, positions 19 to 30, are 
useful because some error sources produce 
length errors that change in sign from a 
nominal position to a corresponding mirror 
position. Thus, these tests serve as 
valuable diagnostic tools to detect specific 
tracker errors. The value of mirror 
positions is described in [5]. Another 
addition in the supplemental set are the 
repeatability measurements described in 
positions 42 to 64.  
 
5.3 Supplemental Positions: Option 2 
 


The second default option for the 
supplemental positions included in the 
draft ISO document is mostly drawn from 
the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10. In this 
alternative, the laser tracker is positioned 
centrically in front of the longest side of 
the measuring volume at a distance of 1.5 
m in such a way that the measuring head is 
approximately equidistant from the upper 
and lower edge of the measuring volume. 
The positions are determined by eight 
different measurement lines as discussed 
in the draft. Figure 4 shows a possible 
arrangement of these eight measurement 
lines. Other arrangements are also 
permitted. For the remaining 64 positions, 
a measuring volume of 10 m x 6 m x 3 m 
(length x breadth x height) is 
recommended. If the laser tracker is used 
to measure small parts, a measuring 
volume of 5 m x 3 m x 2 m is 
recommended. However, other measuring 
volumes are permitted. In every 
measurement line, at least three different 
test lengths must be measured.  
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The draft ISO document recommends that 
64 lengths be measured from the 8 
measurement lines, and that these 64 
lengths also sample the different azimuth 
positions of the tracker. That is, some of 
the 64 lengths may be measured with the 
tracker reading 0° when facing the 
measurement volume, some lengths may 
be measured with the tracker reading 120°, 
and the remaining may be measured with 


the tracker reading 240° when facing the 
measurement volume. The shortest test 
length should amount to at least 1/10 of 
the shortest side of the specified measuring 
volume. In each measurement line, the 
largest reference length has to be chosen in 
such a way that it is not shorter than 2/3 of 
the length which is maximally possible in 
the measurement line within the measuring 
volume. 


 
Table 2 Supplemental positions 


Position 
number 


Distance d 
from 
tracker  


Description of reference length position Horizontal 
angle(s) with 
respect to the 
tracker (°) 


1-3 3 m  Vertical, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length is at 
tracker height (see Fig. 3(b)). 


90, 180, 270 


4-7 6 m  Vertical, center of the length at tracker height (ends of the 
reference length are equidistant from the tracker) (see Fig. 
3(b)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


8-11 6 m  Right diagonal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length 
are equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length 
is at tracker height (see Fig. 3(f)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


12-15 6 m Left diagonal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length 
are equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length 
is at tracker height (see Fig. 3(d)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


16-18 As close as 
practical 


Vertical, not-centered (i.e, the tracker is directly in front of 
one end of the length) (see Fig. 3(c)). 


90, 180, 270 


19-22 As close as 
practical 


Horizontal, not-centered (i.e, the tracker is directly in front of 
one end of the length), and at tracker height. This is the mirror 
position corresponding to positions 20-23 in Table 4 (If the 
tracker were previously directly in front of target B as in Fig. 
3(e), then, the tracker must now be positioned directly in front 
of target A) (see Fig. 3(e)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


23-26 As close as 
practical 


Vertical, not-centered (i.e, the tracker is directly in front of 
one end of the length). This is the mirror position 
corresponding to positions 24 in Table 4 and positions 16-18 
in this Table (If the tracker were previously directly in front 
of target A as in Fig. 3(c), then, the tracker must now be 
positioned directly in front of target B) (see Fig. 3(c)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


27-30 As close as 
practical 


Diagonal, one end is below or above the point directly in front 
of the tracker, the other end is at tracker height and to the 
right or left of the point directly in front of the tracker. The 
range to the two ends of the length is equal. This is the mirror 
position corresponding to positions 25-28 in Table 4 (If the 
tracker were previously directly below target B as in Fig. 3(f), 
then, the tracker must now be positioned directly above target 
A)  (see Fig. 3(f)). 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


31-33  Horizontal, centered directly above (as much as that is 
possible) the laser tracker itself (see Fig. 3(h)). 


90, 180, 270 


34-37 6 m Body diagonal of a cube. User defined default position 2 of 
the B89.4.19 Standard 


0, 90, 180, 
270 


38-41 As close as 
practical 


Diagonal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and the center of the length is at 
tracker height. 


0, 90, 180, 
270 







Table 2 continued: Repeatability measurements 
Position 
number 


Distance d 
from 
tracker  


Description of reference length position Horizontal 
angle(s) with 
respect to the 
tracker (°) 


42-45 Distance 
approximately 
equal to half 
the reference 
length 


Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and at tracker height. Repeat the 
measurement 4 times. This tests the repeatability of the 
horizontal angle measurement capability at the near position. 


0 


46-49 Distance 
approximately 
equal to twice 
the reference 
length 


Horizontal, centered (i.e., the ends of the reference length are 
equidistant from the tracker), and at tracker height. Repeat the 
measurement 4 times. This tests the repeatability of the 
horizontal angle measurement capability at the far position. 


0 


50-53 Distance 
approximately 
equal to half 
the reference 
length 


Vertical, center of the length at tracker height (ends of the 
reference length are equidistant from the tracker). Repeat the 
measurement 4 times. This tests the repeatability of the 
vertical angle measurement capability at the near position. 


0 


54-57 Distance 
approximately 
equal to twice 
the reference 
length 


Vertical, center of the length is at tracker height (ends of the 
reference length are equidistant from the tracker). Repeat the 
measurement 4 times. This tests the repeatability of the 
vertical angle measurement capability at the far position. 


0 


58-61 3 m Along the radial direction so that the near end of the length is 
4 m away from the tracker. Repeat the measurement 4 times. 
This tests the repeatability of the range measurement 
capability. 


0 


62-64 6 m Along the radial direction so that the near end of the length is 
6 m away from the tracker. Repeat the measurement 3 times. 
This tests the repeatability of the range measurement 
capability. 


0 


 


 
Figure 4 Possible arrangements of the 8 measurement lines for default option 2 (source [3]) 
 







5.4 Probe Tests and Two-face Tests 
 
The draft ISO document includes the 
performance of probe size and probe form 
error tests, which are similar to those 
described in the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 
10. A sphere of calibrated diameter is 
measured at different locations in the 
measurement volume – at less than 2 m 
distance from the tracker, and at a distance 
of about 10 m or more than 75 % of its 
range. Twenty five data points are 
measured on the sphere. The SMR probe is 
rotated so that a different point on the 
SMR contacts the calibrated sphere for 
each measurement point. Any deviation in 
size and form from the calibrated values 
are attributed to the optical misalignments 
and geometry of the SMR. 
 
The draft ISO document also requires the 
performance of two-face tests, which are 
included as probe location tests. The tests 
are recommended in the VDI/VDE 2617 
part 10 and, are similar to those described 
in the ASME B89.4.19, except that the 
tests at the 3 m position have been 
removed because it is redundant.  
 
6. Comparing the ASME B89.4.19, the 
draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10, and the 
draft ISO 10360-10 
 
Sensitivity to geometric errors:  
 
As we have pointed out earlier, several 
length tests described in the ASME 
B89.4.19 are sensitive to different 
geometric misalignments in trackers, but 
there are still some redundancies and 
weaknesses. There is considerable 
symmetry in the placement of the lengths 
which cause reduced or no sensitivity to 
several geometric misalignments. The 
draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 allows 
considerable flexibility in the placement of 
the lengths and therefore it is possible to 
have a combination that has very limited 
sensitivity to different geometric 
misalignments. We believe that the core 


set of tests in the draft ISO document 
addresses this problem by being sensitive 
to known sources of geometric 
misalignments in trackers. 
 
Number of tests:  
 
The ASME B89.4.19 requires the 
performance of 105 length tests, 108 two-
face tests, and 18 ranging tests (if there are 
more than one measurement devices 
within the tracker, there will be 18 ranging 
tests for each). The draft VDI/VDE 2617 
part 10 requires the performance of 105 
length tests, a synthetic length test, and 
three probe tests which involve 
measurement of a sphere of known 
diameter and form (if more than one probe 
(SMR) is used, the probe tests have to be 
performed for each probe). The draft also 
recommends 18 two-face interim tests that 
may periodically be performed on the 
tracker. The draft ISO document contains 
105 length tests (including the synthetic 
length test and ranging tests), 18 probe 
location tests (two-face tests), and two 
probe size tests. 
 
Similarity to the ISO 10360-2: 
 
The ASME B89.4.19 Standard is similar to 
the ISO 10360-2 in its testing philosophy 
in that calibrated artifacts are employed 
along the principal directions to capture 
specific sources of error. In ISO 10360-2, 
calibrated lengths are placed along the 
three principal directions x, y, and z, and 
along diagonals to capture errors 
associated with the motion of a single axis 
or combination of axes. For a laser tracker, 
the three principal axes are the ranging 
axis and the two angular axes. The ranging 
tests in the B89.4.19 capture errors along 
the ranging axis. Errors associated with the 
two angular axes, or combination of all 
three axes, are measured by placing 
calibrated lengths along the different 
directions. For example, the horizontal 
length test captures errors associated with 
the horizontal angle axis of the tracker. A 







diagonal length test captures the 
squareness between the two angular axes. 
These ideas are illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 
(a) shows some testing positions according 
to the ISO 10360-2 with the artifact 
aligned along the x axis, the y axis, the z 
axis, and along a space diagonal. Fig. 5 (b) 
shows some testing positions according to 
the ASME B89.4.19 with calibrated 
lengths along the ranging axis, along the 
horizontal and vertical directions to test 
the two angular axes, and along a diagonal 
to test for squareness. 
 
The draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 is similar 
to the ISO 10360-2 Standard in its 
approach to specifying the limiting values 
of the errors. The ISO 10360-2 allows the 
limiting value of the length measurement 
error to be a single quantity (a constant) or 
a simple formula (of the form A+BL) and 
must be complied for any length over the 
entire volume. The ASME B89.4.19 on the 
other hand allows manufacturers to 
provide any formula of their choosing to 
determine the limiting value of the length 
measurement error; common formulas 
provided by manufacturers are indeed 
elaborate. The draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 
10 adopts the ISO 10360-2 approach by 
allowing either a single quantity or a 
simple A+BL type formula for this 
purpose. 
 
The core set of the draft ISO document is 
similar to the ISO 10360-2 in that errors in 
each axis are tested by careful positioning 
of the reference lengths to achieve 
maximum sensitivity. The limiting values 
of the errors will be a formula; whether 
they will be a simple formula of the type 
A+BL or a more complicated one is still 
under discussion. 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
Both the ASME B89.4.19 and the draft 
VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 provide some 
excellent tests for the performance 
evaluation of laser trackers. But, as 


pointed out, there are some limitations as 
well. The symmetrical positioning of the 
lengths in the ASME B89.4.19 and the 


flexibility in the positioning of the lengths 
in the draft VDI/VDE 2617 part 10 result 
in reduced or poor sensitivity to different 
geometric misalignments in trackers. The 
ISO draft document addresses these 
concerns by introducing considerable 
asymmetry in the positioning of the 
lengths and introducing both a core set of 
fixed positions and a supplemental set of 
user-defined flexible positions.  The draft 
ISO document also has the inclusion of the 
two-face tests because they are simple, 
quick and highly efficient way of detecting 
tracker error sources. Additionally, the 
draft ISO document includes probe (SMR) 
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Figure 5 (a) Some testing positions 
according to the ISO 10360-2 (b) some 
testing positions according to the ASME 
B89.4.19 







tests that are similar to the VDI/VDE 2617 
part 10 testing procedure.   
 
A test that is currently not included in the 
draft ISO document but may be considered 
is the repeated measurement of a 
horizontally oriented length, but with the 
tracker rotated about the azimuth by a 
small amount (say, 0.003°) between 
measurements. The purpose of this test is 
to detect uncompensated high frequency 
periodic errors in the horizontal angle 
encoder. Two other aspects not yet 
addressed in the ISO document are the 
inclusion of any dynamic tests as 
described in the Chinese draft Standard 
[10] and interim tests such as a bundle 
adjust procedure [11]. Both are excellent 
tests and worthy of consideration. 
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Abstract:  
The purpose of this paper is to present the planning of a 


case study performed in the field of Geometrical and 
dimensional Measurement and Controllability Planning 
(GMCP, previously abbreviated GICP).  
The case study is carried out at the Swedish automotive 
company Scania CV.  The paper presents the preparation of 
the planned implementation work of the Quality Assurance 
Matrix and methodology (QAM). The QAM methodology is 
described and will later on, and when it has been 
implemented, be evaluated, verified and falsified.  


The QAM framework is primarily being applied on 
complex products. In this case study a pinion and a crown 
wheel is being used as case study objects. These two critical 
components create a subassembly, i.e. conical or hypoid 
gearbox assembly, in the rear central gearbox of a Scania 
truck. Critical design and process requirements, 
characteristics and parameters and its related design 
classification, as defined by Scania CV internal standard 
specification, will be presented. The design classification is 
a major important input to the QAM model. Historical 
geometrical and dimensional measurement data and machine 
and process capability data from production of the pinion 
and crown wheel are also important inputs to the QAM 
matrix. Discussion of the findings and the so far captured 
results and a conclusion on the current work is presented in 
the end of this paper. 


Keywords: Implementation, Quality assurance, 
Controllability planning, QAM 


1.  INTRODUTION 


This paper will mainly focus on the current 
implementation status of QAM (Quality Assurance model 
and Matrix) methodology at Scania CV and give an 
overview of the ongoing planning activities and ideas. The 
future evaluation of the QAM implementation and how well 
it is working will be set to how many engineering design 
changes, production engineering and quality engineering 
related changes and issues captured in the industrialization 
phase of new designs and re-designs of crown wheels and 
pinions that has been achieved. The pinion and the crown 
wheel are critical components that are going to be process 
and operational planned for high capable manufacturing 
with the goal to reach zero defects in manufacturing, i.e. 
“first component through” or “first component correct”. 


QAM, first presented by Lindqvist et. al. [1], is performed 
in integrated product developing teams in a concurrent 
engineering environment. The roles and members to act in 
the QAM team workshops are typically representatives from 
the design engineering, production engineering, operation 


and process planning, quality engineering and the 
production engineering metrology departments. 


Through the interplay between design engineering, 
production engineering and production engineering 
metrology departments, Scania CV has the objective to 
show that it is possible to assure quality early in new 
product developments. The future vision and state on 
product development, industrialization activities, quality 
revision system and the overall quality assurance system are 
explained in fig. 1 to 3 and 5. It will be shown by the use of 
a systematic and holistic concurrent engineering teamwork 
approach that it is possible to meet the highly stated design 
engineering functional requirements (FR), design 
parameters (DP) and manufacturing and process parameters 
(MP) requirements with the support of productions 
knowledge on possibilities and production process 
capabilities. By the introduction and combination of a new 
kind of design and process FMEA (Failure Mode Effect 
Analysis) tool and an integrated methodology called QAM 
(Quality Assurance model and Matrix), fig. 5 and 6, the 
intention for the preproduction planning is to perform and 
identify: 


• One risk assessment and a GMCP plan.  
This will probably result in:  


• Changed design engineering, production engineering, 
and production engineering metrology and related 
drawing requirement specifications, i.e. according to 
ISO/TC 213 “Geometrical Product Specification and 
Verification” defined; specification and verification 
operators.  


• New or changed selection of applicable measurement 
types, measuring method and dimensional metrology 
equipment (DME) 


• A first proposal on a suitable sampling and 
measurement frequency plan based on the risk 
assessment and identified current available machine 
and process capability in production.  


2.  METHODS AND MATERIALS 


  2.1 The Scania CV quality control system for 
production of crown wheels and pinions 


Scania CV has currently a quality revision process, fig. 1, 
which they want to improve to a future state according to fig. 
2. The current revision process which is an indicator on how 
well the products are quality assured only capture a few ppm 
(parts per million) of produced components and it only 
makes analysis on finished components, i.e. the total 
production process and not on individual and separate 
machines and production line operations that builds up the 
total production process. 
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Fig. 1. Scania CV quality assurance process, current state. 


 


 


Fig. 2. Scania CV quality assurance process, proposed future state. 
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For the machine workshop producing the pinions and the crown wheels the following proposed process for line revisions instead of only 
performing a late final component revision on the finished and fabricated component is suggested to be implemented. 


 


 


Fig. 3. Scania CV applied quality revisions, current and future state proposal. 


A number of design and manufacturing process engineering parameters has been identified. According to data gathered from 
Scania there are 36 pinion related design engineering parameters (DP) and 20 crown wheel related DP:s with COR 
(Classification Of Requirements) classification, [2]. And there are 19 pinion related manufacturing process engineering 
parameters (MP) and 10 crown wheel related MP:s identified. All of these parameters are also related to geometrical, 
dimensional and surface structure requirements and will be used as an important input to the QAM matrix. In fig. 4 is a 
typical hypoid gearbox assembly displayed and where we can see how the crown wheel and the pinion are oriented to each 
other. 


 


Fig. 4. The principal design and configuration of a representative hypoid gearbox assembly.
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2.2 The QAM process and activity model 
In fig. 5 is the contextualized and closed looped product 


realization process presented. An overview of the QAM 
process and working methodology has previously been 
described by Lindqvist et. al. in [1 and 3]. First a draft 


activity model on geometrical and dimensional 
measurement and controllability planning was developed 
using the ASTRAKAN modeling language. This activity 
model was later on simplified according to the developed 
QAM Microsoft Excel software application, fig. 6. 


 
 
 


 
 
Fig. 5. The main activities in product realization, industrialization and reuse of production knowledge data and results. 
 
 


 
 
Fig. 6.  A simplified ASTRAKAN activity model for performing and using the QAM methodology.
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From a engineering development point of view the GMCP 
and QAM process and methodology should be performed in 
concurrent engineering teams and be accomplished, 
according to experiences gained from Volvo CE, within a 
typically 3-4 hours workshop for every new component. The 
team should at least include a workshop leader, one design 
engineer, one production engineer, one process and 
operation planner engineer and finally one production 
engineering metrology engineer.  In fig. 7 the interaction 
and interplay between the addressed engineering disciplines 
in a typical manufacturing company is displayed. 


 
Fig. 7. The interplay and probable iterations between different 
disciplines in concurrent engineering work. 


 
To start with, the key issue is to break down the design 


requirements, [4], and intents into manageable, producible 
and measurable design, production and metrology 
achievable requirements. In fig. 8, according to ISO/TC 213 
“Geometrical Product Specifications and Verifications”, 
there is a defined relationship and break down from a 
functional point of view into design and drawing 
specifications. Then the actual manufacturing is carried out 
and a physical component is produced and a real work piece 
is fabricated. After the fabrications process the actual 
measurement and/or inspection is carried out in order to 
compare the actual result (verification operators) gathered 
from the measuring equipment and compare it to the 
specification operator. 


 
Fig. 8. Functional requirement relationship to specification and 
verification requirements. 


In fig. 9 a more detailed description of the specification 
operator relationship to the verification operator, i.e. 
measurand is highlighted. In this case the specification 
operator generally contains of a skin model and the skin 
model contains of different operations and relates to a 
measurand. The verification operator generally contains of a 
real surface which contains of different operations and ends 
up in a measured value. The specification operators’ 
measurand is validated and compared with the actual 
measured value and a conformance check is thereby carried 
out. The fig. 9 tries to explain the complexity of 
conformance in production engineering metrology 
measurements, [5]. 


 
Fig. 9. Specification operator v.s. Verification operator, [4]. 


2.2  Detailed description of the QAM matrix 
The developed QAM matrix and methodology is 


performed in a Microsoft Excel application. The QAM 
matrix and methodology contains the following working 
sheets in the Microsoft Excel application: 
In worksheet 1 the user fills in general information about the 
component to be planned and prepared for production. A 2D 
or 3D model based drawing should be attached and linked to 
this specific Excel file. In worksheet 2 the main work is 
carried out. Here the user and workshop group fill in the 
classification template. The classification template itself 
contains of the following topics to be performed;  


1. Preconditions for operation and process planning. 
2. A preliminary operation and process plan for the 


component to be manufactured. The main part 
includes the measurement and controllability of the 
component, where controllability is a key principle. 


3. The impact matrix, which means identification  
of the different process steps and identify what 
process step or steps that significantly impacts the 
design or manufacturing specification operator. 


4. The last step the team develop a detailed GMCP plan  
for the component based on the previous working 
steps. 
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In fig. 10 to 16 screen prints taken from the actual QAM application starting with worksheet number 1, which is the 
introductory page or the general information page is presented below. 
 


Fig. 10. The QAM application introductory or “Information” page and worksheet. 


Fig. 11. The QAM application “Classification Template” worksheet. 
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Fig. 12. The QAM application log or “Change trace template” worksheet. 
 


Fig. 13. The QAM application measurement classes and explanation worksheet. 
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Fig. 14. The QAM application measurement report/plan protocol worksheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 15. The QAM application follow-up template worksheet.
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In summary the QAM methodology and process could be 
simplified and explained by fig. 12. In fig. 12 the main 
process steps are presented. In real work a more extensive 
process with more complex questions and issues to solve 
will be present.  


 


Fig. 16. The simplified and general QAM process and related 
questions and issues to be solved and managed. 


 2.4 QAM management and progress reporting 
The QAM management and progress reporting could 


fairly easy be carried out in the Microsoft Excel application. 
The user can compile data from all started QAM 
development application projects and design a substantial 
management report. As an example, Volvo CE use the 
following reporting format, fig. 17. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. VCE standard QAM management reporting format. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 17. QAM management tool for progress reporting. 
 
In fig. 17 an example on Volvo CE management reports and 
follow up on the total number of QAM´s that has been 
carried out so far is displayed. The figure reveals how many 
actions that has been started and which actions that are now 
on-going activities. They are also related to the actual 
engineering discipline, weather it is design engineering, 
production engineering, production engineering metrology 
or quality engineering.  


3.  RESULTS  


By the introduction and combination of a new kind of 
design and process FMEA tool and an integrated 
methodology called QAM (Quality Assurance model and 
Matrix), the intention for Scania CV is to implement the 
methodology and start evaluate it on two complex 
components. In this case study a pinion and a crown wheel 
will be used for the evaluation of the QAM methodology. 
The methodology and working process for QAM has been 
presented and scheduled for implementation and evaluation 
at Scania CV. 


4. DISCUSSION 


As stated in chapter 2 we will know ask the question; does 
the presented QAM process and methodology answer the 
important questions one should ask when performing GMCP 
planning? What questions should then be asked and 
answered? 


• What?  - Should be measured and controlled and 
monitored? How important is the specification 
operator, verification operator and is there any 
design and manufacturing classification performed? 


• Why(×5)? - Reason for each specific 
measurement and the level of its importance?  


• Where?  - In the machine or specific operation, 
in close range to the machine or separate in a 
measuring room? 


• How ? - Manually. Semi-automatic or fully 
automatic?  


• With what? - CMM, Portable CMM, hand gauges 
etc. and/or combinations?  


• When?  - According to the production pace and 
planned tact times.  


• How often? - Every each, or every 10:th etc. and 
how many, and what sample size?  


• By whom? - Competence profile, requirement on 
and for education, need for certification?  


In our opinion the QAM process and methodology does 
answer all of the above stated questions. However it can be 
further developed, improved, validated and evaluated. This 
QAM tool will be further developed and implemented and 
explored in other Swedish companies engaged in the SIMET 
research project in order to falsify, validate and improve the 
methodology and process.  


DISCLAIMER 


The name and vendors products are used in this paper 
solely for descriptive purposes only. This does not imply 
any endorsement or recommendation of any vendors’ 
products by the author. 
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Abstract 


 


VDI article 2617 
1
 specifies characteristics to describe the accuracy of articulated arm coordinate 


measuring machines (AACMMs) and outlines procedures for checking them. However the VDI 


prescription was written with a former generation of machines in mind: manual arms exploiting 


traditional touch probe technologies. Recent advances in metrology have given rise to noncontact laser 


scanning tools and robotic automation of articulated arms – technologies which are not adequately 


characterised using the VDI specification. 


  


In this paper we examine the “guidelines” presented in VDI 2617, finding many of them to be ambiguous 


and open to interpretation, with some tests appearing even to be optional. The engineer is left significant 


flexibility in the execution of the test procedures and the manufacturer is free to specify many of the test 


parameters. Such flexibility renders the VDI tests of limited value and the results can be misleading. We 


illustrate, with examples using the Nikon RCA, how a liberal interpretation of the VDI guidelines can 


significantly improve accuracy characterisation and suggest ways in which to mitigate this problem.  


 


We propose a series of stringent tests and revised definitions, in the same vein as VDI 2617 and similar 


US standards, to clarify the accuracy characterisation process. The revised methodology includes 


modified acceptance and reverification tests which aim to accommodate emerging technologies, laser 


scanning devices in particular, while maintaining the spirit of the existing and established standards. We 


seek to supply robust re-definitions for the accepted terms “zero point” and “useful arm length”, pre-


supposing nothing about the geometry of the measuring device.  


 


We also identify a source of error unique to robotised AACMMs employing laser scanners – the forward-


reverse pass error. We show how eliminating this error significantly improves the repeatability of a 


device and propose a novel approach to the testing of probing error based on statistical uncertainty. 


1. Introduction 


 


Scope of Standards 


 


AACMMs are manually operated devices requiring physical support from a human when in use, in 


contrast with traditional Cartesian coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) which are fully motorised and 


can be operated under computer numerical control (CNC). The accuracy of an AACMM is, therefore, 


inextricably linked to the skill of the operator. Furthermore the sources of error encountered by a CMM 


differ significantly from those of an AACMM, which utilises only rotational joints to obtain six degrees 


of freedom (DOF) for its end-effector probe. An AACMM suffers errors from, among other things: 


angular deviations; the zero-point position of rotary encoders; the lengths of arm segments; angular 


positions and spacing between rotary axles; joint play and hysteresis. Due to these differences in 


operation and construction the two systems must be treated differently and a series of standard tests have 


evolved to describe the accuracy characteristics of each.  


 


VDI 2617 specifies the procedures necessary to characterise the performance of AACMMs and provides 


clarification on acceptance and reverification tests. The standards apply to systems with up to seven non-


motorised rotational joints and employing a contact probe end-effector. Optical noncontact probes are 


specifically excluded. 


 







Terms and Definitions 


 


In order to understand the tests presented in VDI 2617 and our subsequent analysis it is necessary to 


define the measuring range (alternatively measuring volume), useful arm length (UAL) and zero point 


(Zp). Measuring range – specified by the manufacturer – is defined as “the diameter of the spherical 


volume within which the AACMM is capable of measuring coordinates” 
1
; with the useful arm being half 


this value. It is intended that the manufacturer should choose a measuring range (and hence useful arm 


length) which is less than the true range of the device, since performance will be compromised at the 


boundaries and articulation of the wrist joint will be limited with the arm at full extension, shown in 


Figure 1. 


 


  
 


Figure 1: Measuring range A, useful arm length B and zero point of an AACMM (from 
1
). 


 


 


The zero point “lies on the vertical main axis connecting the articulated arm with the stationary 


environment, where this axis intersects with the zero level” 
1
. The zero level, again specified by the 


manufacturer, is usually defined by the probe height with the arm in a specific pose, as in Figure 1.  


 


VDI Reverification Tests 


 


VDI 2617 outlines two distinct reverification tests for AACMMs. The first measures the repeatability of a 


device, performed by testing the probing errors of indication for shape, form and location. This is 


achieved by measuring the position of a calibrated metrology sphere in various locations throughout the 


measuring volume. The sphere positions should lie within three 120° sectors, at a centre distance d from 


the zero point, where: d < 30% UAL, 30% UAL ≤ d ≤ 70% UAL and d > 70% UAL, shown in Figure 2. 


The sphere heights, h, (relative to the zero level) are specified as -20% UAL, +0% UAL and 50% UAL.  


 


Each sphere is probed five times (typically four points on the equator and a single point at a pole) with a 


fixed probe orientation, resulting in five points defining the sphere. Standard metrology fitting algorithms 


are employed to fit a sphere to the data, yielding a sphere centre coordinate. The procedure is performed 


five times on each sphere, using a different probe orientation each time. VDI 2617 describes the probing 


error of location (PL) as the greatest difference between any two of the five sphere centre coordinates for 


a given sphere position. This shall, henceforth, be referred to as the “sphere test”. 


 


The second test measures accuracy by ascertaining the error of a length measurement within the volume. 


A material length standard (typically a calibrated ball-bar) is located in seven dissimilar positions and 


orientations spanning the volume, shown in Figure 2. The AACMM is used to measure the lengths 


between each of 6 calibrated points (i.e. five length measurements) in each of the seven locations. The 


process is repeated twice, yielding 105 length measurements: 5 (measurements per location) × 3 (repeats) 







× 7 (locations). The error of indication of size measurement (E) is the difference between the measured 


length and the calibrated length of the material standard artefact. This shall, henceforth, be referred to as 


the “ball-bar test”. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Plan views of an AACMM workspace.   


Left – A calibrated metrology sphere is placed in each of three 120° sectors. One sphere is placed in 


each of the distance ranges < 30%, 30% – 70% and > 70% of the UAL and at heights (not illustrated) 


of -20%, +0% and +50% of the UAL relative to the zero level. The choice of which 


sector/distance/height combination to use is “arbitrary” 
1
. Since access is restricted the immediate 


vicinity of the AACMM is usually excluded.  


Right – VDI-prescribed locations for a calibrated ball-bar within the measuring volume (from 
1
). 


 


 


The purpose of reverification is to check how well the calibration process has identified and fully 


characterised all the types of error intrinsic to system, allowing them to be corrected and compensated for 


during operation – achieved using the probing error in VDI 2617. In theory a perfectly characterised 


system produces a systematic error, normally distributed in all directions, and limited only by the 


resolution of the system in measuring those contributing parameters. However in practice there is a limit 


to the amount of error that can be fully characterised because not all variables can be monitored and not 


all parameters can be identified in the compensation model, thus there is always a residual systematic 


error consisting of uncompensated error which is greater than the combined system resolution. The 


uncharacterised systematic error should consist of the least significant error types and thus be as small as 


possible. 


 


Robotised AACMMs 


 


It is only natural that one may wish to combine the repeatability and automation capability of a traditional 


CMM with the dexterity and articulation of an AACMM. This is achieved by motorising the rotational 


joints of a manual measurement arm, resulting in a robotic AACMM (RAACMM). Furthermore 


noncontact laser scanning devices are a burgeoning technology and it would seem advantageous to 


combine one with an RAACMM in order to build a device capable of rapid, accurate data collection over 


a large area – thereby improving efficiency and throughput.  


 


However, since both VDI 2617 and its American counterpart, ASME B.89 
2
, specifically exclude 


motorised joints and optical noncontact probes, such a device is left without an applicable standard 


governing its error characterisation and reverification procedure. It is the aim of this paper to analyse the 


VDI standard and propose ways in which it might be adapted for RAACMMs – including the use of laser 


scanning technologies. Due to the autonomous nature of an RAACMM one might also be able to exploit 


methods similar to those specified in ISO 10360 
3
 for Cartesian CMMs. 


 







Comparison of contact probes and optical noncontact devices is difficult but the author of 
4
 highlights the 


issues associated with comparing accuracy of laser line scanners to touch-trigger probes. There are 


presently a limited number of resources documenting performance evaluation tests for laser scanners – for 


both CMMs and articulated arms. VDI/VDE 2634 
5
 defines several general tests for 3D noncontact 


scanners and the Optical Sensor Interface Standard (OSIS) project 
6
 also defines general metrological 


performance tests for optical sensors, although there are still no internationally recognised standards 


specifically addressing laser triangulation sensors such as the laser line scanner on the Nikon RCA which 


is used for the tests performed in Section 3. 


 


Nikon (Metris) RCA 


 


The RCA, shown in Figure 3, consists of a highly accurate 7-axis articulated measurement arm housed 


within a robotized exoskeleton driven by electromotors. A unique mounting system serves as the interface 


between the Internal Coordinate-measuring Arm (ICA) and the supporting exoskeleton This early stage 


prototype utilises development versions of the controlling software and qualification routines. Whilst the 


data we present is valid for the tests conducted, they do not fully represent the commercial version of the 


RCA that Nikon will offer to the market. 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Prototype RCA – a 7-axis RAACMM equipped with a Nikon (Metris) MMD laser scanner.  


Joints (Jn) are numbered sequentially from base to end-effector and directions of their rotations are 


indicated. It stands 2580mm tall when fully erect and sweeps out a hemisphere of radius 2440mm.  


2. Interpreting VDI 2617 for RAACMMs 


 


In order to assess the suitability of VDI 2617 as a standard for RAACMMs it is necessary to make some 


assumptions and approximations. Given the dimensions of the RCA the UAL is defined to be 80% of the 


length of the middle two arm links (“shoulder” to “wrist”) = 1400mm. The zero level is taken to be the 


height of the mounting face of the wrist joint when the arm is in the dashed configuration pictured in 


Figure 1, i.e. J4 = J6 = 90°, resulting in Zp = 940mm from the ground.  


 


Wherever a test demands five (or more) measurements of an artefact in order to extract information a 


single pass of the laser scanner is instead performed, yielding a point cloud from which the geometry and 


location of the artefact can be extracted. The tests are performed in a manner faithful to the prescription 


given in VDI 2617, including the use of multiple probe orientations, although additional data is collected 


in the sphere tests for four reasons: 


 


1. Each sphere height is tested at each radial distance and in each sector, to allow comparison 


between the sphere sites. Yielding a total of 27 spheres, as opposed to the prescribed three. 


2. In order to permit comparison with the equivalent ASME standard 
2
 each measurement is 


performed ten times – utilising the automation capability of an RAACMM. 







3. Of the ten repetitions for each measurement, five are performed in a forward direction and five 


in a backward direction – i.e. the laser stripe trajectory is reversed to test for systematic effects. 


4. Additional measurements are also performed within each sector, at each height and at a radial 


distance = UAL, yielding an additional nine sphere sites (a total of 36). This is to investigate 


how the performance degrades at larger radial distances and so that the procedure would also be 


valid had a UAL of 2000mm been chosen initially. 


 


To allow a fair comparison of data from different sphere sites the radial distances are consistently chosen 


to be 30%, 50% and 70% of the UAL, as well as at 100% of the UAL as discussed above. 


 


The ball-bar test is performed according to the VDI specification, with a single pass of the laser scanner 


replacing multiple contact points of a touch probe. The results of this test, however, are not the subject of 


this paper. 


3. Results of an RAACMM sphere test 


 


The results from the 36 sphere tests are shown in Table 1. The data is separated by sphere height into 


three distinct groups. Within each group the data is further subdivided by sector and radial distance. The 


first point of note is that scanning was impossible at the closest radial distance and greatest sphere height, 


thereby reducing the dataset from 36 to 33 sphere sites. This is due to the lack of articulation in the 


RAACMM when the joints are near to their maximum limits. 


 


The first row shows PL, as defined by VDI, for each sphere site. Rows two and three show δmax and 2sSPAT 


for each sphere site, which are error measures derived from a Single Point Articulation Test (SPAT) as 


defined by the ASME standard 
2
. The SPAT test essentially uses the same procedure as the VDI sphere 


test but requires multiple measurements at each sphere site. One defines a deviation, δi, as the distance of 


a given point from the mean of the sample (barycentre). δmax is then the greatest deviation in the sample 


and 2sSPAT is two standard deviations of the dataset.  


 


One can say little about the data on its own, save that it is clear that the RAACMM performs rather better 


at some sphere sites than at others. The data must be interpreted in light of the VDI specifications in order 


to be of value – an analysis that is reserved for Section 4. 


 


The final performance measure quoted in Table 1 for each scan site is the error observed between forward 


and reverse passes of the laser scanner, demonstrated in Figure 4. We define 'forwards' as the sensor 


preceding the laser stripe, and vice versa for 'reverse'. A consistent offset of approximately 50µm is 


observed in data collected at each sphere site at the low and medium heights, climbing to a mean of over 


100 µm at the greatest height sphere sites. The forward-reverse pass error (EFRP) is defined as the distance 


between the barycentre of the forward pass dataset and that of the reverse pass dataset.  


 


 
Figure 4: Scatter plots of measured sphere centre coordinates (µm) demonstrate directional spread and 


a consistent separation between data gathered in forward and reverse passes of the laser scanner.  







Lowest Height, 940mm (Zp – 20% UAL) 


 


Sphere Site 


 


Measure of 


Performance 


30% = 420mm 50% = 700mm 70% = 980mm 100% = 1400mm 


Mean 


-120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° 


VDI PL (µm) 57 65 57 53 60 60 54 53 117 61 67 84 66 


ASME δmax (µm) 34 37 29 28 32 33 30 30 102 31 35 53 40 


ASME 2sSPAT (µm) 49 49 51 49 49 51 46 45 56 49 54 57 50 


EFRP (µm) 39 45 49 47 47 49 44 43 46 47 52 45 46 


 


Middle Height, 1220mm (Zp + 0% UAL) 


 


Sphere Site 


 


Measure of 


Performance 


30% = 420mm 50% = 700mm 70% = 980mm 100% = 1400mm 


Mean 


-120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° 


VDI PL (µm) 106 63 69 65 64 65 106 54 120 63 60 80 76 


ASME δmax (µm) 63 34 37 34 37 35 92 35 96 31 30 41 47 


ASME 2sSPAT (µm) 67 52 54 56 56 56 50 45 52 62 39 51 53 


EFRP (µm) 51 49 52 53 53 54 39 42 38 50 35 60 48 


 


Greatest Height, 1920mm (Zp + 50% UAL) 


 


Sphere Site 


 


Measure of 


Performance 


30% = 420mm 50% = 700mm 70% = 980mm 100% = 1400mm 


Mean 


-120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° 


VDI PL (µm) 
   


139 111 262 85 298 241 121 209 213 187 


ASME δmax (µm) 
   


73 65 174 49 236 128 62 139 111 115 


ASME 2sSPAT (µm) 
   


106 73 156 58 135 217 90 106 193 126 


EFRP (µm) 
   


104 51 144 52 51 214 81 73 190 107 


 


Table 1: RAACMM performance measures. Data is grouped initially by sphere height, and then 


further divided by radial distance and sector. PL (VDI), δmax and 2sSPAT (ASME) are shown for each of 


33 sphere sites to the nearest micron. EFRP is a measure of the forward-reverse pass error. Green cells 


show the optimal choice of sphere sites for the VDI test, while red highlights the worst; mauve cells 


contain datasets A and B from Figure 4 and blue contains an anomalous point for discussion. 







4. Discussion 


 


In performing a VDI sphere test several observations are made which highlight flaws and inconsistencies 


in the prescribed method, many of which are as applicable to its intended use with manual articulated 


arms as they are to RAACMMs. 


 


Firstly it can be seen from the data that the position of the calibrated sphere within the measurement 


volume can make a significant difference to the location probing error, yielding a range of PL values 


between 53µm and 298µm. As such the choice of sphere location becomes extremely important and is not 


nearly as “arbitrary” as the VDI prescription would suggest. If one performs the VDI sphere test using the 


sphere sites highlighted in green in Table 1, one obtains a PL of 85µm (the worst of the three chosen 


sites). However on another occasion the spheres may be arranged differently, perhaps yielding a PL as 


bad as 298µm – highlighted in red in Table 1 as the site of greatest location error. The unscrupulous 


manufacturer could, therefore, perform a similar analysis and establish the most favourable locations to 


use for VDI sphere tests. 


 


Similarly the zero point is specified by the manufacturer but has no bearing on anything other than 


defining the heights of the calibrated spheres. As such Zp could be adjusted and tuned to optimise the 


measurement device’s position within the workspace for the VDI sphere test. Likewise the VDI standard 


does not precisely specify the angular positions to be used, save only that they should lie in different 120° 


sectors. If the manufacturer is aware that positional accuracy is poorer in part of the workspace – perhaps 


an area where the system is not well calibrated – then the triad of spheres could simply be rotated in order 


to avoid the unfavourable region. There is significant flexibility too in choosing the radial distances of the 


spheres and in principle one is free to choose two similar values of d which happen to fall in different 


zones. For example choosing d1 = 29% and d2 = 30% of the UAL may serve a purpose to take advantage 


of a sweet spot in the measurement volume. 


 


Furthermore VDI 2617 
1
 states the positions of the spheres “shall, if possible, lie in the following 


ranges...” and specifies their heights “approximately”. It is not entirely clear what should happen if those 


sphere positions are not possible – does one place them as close as possible, or is the test null and void? It 


is conceivable that this situation could arise if an articulated arm was created that could not completely 


cover a spherical workspace. VDI 2617 concedes that “the angular ranges of the rotary encoders can be 


unlimited (360°) or limited”, which therefore permits the possibility of an RAACMM with limited 


articulation that is unable to reach behind itself – rendering one (or even two) of the 120° sectors 


inaccessible. This scenario creates further ambiguity because the definition of measuring range is “the 


diameter of the spherical volume within which an AACMM is capable of measuring coordinates” – if 


there is no spherical volume then the device can have no measuring range. 


 


Forward-Reverse Pass Error 


 


Probing error is exaggerated by the presence of EFRP. The largest PL in nearly every case occurs between 


a pair of forward and reverse pass sphere centres. If the data is filtered into subsets containing forward 


and reverse pass information only and analysed separately it is tantamount to eliminating EFRP. Using 


datasets A and B from Figure 4 as examples it is clear that all measures of probing error are significantly 


reduced for the filtered data, as shown in Table 2.  


 


 PL 0 PL FWD PL REV δmax 0 δmax FWD δmax REV 


Dataset A 53 µm 19 µm 17 µm 28 µm 10 µm 10 µm 


Dataset B 241 µm 32 µm 26 µm 128 µm 23 µm 14 µm 


 


Table 2: PL (VDI) and δmax (ASME) are shown to the nearest micron for datasets A and B, before and 


after separation into forward and reverse pass datasets. 


 


 


It appears, therefore, that EFRP is the single most significant contributing factor to both the VDI and 


ASME measures of probing error. Tables 3 and 4 show recalculated values for PL and δmax for all 33 







forward datasets (similar figures are obtained for the reverse datasets). The overall effect of splitting the 


data is to reduce position error indicators PL and δmax by a mean factor between two and three. This 


significantly improves the repeatability of the device to 51µm mean PL and 30µm mean δmax, although 


these values are heavily biased by anomalous data and it can be seen that repeatability is sub-20 µm in a 


significant fraction of the measuring volume. 


 


Sphere Position 
30% = 420mm 50% = 700mm 70% = 980mm 100% = 1400mm 


Mean 
-120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° 


Low, 940mm 57 36 15 19 17 23 18 21 24 16 20 61 27 


Med, 1220mm 71 26 21 25 28 18 106 24 107 22 27 15 41 


High, 1920mm 
   


36 72 123 52 298 32 54 105 25 86 


 


Table 3: PL (µm) for each sphere site (forward dataset only). Datasets A and B are highlighted in 


mauve, a set containing a statistically anomalous point in blue and the worst set in red. 


 


Sphere Position 
30% = 420mm 50% = 700mm 70% = 980mm 100% = 1400mm 


Mean 
-120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° -120° 0° +120° 


Low, 940mm 51 23 9 10 12 15 11 17 17 9 10 43 19 


Med, 1220mm 43 16 12 16 17 12 42 15 43 15 16 10 21 


High, 1920mm 
   


24 46 61 24 145 17 39 66 16 49 


 


Table 4: δmax (µm) for each sphere site (forward dataset only). Datasets A and B are highlighted in 


mauve, a set containing a statistically anomalous point in blue and the worst set in red. 


 


 


It is possible that EFRP could be the result of backlash caused by stresses transferred from the exoskeleton 


to the ICA during a short forward move followed by a reverse move. This error however, is thought to be 


small and unlikely to give rise to the errors of the magnitude seen in testing. In article 
7
 the author 


suggests that the transformation matrix used to transform coordinates in the scanner coordinate system to 


the global arm coordinate system is highly dependent on the digitisation trajectories used in its 


generation, thus it is only suitable for digitising trajectories similar to those used in the qualification 


procedure. This would explain why a device qualified in only one direction would experience 


inconsistencies if operated in reverse.  


 


The scanner qualification comprises four scans in three orthogonal positions. The four scans are in the 


four quadrants of the scanner width and depth of field, two of which are in a forward direction, and the 


other 2 two in reverse. There is also a velocity compensation scan which travels through the field of view 


at what should be the maximum scanning velocity. That said, the MMD scanner is designed for use as a 


handheld scanner and the qualification procedures are different (the handheld procedure qualifies on a 


block plane). The assumption, even given the justification for this not being the error, is that it is likely to 


be the scanner qualification that is responsible for most of the forward-reverse pass error and thus should 


be possible to eliminate with an appropriate qualification procedure. 
 
Another interesting effect that can be seen clearly in the data is that of outlying points. Neither VDI nor 


ASME are specific about whether anomalous data should be discarded or accepted as an inherent part of 


the measurement process. In measuring PL according to the VDI specification a single poor measurement 


can cripple the test result, whereas the effect is somewhat mitigated in measuring δmax because an outlying 


point will pull the barycentre towards itself; suggesting that the ASME method is more robust. The red 


and blue datasets from Tables 1, 3 and 4 both contain an anomaly and it can be seen that PL is unchanged 


even after filtering. This is because the greatest distance occurs between two points both from the forward 


dataset. However δmax is approximately halved in both cases because the anomalous point is significantly 


closer to the forward barycentre than the barycentre of the unfiltered dataset. However if one examines 


the reverse data for the same sphere sites one observes a marked improvement in both PL and δmax, For 







the red data PL improves from 298µm to 162µm and δmax from 236µm to 109µm, while for the blue data 


PL improves from 106µm to 15µm and δmax from 92µm to 14µm. So the effect of filtering is to purify 


half the data when an anomalous result would otherwise bias the result of a VDI sphere test. 


5. Conclusions and Recommendations 


 


A manual AACMM requires the time of an operating engineer, so it is understandable that standards 


pertaining to such devices should prescribe brief procedures. An automated RAACMM, however, is 


capable of executing a complex reverification programme with multiple repetitions. The limited quantity 


of measurements demanded by VDI 2617 and its definition of PL render its results susceptible to 


anomalous data and as such we favour the more robust ASME SPAT test and its definition of δmax.  


 


We propose that data should not be treated just using the maximum probing error on a limited number of 


samples around the workspace. Instead the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) should be employed to monitor 


the distribution of the sample means with confidence intervals. CLT states that if a random sample of n 


observations, y1, y2, ..., yn is drawn from a population with a finite mean µ and variance σ
2
, then, when n 


is sufficiently large, the distribution of the sample means, ỹ, can be approximated by a normal 


distribution, even if the population itself has an obscure distribution. By monitoring the mean value of PL 


for each full sphere test and plotting those as a probability density function (PDF) they will follow a 


normal distribution, irrespective of the actual spread of data at each sphere site. A minimum of 15 site 


tests are required to obtain enough sample mean information to plot the PDF accurately. Measuring 


spheres at multiple sites facilitates observation of a shift in the mean, indicative of a variation in the 


system repeatability between consecutive reverification tests, demonstrated in Figure 5. This method 


offers significant benefits to the manufacturer and customer and provides a robust measure of changes in 


repeatability. It can be applied equally well to the ASME measure of δmax. 


 


 
 


Figure 5: Graph showing the normal distribution of the means for the population of reverification 


sphere sites P and Q. The shift in the means of the distributions suggests that there has been a change 


in the system. This can be tested using standard statistical confidence interval tests. 


 


 


Secondly we seek to remove ambiguity from the VDI prescription by replacing “guidelines” 
1
 with strict 


prescriptive rules. Primarily we seek to abandon the zero point, Zp. In its current guise it holds little 


meaning but can significantly affect the results obtained from a VDI reverification test. Zp “lies on the 


vertical main axis connecting the articulated arm with the stationary environment, where this axis 


intersects with the zero level” 
1
, but in fact there is no requirement that the main axis connecting the arm 


to its fixture should be vertical – in fact there are legitimate design reasons why one might not want this 


to be the case. If the main axis is not vertical then the zero level is not horizontal which creates ambiguity 


in placing the measuring sphere – does one measure heights relative to the stationary environment (i.e. 


Zp) or relative to the orientation of the measurement device (i.e. the zero level)? 


 


Since the workspace is intended to be spherical it seems reasonable to treat the workspace z-axis (which 


need not be vertical) in the same manner as the x- and y-axes, and so it is logical to define all distances 


and heights in terms of a single parameter – which we recommend to be the useful arm length, UAL. The 







workspace is then defined simply by a radius (the UAL) and a centre point (the intersection of rotational 


axes 1 and 2 at the “shoulder”). The workspace z-direction is taken to be along axis 1, and a perpendicular 


“central plane” intersecting axis 2 fixes the local x- and y-directions. All heights are then measured in the 


z-direction relative to the central plane and all distances are measured in the x-y plane radially from the z-


axis. Angles should then be specified relative to the workspace and not the stationary environment. The 


manufacturer, therefore, need only specify the UAL and a direction deemed to be “forwards”. 


 


For an RAACMM sphere test, under the assumptions made in Section 2, we recommend prescribing four 


fixed distances (D1-D4) and heights (H1-H4), both in terms of the UAL. Each combination, DnHm, is to be 


used in the test twice, with the exception of the tallest height (H4) at the closest and furthest distances (D1, 


D4) which are omitted since they may be inaccessible. 14 combinations result in 28 total sphere test sites 


– sufficient to employ the CLT analysis. 


 


The workspace should be divided into quadrants, with 7 sphere tests to be carried out within each. The 


quadrants are specified by the manufacturer’s decision of forward direction. The choice of sphere site 


used in each quadrant would be precisely defined according to the following two rules: 


 


1. Each distance and height must be probed at least once per quadrant. 


2. Each quadrant must have at least two sites, DnHm, in common with each other quadrant. 


 


Acknowledging that, due to permitted joint limits, an RAACMM may not cover a complete sphere we 


propose additionally that whatever workspace a given RAACMM can cover (which may or may not be 


symmetrical) should be divided into equal quadrants such that the prescription above is still valid. In this 


manner all devices are treated equivalently and the same percentage of their workspaces is examined. 


 


The analysis of forward-reverse pass error highlights the requirement to perform reverification bi-


directionally for any dynamic scanning system. So the final recommendation is that each sphere site 


should be measured five times with bi-directional passes if a laser scanning system is employed. 


 


Although this work does not specifically address the VDI ball-bar test, we would seek also to clarify and 


rigidly prescribe the position, orientation, and attitude of the length standards. Moreover we would 


prohibit the practise of overlapping a single shorter length standard in lieu of one of the required length. 


The reason for this is that it is conceivable that in some orientations the artefact may block the trajectory 


necessary to make a certain measurement, but using a shorter standard the path may be negotiable if the 


interposing section of the artefact is missing due to judicious choice of the overlap region. 
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Abstract: 
 


NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the scientific successor to the Hubble Space 
Telescope, will be the premier space science program for astrophysics in the coming decade.  Testing of 
subsystems is currently underway.  Metrology measurements of critical subsystems under vacuum and 
cryogenic conditions are needed to ensure proper operation.  However, current non-contact, laser-based 
measurement systems cannot operate under these conditions.  This paper presents the results of 
measuring through a vacuum chamber window using a Nikon Metrology (formerly Metris) Laser Radar. 


 
The accuracy of laser metrology measurements depends upon knowing the parameters of the 


media through which the measurement beam travels.  Under normal conditions, this means knowledge 
of the temperature, pressure and humidity of the air in the measurement volume.  Typically, thermal 
gradients provide the most challenging aspect of achieving accurate measurements but this can be 
overcome with temperature sensors along the measurement path to provide an average effect.  Often, 
however, there is a need to measure an object in an environment unsuitable for the measurement 
instrument, such as in an extreme temperature environment.  In the past, windows have been used to 
protect the measuring device from the heat of the molten metal in a steel mill but, due to the relaxed 
accuracy requirements, a rigorous model of the effect of the window on the measurement was not done. 


  
In the case of the James Web Space Telescope alignment fixturing, high accuracy measurements 


through a window must be made with the components at cryogenic temperatures in a vacuum.  The 
ability to make accurate measurements through a window presents a challenge as there are a number of 
factors to considerer.  In the case of the laser radar, the window will increase the time-of –flight of the 
laser beam causing a ranging error, and refract the direction of the beam causing angular positioning 
errors. 


 
A model is being developed to compensate for these effects and for the fact that part of the 


measurement path is in vacuum. Parameters being considered include the window material, thickness 
and shape. In addition, differences in pressure, temperature, and humidity on each side of the window 
will cause slight atmospheric index changes and induce deformation and a refractive index gradient 
within the window. Also, since the window is a dispersive media, the effect of both phase and group 
indices have to be considered. Ambient measurements taken on a target-filled test piece showed good 
agreement with the model. Cryogenic/vacuum measurements include an array of targets matching the 
laser radar's capabilities: holes, tooling balls, and various scan areas. These measurements are taken at 
specific points throughout the cycle of the cryogenic experiment and matched to modeling. Those 
measurements points are: without the window in place, with window at ambient, with window at 
vacuum, and at cryogenic temperature. This paper discusses our findings to-date.  
 
 
Introduction: 







 
 Calibration ground support equipment (GSE) for the Integrated Science Instrument Module 
(ISIM) and Optical telescope element SIMulator (OSIM) itself needs to be calibrated at or below 40K 
[1,2].  The GSE alignment target plates consist of large (~1m), metal and composite structures 
containing a host of optical and mechanical metrology targets that are used by various ambient and 
cryogenic metrology systems during ISIM and OSIM alignment and test [3,4].  The purpose of these 
fixtures is to align the telescope-like output of OSIM to the flight coordinate system of ISIM.  The 
ambient placement of these targets is arbitrary, but their cryogenic locations and orientations must be 
known to a high accuracy with respect to the coordinate system.  Therefore, these fixtures must be 
independently calibrated at the cryogenic operating temperature.  This testing will occur in an 
environmental chamber where only non invasive instrumentation will be able to measure dimensional 
changes to the GSE during its cold cycling.  The experiments described in this paper are used to 
determine if metrology of the various targets is feasible using the Nikon Metrology Laser Radar (LR) 
and to help build and verify a LR-though-a-window optical model that will be used to correct raw 
metrology.    6.35mm diameter through holes, 200um pinholes, tooling balls, retro-reflectors and flat 
mirror targets were used to facilitate the understanding of how the LR works under test chamber-like 
conditions. 
 
Test Facility and Target Array: 
 
 The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) vacuum test facility is a 12’ x 14’ vertical loading 
thermal vacuum test chamber.  The facility can operate from -120°C to +110°C in GN2 mode; the 
temperature can reach -180°C in LN2 mode.1


 


  Vacuum is achieved with three cryogenic pumps.   The 
chambers cold shroud is designed for liquid nitrogen flow and there is a 3 ft x 3 ft stable plate in the 
center of the floor of the chamber for hardware mounting.  We have also incorporated a separate cold 
plate to which our hardware and cold straps are mounted.  The chamber sits on a concrete slab one floor 
below the viewports.  At the observation level the floor is simply diamond plate and not suitable for 
placement of metrology instrumentation. The chamber floor and the observation floor being separate, 
any metrology equipment observing the target array inside the chamber would also observe any 
movements between the decoupled bases of the floors.  In order to overcome this obstacle an aluminum 
seat clamps the LR to a stiffening I-beam that is part of the outside chamber wall.  This seat holds both 
the LR and a theodolite as a secondary reference.   In order to determine the impact of possible 
vibrations attributable to this mount on a quiescent chamber, observations of various targets inside the 
chamber without any chamber pumps running showed a small but inconsequential increase in RMS 
repeatability of target positions.  


 


                                                            
1 For the calibration of the JWST alignment fixtures, an additional liquid helium capability will be utilized in order 
to reach the ~40 K operating temperature. 







  
  


Figure 1: CAD image of vacuum chamber showing LR, theodolite and target array placement. 
 
 The target array was devised as a test platform for each of the different target types that the LR is 
required to measure during the calibration of the JWST GSE fixtures.  The two main observation 
techniques we plan to utilize in the later GSE testing are the tooling ball and through hole measurement 
algorithms.  Three aluminum scale bars were placed along three axes of the scene.  The X and Y axis 
scale bars were approximately perpendicular to the LR path of light and Z parallel to it (range).  Each of 
these ~730mm long scale bars accommodated a tooling ball at each end that was magnetically registered 
to the end of the bar.  On one face of the Al scale bars, a 6.35mm through hole was drilled at the end of 
the bars near the tooling ball target.  An additional Invar scale bar was added along the X axis and 
housed a tooling ball at either end.  These scale bars allow for comparison between observed length 
changes warm-to-cold and calculated warm to cold length deltas in three dimensions.  The scale bars 
were calibrated at GSFC during previous testing at ambient and cryogenic temperatures.  Other targets 
on the test array include a standard flat 25.4mm diameter mirror, a 25.4mm diameter corner cube and 
two 200um pinholes.  All data on these particular targets were observed with the different LR vision and 
metrology scanning techniques.   In this paper, we limit our discussion to the hole and tooling ball 
targets on the scale bars. 
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Figure 2: Drawing of tooling ball (pink) on end of a scale bar (black) being held by a magnet with 
through hole below. 


 


 
 


Figure 3:  Photograph of target array showing X, Y, Z scale bars with holes and tooling balls 
  
 The chamber window (approximately 30.48 cm from the scanning mirror of the LR) is a 25.4 cm 
diameter Corning 7980 fused silica window with <1 arcsec wedge and flat to <λ/20 waves rms at λ 
=633nm total transmitted wavefront error over 60 % of the window diameter.2,3


                                                            
2 Corning, Inc., Corning, NY, www.corning.com 


  To acquire as much 
signal as possible from the LR (1550nm beam) both during transmission for the target array and in 
reflection to determine window placement no window coatings were added. In order to determine the 
index of refraction of the window (which is temperature dependant) during use, nine thermocouples 
were placed around the edges, four inside and four outside the chamber at ~90 degree intervals and one 


3 Nu-Tek Precision Optical Corp., Aberdeen, MD, www.nu-tek-optics.com 







on the inside window center.  An outside thermocouple had been placed on the window center but it 
interfered with measurements later in the testing and was removed before cryogen was introduced into 
the system.  Thermocouples were also placed at key positions inside the chamber (e.g., cold plate, etc. ) 
and Platinum Resistance Thermometers (PRTs) were used on the aluminum scale bars for more accurate 
measurements.  All targets were also strapped to the cold plate using tin-coated copper braid.  Five Pipe 
clamps were used at equal intervals along the scalebars with PRTs to the cold strapping.  All other 
targets were strapped to the cold plate to best effort via various fastening schemes.  Given the limitations 
on test time and the LN2 capability of the cold plate, the targets reached temperatures 130 to140 K.   
 
Testing: 
  
 Data were acquired during the following conditions:  1) All targets were measured without the 
window in place (i.e., the only media through which the LR signal passed was air). This case is 
considered the measurement baseline and all modeling-corrected results are compared to this case.  2) 
All targets were measured with the window in place, but under ambient pressure conditions. 3) The 
measurements were obtained with the window in place and the chamber at vacuum, but the test articles 
were at ambient temperature.  4) The test chamber was at vacuum and the test articles were cooled to 
~140 Kelvin.  All environmental data were tracked via thermocouples (or PRTs on scale bars) mounted 
throughout the test array and window, accelerometers on the stable plate and cold plate inside and the 
LR seat outside the chamber recorded vibrations, and chamber pressure was recorded by the facility 
personnel.  The LR’s external weather station recorded temperature, pressure and humidity for the short 
air path between the LR and the window.  Each dataset consisted of measurements of all of the targets 
(holes, tooling balls, mirror, and retro-reflector) repeated five times for statistical purposes.  As data 
were acquired, special attention was paid to repeatability.  The repeatability for the ambient, no-window 
case in X, Y, Z positions was ~ 10-20um RMS, with the tooling balls repeating closer to ~10um and 
through holes to ~20um.  Similar results were found with the window in place.   However, after pulling 
vacuum, it was more difficult to get good repeatability through five datasets --- during the first cryo-
cycle it was only possible to acquire data once all of the cryogenic pumps and vacuum pumps were 
turned off.  Once all pumps were turned off, repeatability improved to ~15--30um RMS.  Two full 
warm-to-cold cycles were accomplished in 8 days of testing.   
  
 Scale bars were placed approximately along the X (horizontal), Y (vertical), and Z (range) 
directions. Spatial Analyzer TM software was used to determine lengths of the individual scale bars in 
each direction between targets (Table 1).4


 
   


LR MEASURED DATA (mm)
Scale Bar Length no window L window Amb DELTA Amb/Vac DELTA Cryo DELTA
X (holes) 729.848 734.865 5.016 734.4797 -0.385 732.1287 -2.351
Y (holes) 729.982 734.996 5.014 734.5847 -0.411 732.2277 -2.357
Z (TBs) 729.953 730.022 0.070 729.733 -0.289 727.4456 -2.288
X (TBs) 730.073 735.067 4.995 734.646 -0.422 732.3187 -2.327


INX (TBs) 730.222 735.129 4.907 734.850 -0.278 734.657 -0.193  
 


Table 1:  Laser Radar measured distances between targets on each scale bar.  (No corrections for 
window or vacuum, only normal LR automatic environment corrections.) 


 


                                                            
4 New River Kinematics, Inc., Williamsburg, VA, www.kinematics.com 







The first column in Table 1 describes which scale bar was measured including which target.  The 
next two columns are the lengths between targets as measured by the LR in Spatial Analyzer TM the first 
without a window (baseline) and then with the window in place.  The following column shows the 
differences between the two measurements.  The last columns then show the measured lengths at 
vacuum and cryogenic temperature along with their respective differences from the window-in-place 
case.  Note that the X and Y scale bars have very large deltas due to their positions with respect to the 
window normally corrected for through implementation of Snell’s law. As light travels through the 
window and bends at the interface, large apparent deviations occur in where the LR system interprets 
target location.  The data that are obtained approximately normal to the window serve as a convenient 
check on the data analysis process because the ray angle changes little and only range errors are realized 
between the “no window” and the “window” cases.  The window’s refractive index changes 
significantly as a function of wavelength.  The Laser Radar, which uses an FMCW laser source at 
1550nm, emits a chirped beam which is frequency swept about 100GHz.  Light reflected off a target is 
recollected and coherently mixed with an optical local oscillator, or reference, signal to produce an RF 
signal proportional to the distance to the target.  The Laser Radar’s ranging function is calibrated in the 
factory against a HeNe interferometer.  The pressure, temperature and humidity of the environment 
during factory calibration are recorded by the instrument and subsequent measurements are corrected 
when these environmental parameters change.  Since air is not a significantly dispersive media (the 
difference in the phase and group indices at 1550nm is about 1ppm) this calibration method is sufficient 
for most applications.   


 
The actual travel time of the Laser Radar’s light depends upon the group velocity (or group 


index) of the medium through which it travels.  However, the refraction angle depends upon the phase 
index.  Therefore, for a dispersive media, the modeling has to use the group index to determine the travel 
time, or time of flight, of the measurement beam but must use the phase index and Snell’s law to 
determine the diffraction angle. 


 
Two different LR measurement algorithms were used: One for measuring the holes and one for 


the tooling balls.  The “Hole” algorithm takes surface points along multiple bisected lines of a circle 
described by a center point and diameter input by the user (other user input parameters include chamfer 
size, # of points along a bisection and # of bisected lines).  The algorithm then finds a measured center 
point of the hole from the surface plane and the circumference about which the measured signals drop-
off.  Tooling balls are measured by a spiral trace about a user-selected center to find the maximum return 
beam to the LR.  Depending on the tooling ball size, an offset is also chosen to determine center as the 
LR only finds the surface normal and the range to the surface.  


 
In order to measure window location, the “direct and through” algorithm is used.   (The LR was 


too close to the window to scan it directly.)  We placed a tooling ball such that it can be viewed by the 
LR both in virtual reflection off the window and as well as via direct line of sight.  In this manner, the 
window-to-LR range and angular alignment (i.e. tip and tilt) can be derived.  However we had to obtain 
a virtual image of the tooling ball in reflection for a window with no coating and, thus, little reflected 
light.  This can be difficult.  The solution was to lower the LR system’s signal strength threshold for 
capturing a peak return from the tooling ball.  Normally the amount of light returned to the LR is much 
brighter than other stray sources that can interfere with the LR capturing algorithm -- a peak threshold is 
set high in order to negate any spurious measurements.  When making a direct and through measurement 
on an uncoated mirror like this window surface, dropping this threshold is dangerous and extra care 
needs to be taken in order to place the tooling ball such that any other return beams could not be 
mistaken for a tooling ball during the “through” portion of the measurement.  During the “direct” portion 
this threshold was set back to the default value. 5


                                                            
5 Spatial Analyzer User’s Manual, New River Kinematics, Inc., v. 1.21.2008, p. 150—151  


  







 


Model setup: 
 


We have modeled the LR measurements through the window using FRED.6


 


  FRED is a flexible 
non-sequential ray trace software package that allowed us to define the coordinate system in the model 
to be identical to the coordinate system defined by the LR.  We could then import the metrology data 
without coordinate system transformations. 


The model is divided into three main regions as shown in Figure 4:  the atmosphere outside the 
vacuum chamber, the window, and the atmosphere inside the vacuum chamber.  The LR is located in the 
region outside the vacuum chamber.  The LR measures the temperature, pressure and humidity in this 
region and assumes that the entire beam path has a uniform environment. 
 


 
 


Figure 4:  Schematic of the optical model of the LR measurements 
 


The LR is modeled as a simple point source at the origin of the LR coordinate system.  Light 
rays in the model are launched into directions defined by the final location reported by the LR 
measurements.  For example, if a point as measured by the LR is at (xo,y0,z0), then a ray is launched into 
space using (x0,y0,z0)/||(x0,y0,z0)|| as direction cosines.  The distance the ray travels, as measured by the 
LR, is then ng||(xo,y0,z0)||, where ng is the group index of refraction for air.   
 


To calculate the group index of refraction for air, the Edlen equation was used [5,6,7].  The 
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity as reported by the LR were used to calculate the phase 
index of refraction, np, of air.  The Edlen equation was programmed into the model using a user-scripted 
material.  The group index, ng, was then calculated by adding a small change, 0.001um, to the 
wavelength and using: 


 
 
where λ is the nominal LR test wavelength of 1.550um. 
 


The window that was used is a fused silica window parallel to sub-arc second accuracy.  The 
phase and group index for the glass were found as above, but with a temperature-dependent Sellmeier 
equation for fused silica.  Temperature-depended Sellmeier coefficients for fused silica were calculated 
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 Region 3, Air 


 


Laser radar source point 
 







from measurements previously made by D. Leviton and B. Frey using the CHARMS system [8].  Again, 
a user-scripted material was used to implement this in the model.  


 
The window alignment was determined using a “direct-and-through” measurement of the front 


surface of the window during each set of target measurements, as explained above.  In this manner, the 
orientation of the window plane and distance from the LR to that plane are determined. The atmosphere 
inside the chamber was modeled using the same Edlen-defined air material outlined above for the 
atmosphere outside the chamber. For the vacuum cases, the path length in the chamber was modeled 
with an index of 1.0. 


Ray tracing: 
 


To model measurements made by the LR through the window, the ray tracing was handled in 
three parts.  First, rays were traced into the directions as reported by the LR measurements, up to the 
first surface of the window.  At that point, the optical path lengths as reported by FRED, which use the 
phase index, were corrected for group index.  Next, the trace was done through the window to the 
second surface.  Again, the optical path within the window was corrected for group index.  Finally, the 
rays were propagated in space behind the window out to the distances reported by the LR measurements.  
The final modeled position, (x,y,z), was then reported and compared to measurements made by the LR 
without the window in place. 


Results: 
 


A target field consisting of fourteen (14) holes and seven (7) tooling balls on aluminum and 
Invar bars were measured with and without a window.  Using the process outlined above, the with-
window measurements were then run through the optical model to determine their true locations and 
compared against the no-window measurements.  For the ambient case where the chamber vacuum 
pumps and cryogenic systems were not running, it was assumed that the targets and measurement 
system did not move between the measurements, so rigid-body motions have not been removed.  The 
errors are shown below in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5:  Errors between the modeled and measured locations of holes (‘H’ and ‘P’ points) and tooling 
balls (‘TB’ points). 


 
The lengths of four scale bars were also calculated using the FRED optical model and compared 


with the lengths from the no-window measurements, using the CTE of the scale bars to predict warm-to-
cold length change.  Four scale bars were made of aluminum and one was Invar.  There was a 1.2 K 
temperature drop recorded by temperature sensors on the rods between the two measurements, simply 
due to the temperature of the environment.  By looking at the lengths of the scale bars, a relative 
measurement, rigid body alignment changes in the setup do not influence the result.  The model and 
measurements agree to the values shown in Table 2. 
 


Scale Bar End points
Delta length 
change (mm) material


X (XL, XR) 0.0029 Aluminum
Y (YL,YR) 0.0047 Aluminum


TB-INX (TB-INXL, TB-INXR) -0.0072 Invar
TB-X (TB-XL, TB-XR) -0.0042 Aluminum
TB-Z (TB-ZL,TB-ZR) -0.0016 Aluminum  


 
Table 2:  Differences between the lengths predicted by the FRED model vs. the length predicted from the 


no-window measurement taking into account temperature changes of the scale bars. 
 


After the ambient window measurements were taken, the chamber was evacuated and the LR 
measurements were repeated.  Following that, the chamber was taken down to LN2 temperatures and the 
LR measurements were again repeated.  Temperature sensors on the scale bars reported temperatures 
around 140K.  The vacuum window deformation was estimated using a NASTRAN analysis taking into 
account both the temperature and pressure effects.  A polynomial fit of the window shape was calculated 
and entered into the model.  Next the region inside the chamber was changed from air to vacuum.  







 
The model was again used to predict the locations of the targets inside the chamber.  These 


model-predicted locations were compared against the ‘truth’ values as measured by the LR without the 
window.  Due to rigid body motions caused by chamber vibrations the errors for the ambient vacuum 
case were on the order of 1-1.5mm; for the cold measurements the errors were on the order of 2.5-3mm. 
For relative changes, however, we again compared the lengths of the scale bars as modeled against the 
predicted lengths calculated with the CTE’s of the bars and the windowless measurements.  The model 
and measurements agree to the values shown in Table 3. 
 


Scale bar End points


Ambient vac
Delta length 
change (mm)


Cryo vac
Delta length 
change (mm) material


X (XL, XR) 0.0140 0.0619 Aluminum
Y (YL,YR) 0.0047 0.0033 Aluminum


TB-INX (TB-INXL, TB-INXR) -0.0103 -0.0021 Invar
TB-X (TB-XL, TB-XR) -0.0173 0.0283 Aluminum
TB-Z (TB-ZL,TB-ZR) 0.0085 0.0115 Aluminum   


 
Table 3: Differences between the lengths predicted by the FRED model vs. the length predicted from the 
no-window measurement taking into account temperature changes of the metering rods. These data are 


for a window with atmosphere on one side and vacuum on the other. 
 
Summary: 
 
 The Laser Radar is a useful tool for taking metrology measurements without the need for 
physical interaction with the parts under test.  In extreme cases when the parts are in extreme 
environments additional steps need to be taken to separate the operator and Laser Radar from that 
environment.  In doing so the LR is unaware that the path of light is anything but the air in which its 
weather station resides.  We have developed a model that accurately reduces the LR data and accounts 
for the three media in our testbed: air, fused silica and vacuum.  This approach can be adapted for any 
environment/material.  For our ~3m range setup, using group velocities to account for ranging errors and 
phase velocities for angular deviations through glass and air, the model solves for the absolute position 
of the measured points inside the environmental chamber to an average error (i.e. excursion) of ~11um 
at ambient temperature and ~21um for the cryogenic condition.  These results support this technique for 
the cryogenic calibration of the JWST ISIM optomechanical alignment fixtures.  These results are still in 
preliminary stages and my change slightly as further data reduction is conducted. 
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